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Abstract: 

The present study aims to uncover how self-managing teams can seize and perceive empowerment to 

increase their effectiveness. Hereby, team work crafting indicates how teams may seize empowerment, 

whereas external leadership refers to a way how teams can perceive empowerment. The research was 

conducted at a high-tech company in Eindhoven, where the production teams are facing a volatile 

environment and demands for high quality products. By applying an empirical survey research design, 

including a daily diary study, it was discovered that both general levels of team work crafting and 

external leadership related positively to general team effectiveness. Moreover, teams were found to 

performed better on days that they applied more team work crafting, and external leadership made this 

relationship even stronger. Furthermore, it was found that some of these effects could at least partly be 

explained by increased flexibility. Additionally, team members felt more committed to the organization 

and perceived higher levels of satisfaction and engagement towards their job. Furthermore, the quality 

of goods improved; however, the empowerment of teams hampered labor productivity rates. Thus, it 

can be concluded that team work crafting and external leadership are generally beneficial for self-

managing team effectiveness, although attention to potential detrimental effects on team productivity is 

warranted.  
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Management Summary 

Manufacturing companies in the high-tech sector are facing demands for high quality products in a 

volatile and innovative environment (Curral et al., 2001; El-Khalil & El-Kassar, 2016; Tellis et al., 

2008). Prior studies have been suggesting that self-managing teams offer organizations the desired 

responsiveness to cope with the evolving industry (Kauffeld, 2006; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 

1997). However, it appears that companies are struggling to reap all benefits of such autonomous team 

structures. The effectiveness of self-managing teams is likely to be hampered by a lack of 

empowerment, which they require for optimal performance. The aim of this study was to present 

companies how their self-managing teams could seize and perceive empowerment. Hereby, team work 

crafting was described as a proactive coordinated way of working that group members engage in to 

seize empowerment for the team (Zhang et al., 2019). External leadership was proposed as a hands-off 

approach to provide support and direction by which self-managing teams can perceive empowerment 

(Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). 

By applying an empirical survey research design, including a daily diary study, it was tested how team 

work crafting and external leadership relate to the effectiveness of self-managing teams, and how team 

work crafting fluctuates over time. Questionnaires were distributed to 23 production teams of a high-

tech manufacturing firm. The daily diary study was conducted for five consecutive days. Eventually, a 

multiple and multilevel regression was applied to analyze the data. 

The results of the study showed that team work crafting and external leadership are both potent 

predictors of the effectiveness of self-managing teams. Moreover, on days that teams pursue more team 

work crafting, better performances were observed. External leadership made this relationship even 

stronger, and some of these effects were partially mediated by team flexibility. The output of teams 

improved, as they gained a higher viability, more knowledge and skills, and perceived a better 

performance. In addition, individual members felt more committed to the organization, and were more 

satisfied and engaged with their job. Finally, teams improved the quality of their production; however, 

the empowerment of teams hampered their productivity. 

It is recommended for organizations to instruct managers and team leaders how to pursue external 

leadership. Accordingly, teams should be trained to enable them to properly apply crafting activities 

that can improve their performance. When teams seize and perceive empowerment, they improve the 

capability of team members to work collaboratively and interdependently in the present and future. 

Teams can behave more flexible, improve their knowledge and skills, and obtain more ownership on 

their work. Hereby, external leaders can provide teams with more and more empowerment over time. 

Additionally, the empowerment that teams can seize and perceive stimulates the organizational 

commitment and well-being of team members. Moreover, team members felt more satisfied and 

engaged on days that teams seized more empowerment, which may result in a healthier work force. 
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Eventually, this study proved that self-managing teams that seize and perceive empowerment are able 

to quickly react on quality issues that occur during their work. Hence, they can manufacture more 

products the first time right and reduce the overall defects rate; however, the flexibility that teams 

perceive to react on quality issues disrupts the regular production activities. Hence, the empowerment 

decreases the productivity of self-managing teams. 

The results suggest that both team work crafting and external leadership enable self-managing teams to 

seize and perceive empowerment to improve their effectiveness. Hereby, it is possible to create a culture 

of proactive work behavior that may be beneficial for the performance of the organization; however, 

the results also show a disruptive effect on teams’ productivity rates. Thus, it is recommended for 

managers to keep monitoring the effectiveness of their self-managing teams to assure a reliable 

productivity while improving the quality output to meet customer demands.  
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1. Introduction 

Since the start of the 21st century, a rapid evolution of technological innovations is increasing the 

demand for high-tech products. Hence, the industry has become volatile and unpredictable (Sofijanova 

& Zabijakin-Chatleska, 2013; Wu et al., 2005), and developed into a complex environment for 

organizations (Scott & Tiessen, 1999). Manufacturing companies within the high-tech segment are 

facing clients who desire a reliable flow of high-quality products, which pressurizes the operational 

teams of these production firms (Curral et al., 2001; Galbraith, 1990; Kozlowski & Bell, 2013; Santa et 

al., 2011; Tellis et al., 2008). To respond to these complex and dynamic environments and deal with 

the pressurizing production demands, companies are forced to implement new strategies that involve 

quick decision-making to react on changes and sustain a competitive advantage (Ahmad & Schroeder, 

2003; Curral et al., 2001; Scott & Tiessen, 1999; Sofijanova & Zabijakin-Chatleska, 2013). Therefore, 

it has become a critical issue to manage operational teams effectively to achieve a higher operational 

performance. 

It had been suggested in prior research that the implementation of self-managing teams (SMTs) provides 

companies with the desired responsiveness towards the evolving industry and improvement of their 

operational performance (Batt, 2004; Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Kauffeld, 2006; Tata & Prasad, 2004; 

Wageman, 1997). These SMTs are work teams that pursue the goals of the organization autonomously 

by working collaboratively and have decision-making authority for operational level problem solving 

(Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Kauffeld, 2006; Wageman, 1997). Previous research indicates that SMTs 

are one of the human resource management practices to enhance organizational flexibility and 

operational performance of manufacturing companies, and therefore can provide strategic benefits 

(Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Huselid, 1995; Sofijanova & Zabijakin-Chatleska, 2013). 

Although, many scholars encourage the implementation of SMTs within manufacturing facilities 

(Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Kauffeld, 2006; Luis Alves Pais, 2010; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 

1997), only a few organizations have been capable of utilizing the full potential of these team structures 

(Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Hackman, 2002; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 1997). The challenge 

for firms is that autonomous teams require trust and coordination to work effectively, but this might be 

hampered by influential factors, such as organizational hierarchies, the company culture, team design, 

and a lack of external leadership (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Hackman, 2002; Kirkman & Shapiro, 

1997; Staats et al., 2012; Tata & Prasad, 2004). Hence, organizations could fail to provide SMTs with 

the desired empowerment that they require, SMTs may not be competent to properly use the 

empowerment that they receive, and teams might be ignorant about the empowerment that they could 

seize by themselves. Therefore, it is essential for companies to understand how to create a stimulating 

environment and effective team structures to increase the assets of empowered team structures (Druskat 
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& Wheeler, 2004). Thus, the main question for this research is how organizations can enhance the 

benefits of self-managing teams in the high-tech manufacturing sector. 

The main purpose of this study is to broaden the knowledge about the effectiveness of self-managing 

teams in the high-tech segment. Towards this purpose, it is investigated how seized and perceived 

empowerment relates to the performance of self-managing teams. More specifically, this study proposes 

team work crafting as an indicator for how teams seize empowerment. Team work crafting refers to 

team members who redesign the team’s work in a proactive and coordinated fashion to improve their 

current working conditions (Zhang et al., 2019). Hereby, teams could increase their flexibility that 

enables them to quickly react on changes in the environment and collaboratively establish fit and 

meaning to their current work processes. It was also examined that team work crafting may be beneficial 

for the effectiveness of SMTs because their team flexibility increases. Additionally, external leadership 

was studied as an indicator for perceived empowerment. External leadership is a hands-off approach of 

leadership to provide direction and autonomy to SMTs (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Moreover, this 

study investigated if external leadership could increase the effectiveness that team work crafting may 

have on the performance of SMTs. Thereby, it was explored how seized and perceived empowerment 

interact with each other. Both concepts, team work crafting and external leadership, were assembled 

from reviewing preliminary literature on autonomous work groups and are highlighted in this study. 

The research took place at a high-tech manufacturing facility in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Within 

this organization 23 SMTs were selected to be investigated based on their level of self-management and 

dynamic work environment. To analyze the teams, a theory-driven approach was used, which included 

an empirical daily diary study that accommodated a multilevel regression analysis. Eventually, this 

study contributed to the theoretical and practical developments concerning SMTs by providing a way 

of working that could stimulate their empowerment and thereby increase their effectiveness. 

This research report encompasses the following structure. First, a theoretical background is provided 

concerning the concept of SMTs. Furthermore, it includes the construct of team work crafting and 

external leadership as influential factors on the performance of teams. Moreover, it is discussed how 

the coherence of team work crafting and team performance could partially be mediated by the team 

flexibility that teams create for themselves. In the second chapter is described what methodology is 

applied for the investigation, which includes the data collection and strategy of analysis. Thirdly, the 

results of the analysis are presented, which are deployed to answer the research question. The final 

chapter presents the discussion of the report, which includes a conclusion, theoretical and managerial 

implications, and future research potential.  
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2. Theoretical background 

A remarkable transformation of organizational frameworks has taken place concerning the shift from 

individual work structures towards team-based structures (Kozlowski & Bell, 2013). The aim of this 

alternative view on work forces is to enhance the organizational performance. In addition, these 

structural changes have captured the attention of many scholars, which is reflected by an expansion of 

research on the topic of team functioning (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Kozlowski & Bell, 2013; Mathieu et 

al., 2008). Hence, the purpose of this theoretical background is to present relevant academical insights 

about team structures and influential factors of team effectiveness, which might be applicable in a high-

tech manufacturing environment. These literature insights will be provided by comprising five subjects. 

First, the definition of work teams is explained, which is based on the literature review of Mathieu et 

al. (2008) and the research of Kozlowski and Bell (2013). The second part elaborates on this description 

of teams by interpreting the concept of autonomous work groups. Moreover, the specifications of 

multiple articles are combined to derive an all-encompassing definition for SMTs. Thirdly, it is 

explained how performance is interpreted for this research, and how team performance outcomes may 

be improved by fully utilizing the benefits of SMTs. The fourth part presents the concepts of team work 

crafting and external leadership. Based on these concepts, hypotheses are developed to indicate how 

team work crafting and external leadership, separately and in interaction, may influence the 

performance of SMT. In addition, it is proposed that team flexibility might mediate the effects of team 

work crafting on team performance. Finally, a conceptual model is depicted to illustrate a clear overview 

of this research. 

2.1.  Defining Teams 

Influential articles from the Journal of Management, such as Cohen and Bailey's (1997) review on work 

teams and the study of Mathieu et al. (2008) on team effectiveness have been stimulating the adoption 

of group structures, and increased the popularity of the concept of teams among scholars. Therefore, 

the availability of academical work surrounding this topic has grown, and resulted in numerous 

definitions that are derived for groups, teams, and collectives who work collaboratively (Mathieu et al., 

2008). Although many definitions of teams appear in different settings within the literature, the purpose 

of this study is to improve the potential of SMTs within a high-tech manufacturing sector. Because the 

focus of this research is towards teams that are working in a manufacturing environment, the definition 

of work teams is used as described by Kozlowski and Bell (2013). According to Kozlowski and Bell 

(2013), a team can be defined as a group of individuals who exist to work interdependently to pursue 

common goals and perform organizationally relevant tasks. To accomplish these goals and tasks, teams 

should interact socially, and maintain and manage their boundaries. 

One of the key elements that is described by Kozlowski and Bell (2013) is often mentioned in the 

literature about self-managing teams. This is interdependent task accomplishment (Kirkman & Shapiro, 
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1997; Sofijanova & Zabijakin-Chatleska, 2013). According to the literature, team members should 

perform connected and interdependent tasks to achieve their goals and solve problems (Cohen et al., 

1996; Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997; Rousseau & Aubé, 2010; Sofijanova & Zabijakin-Chatleska, 2013). 

Interdependent is hereby defined as individuals who support and rely on each other to accomplish tasks 

(Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997). Holman, Wall, Clegg, Sparrow, and Howard (2003) described that a higher 

task interdependence is more likely to provide performance advantages in teams. Therefore, the 

interdependent working structure of regular work teams and SMTs are similar; however, the expected 

behaviors and levels of proactivity embody the differences. 

2.2. Defining SMTs 

The concept of self-managing teams is already known in the literature since the 1950s (Tata & Prasad, 

2004).  Hence, many definitions and terms have emerged to highlight the same or similar concepts of 

autonomous teams (e.g. self-managing, self-directing, self-regulating, composite, and autonomous 

teams or work groups). This chapter explains and discusses different viewpoints on the definition of 

SMTs. Accordingly, a single definition is derived that is used for this research. 

Cummings (1978) refers to autonomous, composite, or self-managing teams by focusing on the team 

members, instead of the group’s behavior. According to Cummings, autonomous teams are work groups 

that generally include members who possess a variety of skills, which should be aligned with the tasks 

of the group. Additionally, the team members discretion about the operational decisions that are made 

according to the working conditions and working environment should be in accordance for the whole 

group. Hereby, it is suggested that a good fit between team members and the operational work tasks is 

important for teams to perform effectively. Manz and Sims (1987) adopted this view of Cummings on 

SMTs, and also proclaimed that roles of the team members should be in line with the group’s primary 

tasks. Therefore, they aimed to define autonomous teams by describing the participating individuals.  

Although Cummings (1978) and Manz and Sims (1987) indicated that the coherence between members 

of a group and their collective tasks are determinative for the team’s outcomes, it does not indicate the 

self-management of teams. Therefore, most posterior research has readdressed the aim for the definition 

of SMTs towards the group level behaviors. 

The central principle of SMTs is indicated by Wageman (1997) as teams that take responsibility for 

their work. Additionally, the teams themselves, rather than managing supervisors, track their own 

performance, adjust their operational strategies when needed to solve problems, and shape to changing 

conditions (Batt, 2004; de Leede et al., 1999; Doorewaard et al., 2002; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1991; 

Wageman, 1997). This view on autonomous teams is shared by Druskat and Wheeler (2004), who notice 

that SMTs are linked with well-defined tasks and take responsibilities for managing and monitoring 

their own efficiency. Hence, taking responsibility and tracking the team’s performance are part of what 
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defines autonomous teams. Additionally, it are such elements that differentiate self-regulating teams 

from regular teams. 

Kauffeld (2006) views that SMTs represent the switch from behavior-oriented to result-oriented 

management. In the article of Kauffeld (2006) is explained that behavior-oriented management refers 

to the traditional habit how teamwork is performed. This indicates that teams are managed by 

supervisors who actively direct groups, by deciding who does which task and how it should be 

performed. Result-oriented management is referred to self-managed team work where the team is 

responsible and has the authority to decide how the goals that are set by management can best be 

accomplished (Batt, 2004; Dee et al., 2006; Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Kauffeld, 2006). In the paper of 

Tata and Prasad (2004) is presented that the autonomy of teams refers to team decisions that are made 

by members who work collaboratively. Also, it is stated that high decision-making authority is related 

to high levels of self-management (Tata & Prasad, 2004). Thus, team decision-making authorities are 

associated with SMTs. 

An important issue in the definition of SMTs concerns team leadership. In theory, all autonomous 

workgroups should be capable of managing themselves without any leader. However, it is proclaimed 

that a lack of external leadership is one of the major reasons for autonomous teams to fail (Druskat & 

Wheeler, 2004; Elloy, 2008; Mathieu et al., 2006). It appears that SMTs still require a specific kind of 

management to provide support of resources and knowledge, and to direct the work group towards the 

organizational goals (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). It seems contradictory because SMTs are autonomous 

in taking responsibility, monitoring activities, and decision-making. But to utilize its full potential they 

still need to receive a path to help align the team goals with those of the corporation (Druskat & Wheeler, 

2004; Elloy, 2005, 2008; Mathieu et al., 2006). Although, it is suggested that management is an 

important factor for autonomous teams, Elloy (2005) indicates that traditional theories about leadership 

are not relevant for guiding self-managed work groups. Hence, it is described that SMTs should operate 

without a visible manager, which is referred to as an external leader (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Elloy, 

2005). Druskat and Wheeler (2004) stated that the role of an external leader is more intricate than being 

a traditional manager. The complexity is partly the result of managing multiple teams. Furthermore, 

external leaders must avoid direct attempts of leadership to prevent exerting too much control, which 

undermines the autonomy of SMTs (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Leading autonomous work groups is 

about providing support, coaching the teams and facilitate them during the activities of the team to 

achieve the team’s goals (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Elloy, 2005, 2008). Thereby, a sense of direction 

and support from external leaders are related with SMTs. 

Many researchers apply a combination of the above-mentioned aspects to define the concept of self-

managing teams. In this research a broad perspective is applied to include multiple insights and form a 

well-encompassing definition. Based on the overview provided above, an SMT is defined as an 
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autonomous group of individuals who are working collaboratively and interdependently, possess 

decision-making authorities, track the team’s performance, take collaborative responsibility, and 

receive a sense of direction and support from external leaders to achieve the team’s goals. 

2.3. The Effectiveness of SMTs 

High-performance work systems, such as self-managing teams, appear to be significantly more effective 

in the high-technology industries, rather than other industries (Kintana et al., 2006). Kintana et al. 

(2006) speculated that the reason for this appearance is because either the implementation of SMTs 

within a high-tech environment more intensely stimulates knowledge sharing and commitment, or that 

a highly skilled and committed work force perceives more possibilities to realize its full potential in a 

knowledge intensive industry. In general, organizations implement SMTs with the objective to improve 

the efficiency of teams to accomplish specific tasks (Sagoe, 1994). Hence, many publications have been 

covering the effects of autonomous teams on organizational performance (Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; 

Jacobs et al., 2016). 

Performance is often perceived as quantitative operational indicators, such as production figures and 

financial outcomes; however, Hackman and Wageman (2004, 2005) posit that these quantitative 

measures do not indicate the human performance outcomes, such as the viability and skills of teams. 

Therefore, they defined the effectiveness of teams by three indicators. The first indicator is the 

operational performance of teams. This is described in the literature as quantitative performance 

measures and is often specified as the labor productivity, and the quality of goods and services 

(Doorewaard et al., 2002; Glassop, 2002; Hackman & Wageman, 2004, 2005; Holman et al., 2003; Luis 

Alves Pais, 2010; Pot, 2011). The other representations of team effectiveness are focused on the human 

performance outcomes. Hence, the second indicator of Hackman and Wageman (2004, 2005) is the 

capability and sustainability of a team to work together interdependently in the future. This concept of 

a team’s sustainability and prospects to work collaboratively is referred to as the groups’ viability. The 

third indicator of effectivity is defined as the well-being and personal growth of individual team 

members. These outcomes are represented by the organizational commitment, job satisfaction, 

employee engagement, and perceived knowledge and skills (Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Demerouti et 

al., 2015; Doorewaard et al., 2002; Glassop, 2002; Gruman & Saks, 2011; Hackman & Wageman, 2004, 

2005; Wasti & Can, 2008). Each of the previously described sub-indicators for operational and human 

performance outcomes are elaborated in the following sections. Accordingly, it is explained what 

potential effects SMTs may have on these sub-indicators. 

2.3.1. Operational Performance 

Doorewaard et al. (2002), suggested that team-based work enhances operational performance outcomes 

such as productivity and quality. Also, Batt (2004) found that managers perceived better operational 

results as effect after implementing autonomous work groups. Thus, previous studies have presented 
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that the concept of self-regulating teams is associated with improvements in work-related attitudes, 

behaviors, and performance within the operations sectors (Cohen & Ledford, 1994; Glassop, 2002; 

Holman et al., 2003; Manz & Sims, 1987). 

 Labor Productivity 

Productivity is generally analyzed as output or throughput per input (Stabler, 1996). If the same level 

of input is provided while the system interruptions are eliminated the resultant output is expected to be 

higher. Thus, the throughput of a system enhances (Glassop, 2002; Holman et al., 2003; Sagoe, 1994). 

It is common for companies to measure productivity in terms of labor utilization. Cohen and Ledford 

(1994) state that productivity improvements are a result of implementing SMTs. Glassop (2002) agrees 

with this statement of Cohen and Ledford (1994) and explains that self-regulating work groups are 

designed to ensure that no malfunctions occur in production systems. Self-directing teams possess the 

capability of quick problem solving, due to their decision-making authority and perceived responsibility 

towards the team’s goal. Therefore, they are competent to reduce the slack that may occur in production 

processes and generate a higher production volume (Batt, 2001; Delarue et al., 2008; Holman et al., 

2003; Millikin et al., 2010; Wall et al., 2002). Furthermore, it was found in the article of 

Ghorbanhosseini (2014) about employee development that human resource practices such as autonomy 

in manufacturing facilities stimulates the motivation of employees. Moreover, a higher involvement 

was perceived from technicians. Both motivation and involvement were related to a higher labor 

productivity. Thus, it is likely that the implementation of SMTs provide higher levels of labor 

productivity for firms, in contrast to organizations who do not have these team structures (Glassop, 

2002; Holman et al., 2003). 

 Quality of Goods and Services 

In the literature, it is often mentioned that the quality of goods and services is an important aspect of 

operational performance (Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Glassop, 2002; Holman et al., 2003; Luis Alves 

Pais, 2010; Pot, 2011; Stabler, 1996). Quality relates to the customers’ perceived satisfaction of their 

needs and requirements (Stabler, 1996). Hence, it can be measured by comparing the actual product or 

service with the expectations that it should have according to the client. Examples of quality indicators 

in the manufacturing sector that should be detected before customers receive their shipments are scrap 

and defected goods (Holman et al., 2003). Many studies present that autonomous work groups have a 

direct impact on the quality of goods and services. Six out of seven studies about self-managing teams, 

which Cohen and Ledford (1994) analyzed in their research about the effectiveness of SMTs, reported 

improvements in quality. Also, Manz and Sims (1987) observed that members of self-regulating teams 

in manufacturing plants were capable to discover quality issues quickly. Hence, they enable it to appoint 

and solve these issues before escalation of the problem. The autonomous work structures encourage 

teams to take responsibility by monitoring and coordinating tasks, which may enhance the consistency 

and reliability of work processes. These processes are inherent to provide the expected quality standards 
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of clients (Batt, 2001; Cohen & Ledford, 1994; Glassop, 2002). It becomes a natural part of autonomous 

work groups’ operating process to attend to quality issues. Thus, it is suggested that firms with self-

managing team structures achieve a higher product and service quality than firms without these team 

structures (Glassop, 2002; Holman et al., 2003). 

2.3.2. Human Performance 

In the research of Doorewaard et al. (2002) it was found that teams who pursue autonomy by taking 

shared responsibility with regard to the teams’ decision-making, are positively related to human 

performance. The SMTs who are functioning in demanding task environments are often confronted 

with complex situations that necessitate effective decision-making (Marques-Quinteiro et al., 2016). 

This thoughtfulness fosters the shared perceptions of team efficacy and team viability (Marques-

Quinteiro et al., 2016). Furthermore, the work and organizational designs for self-managing teams that 

include task variety and autonomy are motivating factors that stimulate the employee satisfaction and 

commitment (Cohen & Ledford, 1994; Luis Alves Pais, 2010). Additionally, high levels of 

involvements and interdependencies between members support the collaborative proactive behaviors 

and may enhance employee engagement and knowledge and skills sharing over time (Dee et al., 2006; 

Demerouti et al., 2015; Gruman & Saks, 2011; Hackman & Wageman, 2005; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). 

Hence, self-regulating teams positively relate to various indicators of human performance. 

 Viability 

Hackman and Wageman (2005) noticed that the viability of a team is an important performance output, 

as it indicates the capacity for sustainable growth and capability to work together interdependently in 

the future (Bell & Marentette, 2011; Hackman & Wageman, 2004; Marques-Quinteiro et al., 2016; 

Yang & Guy, 2011). The aspects of team viability are often developed from evaluating the groups’ 

performance, the degree of competence, and future goals (Marques-Quinteiro et al., 2016). These 

aspects are similar to the responsibilities taken by SMTs. Hence, autonomous groups should be more 

accurate in estimating its past, present, and future situations, based on its history, current composition 

and upcoming events. The recent achievements and performance forecasts pursued by SMTs might 

result in a more positive appraisal of the team’s potential to keep working together in future projects. 

Thus, behaviors of SMTs influence the groups’ viability (De Jong et al., 2005; Marques-Quinteiro et 

al., 2016; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). However, boundary conditions for the relevance of viability are 

identified in the article of Bell and Marentette (2011). They appoint that viability can be considered 

useful for teams that are setup for the long-term to accomplish organizational goals. Additionally, 

viability is feasible for teams with a high probability of being exposed to change (including membership 

alterations). Therefore, it is described by Bell and Marentette (2011) that viability is particularly 

important for manufacturing teams. 
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 Organizational Commitment 

High performance work systems such as self-regulating teams are fostering the commitment of team 

members (Agarwala, 2003; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Wageman, 1997). Dee et al. (2006) characterizes 

commitment by the beliefs and acceptance of organizational values and goals, the eagerness to exert 

effort to achieve these values and goals on the behalf of the organization, and a vast desire to maintain 

a part of the organization. Participation in autonomous work groups, where members gain more 

decision-making authority and seize opportunities to advance team goals, offers teams a broader 

participation and ownership of important decisions, which intensifies members’ commitment to the 

team and organization (Dee et al., 2006; Wageman, 1997). In the research of Dee et al. (2006), it is 

suggested that the autonomy, which SMTs obtain, provides a feeling of interpersonal trust between 

managers and their employees. This feeling of trust among team members was found to result in higher 

levels of organizational commitment. Additionally, it was established that teams who take a shared 

responsibility among the group’s members and adopt the authority for making decisions positively 

affect the team’s performance (Doorewaard et al., 2002; Pearce & Manz, 2005; Wageman, 1997). 

Especially, human performance outcomes such as personnel competencies and commitment are 

influenced by SMTs. Work groups who embed shared responsibility are more likely to make job 

regulating decisions according to the preferred standards of performance, which may concern work 

preparation, support, and control. Hereby, teams are enabled to internalize the corresponding 

competencies that allow a long-term pattern for commitment (Doorewaard et al., 2002; Pearce & Manz, 

2005; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). Individuals of autonomous work groups can regulate their activities 

based on their internalized attitude, which stimulates entrepreneurial behavior. This behavior indicates 

that activities are taken care of according to the vision of the entrepreneur. These entrepreneurial 

behaviors stimulate the loyalty and commitment of employees within the organization (Doorewaard et 

al., 2002; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). 

 Job Satisfaction 

Studies have suggested that self-managing teams offer significant benefits towards the perceived 

employee quality of work life that results from improved job satisfaction of employees (Cohen & 

Ledford, 1994; Elloy, 2005; Glassop, 2002; Sagoe, 1994; Yang & Guy, 2011). Yang and Guy (2011), 

discuss the concept of participant-satisfaction, by which they define job satisfaction as a positive or 

pleasant emotional state that employees perceive from the experiences pertaining their job and the actual 

job execution. Cohen and Bailey (1997), described in their article that autonomy, which is a vital aspect 

of SMTs, is positively associated with the satisfaction of self-regulating team members within the 

manufacturing and service environment. Therefore, it was found in their investigation that the job 

satisfaction of self-regulating work groups was significantly higher than traditionally managed teams. 

Often, companies refer to the absenteeism rate of employees as one of the measurement items to indicate 

the degree of job satisfaction (Dee et al., 2006; Glassop, 2002; Sagoe, 1994). Usually companies behold 
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a reduction in absenteeism as consequence of implementing self-directing team structures. This 

phenomenon can be explained by the enjoyable factor for employees that accompanies the social 

structures, perceived responsibility and autonomy of SMTs (Glassop, 2002; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Yang 

& Guy, 2011). 

 Employee Engagement 

The contemporary challenges that organizations are facing have moved them to explore ways to 

improve the employee performance (Buchner, 2007). It has been stated in preliminary research that 

fostering the employee engagement is key for enhancing the performance of organizations (Gruman & 

Saks, 2011). In this study, employee engagement is defined as an energetic and fulfilling work-related 

experience that is characterized by vigor, dedication, and absorption, and enhances the employee’s 

sense of professional efficacy (Gruman & Saks, 2011; Maslach et al., 2001; Maslach & Leiter, 2008; 

Rothbard, 2001; Schaufeli et al., 2002). The literature comprised this definition of employee 

engagement in three separate components, which are the cognitive, emotional, and behavioral aspect 

(Konrad, 2006). The cognitive part of engagement involves the employees’ viewpoint about the 

organization, its management, and working environment. The emotional aspect concerns the positive 

or negative attitudes of the employee towards the three cognitive factors. The behavioral facets are the 

value-added actions of the employee towards the organization. This may be performed by devoting 

extra energy to the job and the corporation (Konrad, 2006). The practice of job procedures that stimulate 

employee involvement, such as monitoring the team’s results and collaboratively improving processes, 

result in a higher positive energy and identification towards the organization. Therefore, it has been 

suggested by prior studies that self-managing team structures, which embed a high level of employee 

involvement, stimulate the development of positive beliefs and attitudes that are related to the 

engagement of employees (Demerouti et al., 2015; Gruman & Saks, 2011; Konrad, 2006; Schaufeli et 

al., 2002). Moreover, Demerouti et al. (2015) have found that the perceived autonomy of employees 

was positively influencing their work engagement. The proactive and autonomous behavior that self-

managing team structures foster, also increased the employee engagement. 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Previous literature suggests that high-performance work systems like self-managing teams provide 

opportunities for the improvement and development of knowledge and skills (Cohen & Ledford, 1994; 

Doorewaard et al., 2002; Holman et al., 2003; Stewart & Barrick, 2000; Wall et al., 2002). SMTs offer 

flexibility to members, and hereby decrease the boundaries between individual job assignments. Hence, 

it allows an environment for team members to learn new skills and knowledge by observing and 

interacting thoroughly with colleagues (Stewart & Barrick, 2000; Wall et al., 2002). Wall et al. (2002) 

discussed a similar effect of cognitive growth and awareness within autonomous work structures. It was 

found that experts within the work group, who possess a higher level of skills and knowledge, supported 

less experienced team members. Therefore, it was established that team members are enabled to use 
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pre-existing knowledge more effectively, because autonomy enables knowledge sharing to be more 

conventional and promotes the freedom for the development of team members with new information 

and skills (Pearce & Manz, 2005; Wall et al., 2002). Eventually, a higher educated workforce is valuable 

for the organizations, because it offers a greater depth and breadth of skills and knowledge (Pearce & 

Manz, 2005). Moreover, these enhanced developments of skills and knowledge may result in more 

qualitative outputs of the team. 

2.4. Influencing SMTs 

According to scholars, self-managing teams may be associated with significant improvements in 

performance (Batt, 2004; Kauffeld, 2006; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 1997); however, as noticed 

earlier in this research only a few organizations have fully utilized the potential of team autonomy 

(Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Hackman, 2002; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 1997). Therefore, the 

effectiveness of self-regulating teams is questioned (Hackman, 2002; Tata & Prasad, 2004) and 

Hackman (2002) speculated that teams may perform less well than the sum of its individual members. 

The dysfunctionalities of self-managing teams are not surprising when considered that most 

organizations maintain a hierarchical structure, which is embedded into the company culture (Tata & 

Prasad, 2004; Wageman, 1997). Therefore, teams may not yet be competent with the autonomy they 

receive. However, in contrast to the perceived lack of effectiveness of SMTs, the study of Hackman 

and Oldham (1976) found that self-regulating teams are amongst the most potent predictors of team 

performance. 

To improve the potential of self-directing work forces, the implementation of autonomy should be 

executed correctly (Sagoe, 1994). Eventually, teams that have acquired the capacity and competences 

to be self-regulating should perform better than traditional work teams and therefore improve the 

performance of the organization. (Batt, 2004; Holman et al., 2003; Marques-Quinteiro et al., 2016). To 

enhance the potential successes that SMTs may achieve, two influential factors are described in the 

literature that might positively affect a team’s performance. These factors are seized and perceived 

empowerment, which are referred to in this research as respectively team work crafting and external 

leadership (Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Hackman, 2002; Mäkikangas et al., 

2017; McClelland et al., 2014; Staats et al., 2012; Tims et al., 2013). 

2.4.1. Team Work Crafting and the Performance of Self-Managing Teams 

To enhance the efficiency of self-directing teams it is important to have a team design that is suitable 

for the job to be executed. Previous studies have recognized that the size of a work group is one of the 

drivers of team processes (Cha et al., 2015; El-Khalil & El-Kassar, 2016; Tohidi & Tarokh, 2006). 

Some scholars propose that larger teams are often more robust and provide a better performance 

compared to smaller groups. Additionally, it has been suggested that bigger teams are better at team-

based learning than smaller work groups (Klug & Bagrow, 2016; Thompson et al., 2015). Moreover, 
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Davison (2003) states that larger teams provide more autonomy which result in more self-management 

for the team itself. According, to prior studies, having more autonomy should be beneficial for 

performance (Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Holman et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2016; Kintana et al., 2006), 

and may facilitate the division of labor. This provides better matches with the workers interests and 

tasks to be performed (Staats et al., 2012). 

Although studies have been suggesting that increased team sizes foster the autonomy of a group, it has 

been indicated by prior research that adding members to a team is not always beneficial towards the 

group’s efficiency (Curral et al., 2001; El-Khalil & El-Kassar, 2016; Hackman, 2002; Tohidi & Tarokh, 

2006). Albanese and van Fleet, (1985) state that team member’s contribution towards the team’s goal 

reduces when the team size increases. In large work groups it is more common for individuals to be less 

determined to accomplish a task (Albanese & van Fleet, 1985; Cohen et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 

2015). This effect, which is referred to as social loafing, may counterbalance the effectiveness of large 

team sizes. Furthermore, El-Khalil and El-Kassar (2016) present in their research about team sizes in 

the high-tech industry that groups should be kept small if the tasks to be executed are complex. It was 

found that larger team sizes associate with poor team performance, because complex communication 

reduces the coordination of individuals within the team (El-Khalil & El-Kassar, 2016; Staats et al., 

2012). Hereby, team objects will become unclear and lower levels of participation will  emerge, which 

results in a reduction of safety and quality of tasks on the work floor (Cha et al., 2015; Curral et al., 

2001; El-Khalil & El-Kassar, 2016). Hence, El-Khalil and El-Kassar (2016) proposed that larger team 

sizes in complex manufacturing facilities are only effective when team members are skilled and possess 

extensive knowledge about the process or task. 

Curral et al. (2001) indicate that teams are most effective once they have reached an equilibrium of 

team members. This indicates that the group should have an adequate number of individuals, but also 

not more than sufficient of what is necessary to perform the task. It is a trade-off between the benefits 

of adding members to the group (e.g. increase of expertise in knowledge and skills, and more resources), 

and the disadvantages (e.g. disruptions of processes and loss of coordination) (Curral et al., 2001; 

Mueller, 2012; Tohidi & Tarokh, 2006). The dilemma that has been established on large and small 

teams and the view of Curral et al. (2001) may be obstructive for corporations in the high-tech industry 

who have implemented SMTs in their manufacturing environment. Changes that may occur due to 

restructuring the organization or ongoing innovations, such as implementing SMTs, often increase the 

complexity of jobs (Demerouti, 2014; Gordon et al., 2018). These task complexities may require more 

specialized job positions with each its own relatively unique constellations (Demerouti, 2014; 

Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Gordon et al., 2018; Tims et al., 2013). Therefore, it may be challenging 

for manufacturing firms to discover how teams can be kept small and specific to pursue complex tasks, 

but still perceive the desired autonomy that a self-regulating work force requires to work effectively. 
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To deal with the need towards more specialized job positions, it is proposed by Demerouti (2014) that 

a bottom-up approach for redesigning jobs might enhance the creation of well-designed working 

conditions that are desired by the workforce. This may stimulate the motivation and performance of 

employees. The literature encompasses these bottom-up approaches for re-creating jobs as job crafting 

(Bakker et al., 2012; Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti & Bakker, 2014). In the article of Demerouti (2014) 

job crafting is indicated as a specific form of proactive behavior. This behavior involves the initiation 

of changes towards the job demands and resources such that the individual perceives his or her job to 

be more meaningful, engaging, and satisfying (Bakker et al., 2012; Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti & 

Bakker, 2014; Gordon et al., 2018; Tims et al., 2013, 2015; Wrzesniewski & Dutton, 2016). 

Additionally, such proactive behaviors may stimulate employees to seize empowerment in their job. 

The concept of job crafting is often elaborated in literature on the job demands-resources (JD-R) 

framework (Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti et al., 2001; Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Gordon et al., 2018; 

Tims et al., 2013, 2015). This framework consists of two types of demands, which are hindering, and 

challenging job demands (Tims et al., 2013). First, hindering demands indicate the constraints that are 

interfering with the employee’s goal attainment. Secondly, there are challenging demands, which are 

perceived as complicated and stressful; however, they stimulate positive results towards skills and 

personal growth. The job resources within the framework may be provided by the work environment to 

reduce the impact of the job demands. Therefore, it might be positively influencing the individual’s 

personal growth, learning, and development (Demerouti et al., 2001). 

Although positive effects were found in the literature about job crafting towards job performance 

(Bakker et al., 2012; Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Gordon et al., 2018; Tims et al., 

2013, 2015), it is mostly focused on the individual level. Because the popularity and implementation of 

SMTs within organizations is increasing, it is more likely that employees perform their tasks in team 

settings (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Kozlowski & Bell, 2013). Team members are encouraged to share 

their ideas and knowledge when decisions regarding the team’s tasks need to be made. Such 

interdependencies may be consequential for the individual’s work content, as well as for how the team 

as a whole arranges to accomplish its tasks. Therefore, it is suggested that team work crafting (TWC) 

might be better suited to improve the team’s performance (Zhang et al., 2019). There is still debate 

about how the concept of crafting in teams should be conceptualized and operationalized, because it is 

a relatively new concept. In the literature, the concept of TWC is also expressed as “collaborative job 

crafting” and “team job crafting” (Mäkikangas et al., 2017; McClelland et al., 2014; Tims et al., 2013). 

Zhang et al., (2019) defined team work crafting as proactive coordinated efforts and procedures that 

group members engage in to optimize structural and social job resources, increase challenging job 

demands, and reduce hindering job demands. Additionally, team work crafting aims to establish fit and 

meaning in the processes of teams to enhance their performance. According to previous research, team 

work crafting implies collaborative decision-making of individuals within a group (Mäkikangas et al., 
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2017; Petrou et al., 2012; Tims et al., 2013). Additionally, it suggests that teams want to learn new skills 

and knowledge by challenging themselves. Moreover, potential hindering demands might be recognized 

by teams, and therefore, be dealt with. Hence, it is suggested that team work crafting may be beneficial 

for the performance of SMTs in working environments. A misconception that might be perceived from 

the definition of collaborative job crafting is that all team members should craft the same resources and 

demands. However, the team process is deciding what and how to craft (Tims et al., 2013). Thus, team 

work crafting refers to the interdependent behaviors of the team towards their shared goals. 

It can be assumed that team work crafting may stimulate the effectiveness of SMTs. The freedom that 

allows the practice of collaborative job crafting might enable teams to seize empowerment, and thereby 

could increase the perceived autonomy of team members to pursue their job. In addition, prior studies 

have shown that job crafting has a positive relationship with engagement (Demerouti et al., 2001, 2015; 

Mäkikangas et al., 2017; McClelland et al., 2014; Tims et al., 2013), as acquiring job resources can 

facilitate goal accomplishment and growth, which stimulates a motivational and fulfilling work 

experience. Moreover, hindering demands depletes energy due to the extra efforts that it requires, which 

results in exhaustion of team members (Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti et al., 2015). Therefore, it was 

stated by Demerouti et al. (2015) that decreasing hindering demands positively affects  employee 

engagement. The stimulated engagement of team members and the self-efficacy that team work crafting 

activities provide have also been resulting in higher levels of job satisfaction and organizational 

commitment as a positive effect of team job crafting (Demerouti et al., 2015; Mäkikangas et al., 2017; 

McClelland et al., 2014). Hereby, it can be suggested that team work crafting might enhance the 

effectiveness of SMTs, and therefore improves the operational and human performance outcomes. 

Thus, it is expected that: 

H1. Team work crafting relates positively to the effectiveness of self-managing teams in a high-

tech manufacturing environment, both in terms of operational performance and human 

performance outcomes. 

2.4.2. Team Flexibility as a Mediator of the effects of Team Work Crafting 

In the previous section was explained how TWC may enhance the performance of teams within the 

high-tech manufacturing environment. This positive relation towards performance might be caused by 

the flexibility that SMTs create for themselves when approaching their job in such proactive way of 

working. McComb, Green, and Compton (2007) define team flexibility (TF) as the capability of entities 

that enables them to collectively appraise their behavior, and structure and alter these if deemed 

necessary to function effectively in the present and future. According to this definition, flexibility could 

provide team members the ability to function within a volatile and dynamic environment (McComb et 

al., 2007). Numerous authors have discussed that successful teams stimulate flexible behaviors of group 

members (Gerwin, 1993; McComb et al., 2007; Wageman, 1997). Moreover, empirical evidence was 
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found that TF has a positive relation towards team performance, as these flexible behaviors enable 

teams to quickly adapt to changes in the environment (Campion et al., 1993, 1996; Keller, 1986; 

McComb et al., 2007; Molleman & Slomp, 1999; van der Vegt et al., 2010). It is likely that team work 

crafting initiatives enhance these flexible behaviors of teams in the high-tech sector. By seeking 

resources and challenging demands, and reducing hindering demands, teams are continuously 

attempting to adjust to a volatile environment. Additionally, Kirkman and Rosen (1999) indicate that 

members of empowered teams are eager to cross-train each other. Hereby, work groups can establish 

and enlarge their repertoire of possible responses and enhance their capability and confidence in job 

related skills (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999). This increases the capability of teams to deal with changing 

circumstances in the work environment, such as by defining and achieving own team goals, moving 

resources from unproductive to productive uses, and decreasing hindering demands by sharing 

knowledge, skills, and workload (Campion et al., 1993; Ford & Randolph, 1992; Molleman & Slomp, 

1999; Sirvastava & Chamberlain, 2005; Sundstrom et al., 1990; Varekamp et al., 2006). 

In the research of McComb et al. (2007) it was also explained that TF enhances the perceptions of team 

members on their work. TF allows team members to utilize multiple talents, which results in a more 

satisfying and effective way of working. Moreover, it was noted that team members felt more accepted 

and their willingness to keep working together on current and future projects increased (Kirkman & 

Rosen, 1999; McComb et al., 2007). Furthermore, it was found by Steers (1977) that the work related 

experiences and perceptions of team members where better predicting the organizational commitment 

of team members rather than personal, job, or organizational factors. Therefore, it was explained by 

Kirkman and Rosen (1999) that team members who experience higher levels of empowerment and 

flexibility are more likely to feel committed to the organization. Because a bottom-up management 

approach like team work crafting could stimulate flexible work approaches of teams, it may be 

considered important for the success of self-management in teams (Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; van der 

Vegt et al., 2010). Hence it is proposed that: 

H2. Team flexibility (partially) mediates the relationship between team work crafting and team 

effectiveness. 

2.4.3. External Leadership and the Performance of Self-Managing Teams 

Teams that are managing themselves can be more efficient than conventional teams, because they 

increase team members’ sense of responsibility and proprietorship of their assigned tasks. Hereby, 

individuals start seeing the broader perspective, which may provoke them to increase their effort and 

intrinsic motivation (Holman et al., 2003; Seibert et al., 1999; Tata & Prasad, 2004; Wall et al., 2002). 

However, even though the work group is autonomous in pursuing activities, the team should still receive 

continuous direction from higher management to align the team activities with the goals of the 

organization (Arnold et al., 2000; Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Elloy, 2008). Supervisors are supposed to 
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support teams in generating self-control (Elloy, 2005; Wageman, 1997). Hence, self-regulating work 

groups are encouraged to monitor and manage their own performance and behaviors. According to 

Manz and Sims, (1987), it is recommended for leaders to avoid direct commands when managing SMTs. 

Instead, team members should be encouraged by asking questions to facilitate goal setting, take 

responsibility, and enhance their decision-making (Arnold et al., 2000; Holman et al., 2003; Manz & 

Sims, 1987; Wageman, 1997). Druskat and Wheeler (2004) describe the concept of external leadership 

(EL) as a hands-off approach to provide support and direction to self-managing teams. In their article 

about leading a self-managing team four basic functions are described. These functions are relating, 

scouting, persuading, and empowering. Relating refers to the ability of the external leader to manage 

the relationship between the teams and the broader organization. To pursue this, it is important for a 

leader to be socially and politically aware, build trust within the team, and show care for group 

members. Scouting is indicated as resource gathering. To scout effectively, the external leader must 

seek for information from managers, peers, and specialist. Another important aspect of scouting is to 

diagnose member’s behaviors and to investigate complications systematically. Persuading is described 

as the ability to influence the team and obtain external support from higher management. Finally, 

empowering is necessary for the team to become more self-managed. Empowerment can be provided 

by delegating authority, encourage flexibility regarding decisions made by the team, and pursue a 

coaching behavior. 

 

Figure 1. External Leadership behaviors (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004) 

The four functions that an external leader should pursue are depicted by Druskat and Wheeler (2004) 

and presented in Figure 1. In this visualization the behaviors are categorized by organizational focused 

and team focused behaviors. The relating activities are shown at the front end of the process, because 

without the establishment of solid relationships scouting will be difficult (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). 

These difficulties occur by external leaders’ ignorance about the team’s requested information. 

Additionally, scouting provides leaders with the information that is required to persuade members of 

the team towards the desired direction of the organization. Finally, these scouting and persuading 

activities create a way for greater empowerment of the work group. The provided autonomy should 

contribute to the effectiveness of the team. 
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Arnold et al. (2000), and Hackman and Wageman (2005) found similar behaviors for external leaders 

in their studies. Therefore, they build on the view of Druskat and Wheeler (2004), and explain that the 

coaching of teams facilitates the reduction of process losses and fosters process gains. Additionally, 

Hackman and Wageman (2005) specify three major enhancements that coaching has to offer. First it 

supports group members’ effort by motivating them, building commitment towards the team and their 

tasks, and minimize social loafing. The second concept is performance strategy, as coaching helps 

members to avoid the reliability on habitual routines that are disruptive for the group’s performance. 

Moreover, it fosters the development of innovative solutions to improve the way of working. Thirdly, 

the facilitation of knowledge and skills is provided. Coaching may improve information sharing to 

expand the team’s members expertise. Furthermore, it can help individuals of a group to avoid 

inappropriate weighting of new ideas and contributions. The literature has shown that the correct 

execution of the external leaders’ activities and coaching behaviors are significantly more supportive 

towards improving performance (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Hackman & Wageman, 2004, 2005; 

Wageman, 1997). Thus, it is suggested that external leadership may be an important factor for 

influencing the effectiveness self-managing teams. Therefore, it is proposed that: 

H3. External leadership relates positively to the effectiveness of self-managing teams. 

2.4.4. External Leadership as Moderator of the effects of Team Work Crafting 

It is suggested by Demerouti (2014) that a bottom up approach for redesigning jobs may provide 

employees with desired work tasks that should enhance their motivation and performance. Hence, 

modern viewpoints about redesigning jobs have recognized teams and individuals as proactive change 

agents who craft their own job and have been suggesting that TWC might be beneficial for improving 

the performance of SMTs (Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Fried et al., 2007; Grant & Parker, 2009; 

Mäkikangas et al., 2017; McClelland et al., 2014; Nielsen, 2013; Oldham & Hackman, 2010; Tims et 

al., 2013). However, it has been appointed in the literature that teams should perceive the freedom that 

enables them to actively pursue their crafting activities (Demerouti & Bakker, 2014; Sirvastava & 

Chamberlain, 2005; Varekamp et al., 2006). External leaders are proposed to provide the required 

empowerment to teams that enhances this proactive working behavior by applying a hands-off approach 

(Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Hereby, teams receive decision making authorities and responsibilities, 

which could improve the adoption of job crafting activities in teams, result in a higher work force 

engagement, and increase the collective effort. 

Although the intention of stimulating crafting behaviors is to structure self-regulating work groups such 

that they accomplish and manage their tasks towards the organizational goals, not all jobs that are 

crafted contribute positively to the performance of employees, teams, and the organization (Tims et al., 

2013). Therefore, managers should not only provide empowerment, but also assist teams in crafting 

their work such that the crafting activities align with the corporate objectives and provide beneficial 
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results. Hence, TWC activities could be more effective for the organization as a whole when these 

procedures are supported by external leaders who are explicitly communicating a compelling direction 

towards the shared goals of the organization. (Gruman & Saks, 2011; Hackman & Wageman, 2004; 

Tims et al., 2013).  

Additionally, an EL approach may alter the behaviors of team members in response to the 

environmental demands (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Hereby, they might encourage members to seek 

resources and challenging demands, and decrease hindering demands (McArdle et al., 2007; Wang et 

al., 2017). Moreover, the guidance that EL can provide could directly improve the engagement of team 

members and the effectiveness of these job demands and resources (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Gordon 

et al., 2018; Hackman & Wageman, 2004; Tims et al., 2013). The external leader may support the team 

to acquire resources more accurately by diagnosing the behaviors and ambitions of a team and its’ 

members (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Furthermore, an external leader can guide a team to avoid patterns 

of social loafing, using dysfunctional performance strategies, and inappropriate use of members’ talent. 

On the contrary, the external leader may promote interaction to improve the collective effort, establish 

strategies that are uniquely suited to the task requirements of the work force, and actively educate team 

members (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Hackman & Wageman, 2004). Hence, it is suggested that EL 

enhances the effectiveness of the TWC  activities by stimulating team members to work collaboratively 

in ways that it could improve the team’s exertion, tasks execution, and utilization of the available 

knowledge and skills (Hackman & Wageman, 2004). Thus, EL may help the group to decrease process 

losses and to develop process gains. Hereby, it can be suggested that: 

H4. External leadership moderates the relationship between team work crafting and team 

effectiveness such that the positive relation between team work crafting and team effectiveness 

is stronger when external leadership is higher. 

2.5. Conceptual model 

The conceptual model that was designed for the Master Thesis project is based on the hypotheses, which 

are described in the previous sections. The model is visualized in Figure 2 and presents the two 

influential factors that were established from previous research, which are TWC and EL. Additionally, 

it represents how EL may moderate the effects of TWC to improve the effectiveness of SMTs, and how 

flexibility mediates the effect that TWC has on performance. The performance outcomes that self-

regulating teams can improve were based on the view of Hackman and Wageman (2004, 2005). 

Therefore, the outcomes were categorized by operational outcomes and human performance outcomes. 

The operational outcomes are the labor productivity and quality of goods and services. The human 

performance is indicated by the team’s viability, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, employee 

engagement, and knowledge and skills. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual model 
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3. Methodology 

This study has been conducted to broaden the knowledge about SMTs. The scope of the investigation 

encompasses how the performance of such teams can be affected by seized and perceived empowerment 

in a high-tech manufacturing environment. Hereby, seized empowerment refers to the TWC behaviors 

and activities that are pursued by the work groups. Perceived empowerment refers to the autonomy, 

responsibilities, and sense of direction that teams perceive from their external leaders’ behaviors and 

activities. 

3.1. Design and Procedure 

To provide an answer for the main research question, how can organizations enhance the benefits of 

self-managing teams in the high-tech manufacturing sector, an empirical daily diary study was 

performed, following prior research by Demerouti et al. (2015). The required data was collected by 

applying quantitative research techniques in two phases. The first phase comprised a generic 

questionnaire consisting of 70 questions. These questions were aimed to assemble the demographic data 

of participants and the characteristics of their teams. Additionally, general measures of team’s TWC 

behaviors, perceived team flexibility, perceived EL, and performance outcomes were collected. The 

second phase of this research was a quantitative daily diary study that was conducted for five 

consecutive days. The daily surveys consisted of 26 questions by which the participants were asked to 

share their daily events and experiences. By conducting a diary study, it was possible to capture data in 

a more natural and spontaneous context (Bolger et al., 2003; Demerouti et al., 2015). The intention of 

this diary study was to identify how TWC fluctuates over a pre-specified period of time. Hereby, it was 

possible to acquire better insights in the actual fluctuating crafting behaviors, which formed 

complementary information to the collected data of phase 1. Furthermore, besides data on everyday 

team work crafting, daily data was collected about the perceived team flexibility and performance 

outcomes. 

To provide all teams with a proper explanation of the research goals and persuade them why it is 

important to participate in this research, a presentation was given before starting the measurements. The 

surveys were distributed electronically to all teams by mailings. These mailings included the 

information that was explained during the introduction presentation, so that the participants could re-

read the purpose of the investigation. Additionally, a link was added that lead to a google survey form, 

which enabled the participants to fill in the questionnaire anonymously. To ensure the anonymity of all 

respondents and enable linking the responses of each individual to the various questionnaires, the 

participants were requested to compose a personal response code existing of five items at the start of 

each questionnaire. These items are presented in Appendix A and B. The google survey forms 

comprised all variables in three or four main sections. The first section comprised the demographic 

variables to assemble data about potential confounding variables. The demographic data was only 
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collected at the start of the general questionnaire after having participants filling in their personal code. 

The second part was about the working behavior, which included solely questions about TWC. The 

third part was concerning the working environment and was aimed to collect all data about the EL 

behaviors. The final section was about the team work aspects and work experiences. This section 

covered questions concerning the team flexibility and all performance variables. Each section started 

with a brief explanation about the different variables that were measured.  

3.2. Participants 

The data gathering took place at two operational departments of a high-tech manufacturing facility, 

located in Eindhoven. Because there are many external factors that may cause fluctuations and 

disruptions in the team’s work tasks (e.g. the implementation of new processes and products, and 

changes in team compositions and factory layout), the operational departments can be considered as a 

dynamic workplace. Each department exists of one large group, of which the employees are divided 

into smaller subsections. Each subsection functions as a team and is responsible for production activities 

of complex high-end products. The teams work autonomously, and the technicians within each team 

are dependent on each other to pursue their job. Additionally, the teams have the authority to make 

decisions and implement new improvements with support of their external leaders. Hence, each 

subsection qualifies as an SMT. In addition, two external leaders are available for each department to 

coach all teams. On average, each external leader has six or seven teams to manage. The teams that 

participated in this research were selected together with company management and the department 

leaders, based on their responsibilities, activities, and interdependencies among team members. The 

sizes of the teams varied between two and nine members. 

It was aimed at this research to pursue a high level of participation on not only the individual level, but 

also the group level to achieve optimal results from the analysis with respect to the standard errors of 

the regression coefficients (Heale & Twycross, 2015; Maas & Hox, 2004; Rasbash, 2008; Snijders & 

Bosker, 1993). Eventually, 94 participants in 23 teams divided over two departments were investigated. 

In total, 618 questionnaires were distributed for this research. From these distributions 359 responses 

were received, which lead to a total response rate of 58%. The response rate for the generic 

questionnaires was 76%. For the daily surveys this was 55%. The lower response rates can partially be 

explained by cases of illness, part-time contracts, and technicians who only work for three or four days 

in their team during the week. The majority of the participants are male employees (77%) and the 

average age is approximately 29 years. Additionally, there is wide diversity in employees’ origin at the 

production departments, as it accounts for 19 different nationalities. Furthermore, about 31% of the 

respondents have a degree in higher education (Bachelor, Master, or PhD) and 49% had a functional 

background in engineering. The mean work experience of employees is 7 years, and on average 

technicians work 42 hours per week. 
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3.3. Measures 

The questions were presented as Likert scale survey questions, where the respondents were asked to 

indicate to what extent they agreed with the proposed items. To secure the validity of the research, 

validated measurement scales were used whenever possible, which were derived from prior literature. 

Additionally, both the generic and daily questionnaires were reviewed by experts within the field of 

teams. The codebook of both questionnaires can be found in Appendix A and B respectively. Besides 

self-reported measures, also team performance data was extracted from the company database 

concerning the labor productivity and the quality of produced goods. Hereby, it was possible to assess 

the team performance more objectively. The dimensionality of the measures was evaluated with an 

exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for newly developed scales, and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 

for existing scales. A broad explanation of both the EFA and CFA is presented in Appendix C. The goal 

of the CFA was not to optimize the scales but to detect if the data was not entwined on the different 

levels of the analysis. The fit indices used to evaluate the CFA models were the root mean square error 

of approximation (RMSEA) and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) with values < .08 

presenting a good fit, and the comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis fit index (TLI) with values 

> .90 indicating a good fit (Hair et al., 2014). The fit indices that were calculated with the CFA for the 

existing scale measures were not presenting promising results; however, the scales have already been 

validated in prior research. Hence, although this study did not provide good fit indices for the tested 

models, it does not indicate that scale items were inadmissible. To enable a comparison with results 

from previous studies, it was aimed to maintain the original scales. 

In addition, the assumptions of LeBreton and Senter (2008) concerning the Cronbach’s α have been 

applied to ensure good interrelations among scale items. Hence, a Cronbach’s α near 0.70 or higher was 

considered acceptable for the aggregation of the tested items. All analyses were conducted with R 

Studio version 3.6.2 (Team RStudio, 2019). The EFA models were established with the psych package 

version 1.9.12.31 (Revelle, 2020), whereas the CFA models were fitted with the lavaan package version 

0.6-5 (Rosseel, 2012). The R scripts of all analyses are presented in Appendix F. 

3.3.1. Generic Questionnaire 

The generic questionnaire started with questions concerning the demographic aspects of the 

participants. This data was collected to discover the current team characteristics of the participants. The 

items that were asked are the gender, age, previous education, functional background, years of work 

experience, and the average number of working hours or the participants. Additionally, the size of each 

team was linked to the respondents. It was determined to add these variables to the analysis because the 

items could cause a confounding effect in team research (Demerouti et al., 2015; Mäkikangas et al., 

2017). 
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 Predictor Variables 

Team Work Crafting (TWC) 

Team work crafting was measured by asking questions about the team’s TWC activities, which were 

based on the JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001, 2015; Petrou et al., 2012; Tims et al., 2012; Zhang et 

al., 2019). Four items were used to measure how teams sought structural resources. An example item is 

“We ask for support (e.g., funding, material, hardware, training, assistance) from our management”. 

Three items were applied to collect data about seeking social resources. An example item is “We seek 

feedback from people inside or outside the organization to improve our performance”. To investigate 

how the team sought challenges, four items were used. Examples of items that were asked are “When 

our workload is lower, we look for new challenges” and “We regularly solve problems for one another 

even though it is not our responsibility”. Additionally, data about reducing hindering demands was 

measured by using three items. An example item is “We arrange our work such that we minimize 

contact with people whose expectations are unrealistic”. Besides the JD-R model based questions, an 

additional dimension was added concerning the coordination of crafting activities of team members, 

based on the research of Zhang et al. (2019). Six items were used to assess to what extent team members 

aligned their team crafting behaviors. An example item is “When crafting, we put the team’s purpose 

before our personal interests”. All items for TWC were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “never” 

and 5 “always”.  

 
Figure 3. Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot GQ TWC Data 
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Because the TWC scale was newly developed, its dimensionality was evaluated with an exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA). When conducting the EFA, first a parallel analysis was performed to determine 

the number of underlying factors of the TWC scale. This indicates that the eigenvalues of the TWC data 

is benchmarked with the Monte-Carlo simulated eigenvalues. This analysis is visualized with a scree 

plot (Figure 3). The eigenvalues of the actual generic TWC data is represented by the blue solid line. 

The red dotted and dashed lines, which are layered on top of each other, visualize the simulated and 

resampled data. According to the scree plot, it may be suggested that there is only one underlying factor. 

The factor loadings for the underlying factor are presented in Table 1. The model presented in Table 1 

tested the null hypothesis that one factor is sufficient to explain the data. The Cronbach’s alpha for the 

resulting factor is .92, which represents a good reliability. The proportion of variance explained by the 

model is .40. Moreover, most factor loadings score above .40 with exception of two hindering demands 

scale items (12. TWC_HD1 & 13. TWC_HD2). Although the p-value of the model is < .05, suggesting 

that more factors would represent the data better, the one-factor model was found to be statistically and 

theoretically superior (see Appendix C for models with multiple factors). Thus, it was decided to 

continue with a single factor model. 

Table 1. Exploratory factor analysis results on generic TWC data (n = 78) 

 

Scale Items Team Work Crafting  

1 TWC_STR1 .68  

2 TWC_STR2 .73  

3 TWC_STR3 .62  

4 TWC_STR4 .60  

5 TWC_SOR1 .70  

6 TWC_SOR2 .68  

7 TWC_SOR3 .54  

8 TWC_CD1 .52  

9 TWC_CD2 .69  

10 TWC_CD3 .48  

11 TWC_CD4 .71  

12 TWC_HD1 .39  

13 TWC_HD2 .37  

14 TWC_HD3 .49  

15 TWC_ACE1 .62  

16 TWC_ACE2 .66  

17 TWC_ACE3 .76  

18 TWC_ACE4 .68  

19 TWC_ACE5 .72  

20 TWC_ACE6 .76  

Cronbach’s alpha .92  

Proportion of var .40  
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External Leadership (EL) 

The questions for measuring the four functions of EL behaviors were adopted Arnold et al. (2000) and 

Manz and Sims (1987). The relating ability of the external leader was measured by three items. An 

example item is “My team leader cares about the team members’ personal problems”. Additionally, 

three items were used to collect data about the scouting function of the external leader. An example 

item is “My team leader listens to my team’s ideas and suggestions”. To gather data about the external 

leader’s persuading abilities, four items were used. An example item is “My team suggests ways to 

improve my team’s performance”. Last, four items were used to collect data about the empowering 

function of the external leader.  Examples of items are “My team leader encourages us to know how 

our performance stands” and “My team leader teaches team members how to solve problems on their 

own”. All items for EL were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “never” and 5 “always”. Because 

the four functions of EL complement each other, it was decided to merge them together as a single 

predictor variable. The Cronbach’s alpha of .95 suggests that this is admissible. 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis Predictor Variables 

To ensure that both TWC and EL are two separate variables that do not contain intertwined data, a CFA 

was performed that included both predictor variables. The factor loadings of the CFA are presented in 

Figure 4. The figure visualize that the latent variables are well explained by the scale items, due to their 

high factor loadings. Only two scale items of TWC present a loading lower than .40; however, similar 

results were found in the EFA of TWC. Furthermore, the CFA presented an RMSEA of .10, a CFI and 

TFI of respectively .76 and .74, and an SRMR of .08. These poor fit values could be explained by a 

high coherence between the two latent variables, which is represented by an estimate value of .79. 

Although these measures suggest mediocre fit at best, the overall picture suggests that a clear distinction 

between both latent variables exists. Moreover, the Cronbach’s α for both factors presented admissible 

scores. 

 Mediating Variables 

Team Flexibility (TF) 

To collect data about the TF, a four-item scale from Sharma and Sharma (2016) was used, who had 

extracted their questions from the research of (McComb et al., 2007). Example items are “Team 

members adjust their approach(es) to overcome obstacles” and “Team members easily handle a variety 

of tasks”. The questions for TF were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “strongly disagree” and 5 

“strongly agree”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .78. 
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Figure 4. Confirmatory factor analysis: predictor variables model 
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 Team-Level Response Variables 

Viability (VB) 

The respondents were requested to present the viability of the team by providing answers to the five-

item scale of Mello and Delise (2015). Examples of items that were asked are “This team is not capable 

of working together as a unit” and “I would be happy to work with the team members on other projects 

in the future”. The questions about viability were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “not true at 

all” and 5 “totally true”. The last item of this scale was omitted in the analysis as it presented a non-

significant factor loading of .08 in CFA. The four residual items presented a Cronbach’s α of .85 for 

this scale. 

Knowledge and Skills (KNS) 

To measure if the participants perceive that they possess the adequate knowledge and skills to perform 

their job, the six-item scale of Reyt, Wiesenfeld, and Trope (2016) was used. Example items are “Our 

team is knowledgeable about the job we do” and “Our team is capable to do the job we do”. The 

knowledge and skills of team members was also measured with a 7-points Likert scale with 1 “not at 

all” and 7 “to a great extent”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .93. 

Perceived Job Performance (PJP) 

Lastly, it was requested from the respondents to provide their perceived operational performance. This 

data was collected by a four-item scale, which was based on the scales of Kraimer, Wayne, Liden, and 

Sparrowe (2005) and Welbourne, Johnson, and Erez, (1998). Example items are “How would you rate 

the quality of your team’s work” and “How would you rate the quantity of your team’s work”. The 

perceived operational performance was ranked on a 7-points Likert scale with 1 “extremely bad” and 7 

“extremely good”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .87. 

 Individual-Level Response Variables 

Organizational Commitment (OC) 

To assemble data about the organizational commitment of employees, the three-item scale of Saridakis, 

Muñoz Torres, and Johnstone (2013) was applied. The items were “I share many of the values of my 

organization”, “I feel loyal to my organization”, and “I am proud to tell people who I work for”. The 

organizational commitment was also ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “strongly disagree” and 

5 “strongly agree”. The three questions showed a Cronbach’s α of .73. 

Job Satisfaction (JS) 

For the generic questionnaire, participants were requested to provide information about their job 

satisfaction based on the five-item scale of Schleicher, Smith, Casper, Watt, and Greguras (2015). An 

example item is “Please rate the extent to which you are satisfied with the chance to try your own 

methods of doing the job”. The job satisfaction was ranked on a 7-points Likert scale with 1 “extremely 

unsatisfied” and 7 “extremely satisfying”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .86. 
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Employee Engagement (EEG) 

After measuring the job satisfaction, data was collected about the employee engagement. This was done 

by providing the respondents with the four-item scale of De Ruiter, Schalk, Schaveling, and van Gelder 

(2017), which is a shortened version of the 9 item scale of Schaufeli and Bakker (2004). De Ruiter et 

al. (2017) combined the four items based on the insights of previous research (Bal et al., 2013; Paek et 

al., 2015). Example items are “I am proud on the work that I do”, and “I am enthusiastic about my job”. 

The employee engagement was ranked on a 7-points Likert scale with 1 “never” and 7 “always”. The 

Cronbach’s α for this scale was .83. 

3.3.2. Quantitative Diary Study 

The daily questionnaire design was built on the structure of the generic questionnaire of the first phase. 

However, to keep the daily surveys short, a brief version of the various scales was used instead of the 

full version. Moreover, only data was collected from variables that were expected to fluctuate in a short 

time span of five days (e.g. TWC, team flexibility, job satisfaction, employee engagement, and 

perceived job performance). To ensure validity for the diary study the questions that were applied in 

the daily surveys were adjusted to be applicable on a daily level. 

 Daily Predictor Variables 

Daily Team Work Crafting (TWC_D) 

The daily TWC activities for assembling structural resources was measured by two items “Today we 

made sure that we used our capabilities to the fullest during our team work” and “Today we looked for 

ways beyond what is laid out in formal work plans to ensure that our work runs smoothly”. To collect 

daily data of seeking social resources also two items were applied “Today we sought feedback from 

people inside or outside the organization to improve our performance” and “Today we sought support 

(e.g. advice, feedback, inspiration) within our team”. Two items were used as well to gather information 

about the challenging demands that teams set for themselves. One of the items is “Today we looked for 

new challenges when our workload was lower”. To gather information about how teams deal with 

hindering demands two items were used. One of these items is “Today we avoided to disturb each 

other’s work tasks”. Finally, to perceive how TWC activities were aligned, three items were used. 

Examples of these items are “Today, while crafting, we took into account the influences it may have on 

other members” and “Today, we tried to support each other’s crafting behaviors”. All items for daily 

TWC were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “never” and 5 “always”. 

The EFA for daily TWC was conducted in a similar order as the EFA on the generic TWC data. Hence, 

a parallel analysis was pursued, which is visualized in Figure 5. The eigenvalues of the actual daily 

TWC data is represented by the blue solid line. The red dotted and dashed lines, which are layered on 

top of each other, visualize the simulated and resampled data. The scree plot suggests that there may be 

one or two underlying factors. Multiple models have been tested and analyzed and are presented in 
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Appendix C; however, the results indicated that only a single factor model matched the theory 

supporting the daily TWC scale. Thus, the research was proceeded with a single factor model. 

The factor loadings for the daily TWC model are presented in Table 2. It may be noticed that two scale 

items show loadings lower than .40 (7. TWC_HD1_D & 8. TWC_HD2_D), whereas the other items 

present better values. The model results show a Cronbach’s alpha of .84 and a proportion of variance 

of .35. 

 
Figure 5. Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot DQ TWC Data 

Table 2. Exploratory factor analysis results on daily TWC data (n = 246) 

Scale items Daily Team Work 

Crafting 

 

1 TWC_STR1_D .66  

2 TWC_STR2_D .60  

3 TWC_SOR1_D .64  

4 TWC_SOR2_D .72  

5 TWC_CD1_D .63  

6 TWC_CD2_D .57  

7 TWC_HD1_D .30  

8 TWC_HD2_D .36  

9 TWC_ACE1_D .63  

10 TWC_ACE2_D .64  

11 TWC_ACE3_D .65  

Cronbach’s alpha .84  

Proportion of var .35  
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 Daily Mediating Variables 

Daily Team Flexibility (TF_D) 

The data about the team’s daily flexibility was measured with the transposed four-item scale from 

Sharma and Sharma (2016). Example items are “Team members adjusted their approach(es) today to 

overcome obstacles” and “The team experimented today with alternative ways to accomplish our work”. 

The daily team flexibility questions were ranked on a 5-points Likert scale with 1 “strongly disagree” 

and 5 “strongly agree”. The Cronbach’s α for the daily TF scale was .77. 

 Daily Team-Level Response Variables 

Daily Perceived Job Performance (PJP_D) 

The daily self-rated job performance of the participants’ team was gathered by the transposed four-item 

scale of Kraimer et al. (2005) and (Welbourne et al., 1998). Example items are “How would you rate 

how well your team worked as a team or work group today” and “How would you rate how well your 

team members helped each other today when it is not part of their job”. The self-perceived performance 

was measured with a 7-points Likert scale with 1 “extremely bad” and 7 “extremely good”. 

Additionally, the Cronbach’s α for this scale was .89. 

 Daily Individual-Level Response Variables 

Daily Job Satisfaction (JS_D) 

To perceive the daily job satisfaction of team members the three-item scale of Gevers and Peeters (2009) 

was applied, which is different than the used scale in the generic questionnaire. The scale of Schleicher 

et al. (2015) about job satisfaction comprised overarching items that slowly evolve over time, and 

therefore could be considered static during the five days of data collection. Hence, it would not be 

appropriate to transpose them to daily job satisfaction items, as it is unlikely that they would fluctuate 

over time. In contrast to Schleicher et al. (2015), the items of Gevers and Peeters (2009) are more 

suitable to apply to the daily surveys, as their questions focus on dynamic factors that could easily 

change over time, as they cover unpredictable situations that could have occurred, current team 

compositions, and procedures that team members had to pursue. The items of Gevers and Peeters (2009) 

are “taken as a whole, I was satisfied with the composition of our team today”, “Taken as a whole, 

things went pleasantly within our team today”, and “If I had to do similar production tasks as today, I 

would like to do it within this team”. The daily job satisfaction was ranked on a 5-points Likert scale 

with 1 “strongly disagree” and 5 “strongly agree”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .86. 

Daily Employee Engagement (EEG_D) 

The information about the employee’s daily engagement was assembled with the transposed four-item 

scale of De Ruiter et al. (2017). Example items are “At my work today, I felt that I was bursting with 

energy”, and “Today, I was enthusiastic about my job”. A 5-points Likert scale was applied with 1 

“strongly disagree” and 5 “strongly agree”. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .85. 
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3.3.3. Operational Performance Outcomes 

In addition to the self-rated job performance, team performance data was captured from the company 

database about the actual labor productivity and quality of goods of the production teams. These 

variables were added to include more objective data in the analysis and were treated as response 

variables. The operational performance measures were added to the codebook of the generic 

questionnaire, which is presented in Appendix A. 

 Labor Productivity 

The labor productivity is indicated by three major performance variables. The first and second variables 

are the requested line item performance (RLIP) and confirmed line item performance (CLIP). These 

two variables represent the delivery performance of a team. The third variable is the hourly productivity 

rate (LP_H). 

Requested Line Item Performance (LP_RLIP) 

The RLIP is the degree in which market demands could be met (Bezemer & Akkermans, 2003). This 

key performance indicator (KPI) is being measured as the percentage of order elements that are 

requested by customers and are confirmed by the company. Confirmed order elements indicate that the 

company has delivered the products on the initially requested delivery date of the client. Additionally, 

it has to be noticed that the client does not always refer to the end consumer of the produced goods but 

may also be a different department that uses the delivered goods for further production steps. The RLIP 

has been captured only on a weekly basis. It was necessary to assess the data on a weekly basis, because 

solely daily measurements could provide a skewed view due to mistimed input of the data. Moreover, 

the RLIP was measured on order level and product level. Order level indicates that the delivery 

performance is relative to the number of fully completed orders. Product level indicates that the delivery 

performance is relative to the actual number of delivered products. In Appendix D is explained how the 

different variations of the RLIP were calculated. 

Confirmed Line Item Performance (LP_CLIP) 

The CLIP indicates the percentage of order items that was delivered as promised to the customer 

(Bezemer & Akkermans, 2003). Hereby, it has been taken into account that an order can be postponed 

by the manufacturer if it is not capable to meet the initial demands of the market. Similar to the RLIP, 

it has to be noticed that the client does not always mean the end consumer of the produced goods but 

may as well be another department within the company to further process the delivered goods. 

Furthermore, the CLIP was measured on solely a weekly basis, as well as on order and product level 

for the same reasons that are applicable to the RLIP. In Appendix D is explained how the various 

interpretations of the CLIP were calculated. 
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Hourly Productivity Rate (LP_H) 

The labor productivity was also measured by the hourly productivity rate, which compares the 

confirmed production hours of employees to the planned hours that should have been spend on 

production. By determining this ratio, it can be established if employees worked the actual number of 

hours on production as they were planned to. Hereby, it can be explained why delivery performances 

are high or low (e.g. if the delivery performance is low, it could be explained by a low ratio of actual 

work hours versus planned work hours). However, to define the actual productivity of employees, the 

delivery performance should be considered when evaluating the hourly productivity rate (e.g. if the 

hourly productivity rate is low and the delivery performance is high, it means that employees were more 

productive than initially expected by planning). In Appendix D is more extensively explained how to 

calculate the hourly productivity rate and Figure 26 presents the relation towards the delivery 

performance. 

 Quality of Goods 

The quality of goods is indicated by two major performance variables. The first pass yield (FPY) and 

the defects rate (DR). 

First Pass Yield (QOG_FPY) 

The first quality of goods indicator that was measured is the FPY. The FPY is the percentage of goods 

that has been produced correctly without any rework procedures or testing errors. Hereby, the quality 

of manufacturability can be determined (Mohan et al., 2012). Thus, how complex it is to produce a 

product the first time right according to a prespecified production process. The aim is to achieve an 

FPY of 100%, as this would be beneficial for the throughput of the production process. A low FPY may 

indicate a difficult manufacturability or incompetence of the technicians who build the products. In 

Appendix D is explained how the FPY is determined. 

Defects Rate (QOG_DR) 

Whereas the FPY explains which products or production processes might be too complex, it does not 

explain the level of complexity. Therefore, a second quality indicator is required, which is the DR. The 

DR is the total number of fails that are detected during the production process of a product type 

compared to the actual number of these produced products. Hereby, it can be established how often fails 

occur during a production process, which may reveal major bottlenecks that complicate production and 

harm the throughput of the factory. Because it is possible to evaluate the DR per product or process, it 

indicates which products or processes are more complex than others. Thus, it can provide the level of 

complexity relative to the other products and processes within a team, department, or company. In 

Appendix D is explained how the DR was determined. 
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3.4. Strategy of analysis 

To examine the collected data a theory-driven approach was used. This means that the analysis followed 

the structure of the conceptual model (Figure 2), which is based on the previously established 

propositions. Thus, the analysis should provide clarification on how TWC relates to the performance of 

SMTs (H1), if team flexibility partially mediates the relationship between TWC and performance (H2), 

how EL relates to the performance of SMTs (H3), and if EL moderates the relationship between TWC 

and the performance of SMTs (H4). 

The examined dataset was mainly consisting of ordinal data because, aside the demographic variables 

and operational performance outcomes, all other variables were collected by using Likert scale survey 

questions. This indicates that more than ninety percent of the responses that were measured with the 

generic questionnaire are ordinal data. Additionally, all data that was collected with the daily surveys 

are ordinal as well. Before starting the analysis, the data was reviewed to discover abnormal data points 

that could harm the analysis, such as missing values or duplicates. Furthermore, dummy variables were 

created for the categorical items of the demographic variables. 

Due to the different levels that exist within the collected data it was required to use multilevel models 

for the analysis. The constructs that were applied for the analysis are two- and three-level hierarchical 

constructs that included a panel design. A panel or repeated measurement design indicates that the 

atomic (lowest level) units in the research are repeated measurements over time on a number of higher-

level units. Eventually, the results of the investigation should provide a generalization for the conceptual 

model. However, to be able to generalize the outcomes, the classifications that are applied in a 

multilevel structure must be considered as random samples from a wider population of units (Rasbash, 

2008). Therefore, it was determined to use days, individuals, and teams as classifications because all 

these classifications can be regarded as random. Hereby, the atomic units are represented by the daily 

results of teams. The higher-level units are the individuals that participate in the research and the 

highest-classified units are the teams that are formed by the participating individuals. By convention, 

the daily measures are indicated as level 1, the individuals as level 2, and the teams as level 3. The 

classification diagram is presented in Figure 6. Each classification (or level) in this diagram is depicted 

by one node. These nodes are joined by a single arrow, which indicates a strict hierarchical (nested) 

relationship between the classifications. Additionally, the number of units for each level are presented 

in the diagram. 
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Figure 6. Classification diagram 

Additionally, not all members were capable to fill in the daily questionnaires for five consecutive days, 

due to their absence of work. This means that the data is not balanced; however, multilevel constructs 

do not require an equal number of lower-level units for each higher-level unit to be a valid model 

(Rasbash, 2008). The missing data can be assumed as missing at random (MAR). MAR is applicable 

when the distribution of cases is identical for missing and observed responses (Rasbash, 2008). 

Eventually, this means that the missing observations can be omitted from the data. 

The configuration on which data is collected and analyzed is presented in Figure 7. In this figure is 

visualized on what level each variable is measured and on what level the variables are included in the 

analysis. For example, TWC was collected on both the day and individual level; however, the collected 

data is about the team level and should therefore be analyzed on the team level. Hence, the data was 

averaged across members to derive a measure of the team’s general and daily TWC level. Additionally, 

the job satisfaction was collected on both the daily and individual level but are representing the job 

satisfaction of individuals and should therefore be analyzed on the individual level. Thus, here the 

general and daily measures of the job satisfaction for each individual team member were calculated. 

 
Figure 7. Multilevel configuration 

The multilevel models that were established for the analysis were built up step by step according to the 

prescribed method from the learning environment for multilevel methodology and applications 

(LEMMA) of the University of Bristol (Fielding, 2010; Leckie, 2013a, 2013b; Rasbash, 2008; Steele, 

2008a, 2008b, 2014). First, the simplest construct of the multilevel model was established, which only 
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included the intercept, random effects, and residual error term. Based on this ‘empty model’, it could 

be determined if the data fitted the multilevel construct significantly. Hence, the multilevel models were 

fitted by maximum likelihood (ML) and compared to all single- and multilevel model variations, which 

could be created with the classification diagram (Figure 6), by a likelihood ratio (LR) test. Additionally, 

the variance components were evaluated by interpreting the 95% coverage intervals, variance partition 

coefficients (VPCs), and interclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), which enabled a multilevel 

correlation matrix. After establishing and validating the variance components model, predictor, 

mediating, and moderating variables were added to the model step by step. At each transition between 

the stages of adding a variable or coefficient diagnostic tests were applied (e.g. residual plots, Wald 

tests, or ANOVA) to guide the evolution of the modeling strategy (Fielding, 2010). The adjusted R-

squared values were evaluated to establish which control variables should be added to the models. If 

the variable added value to the model, it was decided control for it. A detailed description of the applied 

procedure for the three-level hierarchical regression, including the regression equations, is presented 

Appendix E. The two-level hierarchical regression followed a similar procedure but with only two 

levels.  
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4. Results 

The results section presents the results of the analyses that have been conducted to test the propositions. 

A preliminary analysis was conducted to determine the variances that lie within the multilevel null 

models. Additionally, the mean, standard deviations, and correlations were computed for the studied 

variables. Accordingly, the hypotheses were tested. 

4.1. Preliminary Analysis 

Before testing the hypotheses, the null models for each variable were established. Hereby, it was 

possible to identify cluster effects within the data when testing the models on ML. Moreover, the 95% 

coverage intervals of the intercept, VPCs, and ICCs were calculated for the multilevel variables as well 

(because no random effects are added to the null models, the VPC and ICC could be considered the 

same, where ρ specifies the amount of variance that may be attributed to between-team fluctuations). 

Three multilevel constructs existed within the generic survey data, which are for OC, JS, and EEG. The 

null models of these variables contain significant clusters effects. This indicates that the models consist 

of two levels where individuals are nested within teams. OC presented coverage intervals of 3.61 and 

4.81. The VPC of the intercept ρ was .23, indicating that 77% of the total variance is explained by 

within-team-between-individual differences. The coverage intervals of JS were 2.76 and 4.84, and ρ 

was .45. Thus, 55% of the total variance was attributed to within-team-between-individual differences. 

EEG showed coverage intervals of 4.25 and 6.37, and a value for ρ of .23. Hence, 77% of the total 

variance was explained by within-team-between-individual differences. Therefore, it could be 

concluded that the multilevel generic variables included significant within-team-between-individual 

fluctuations. 

All variables that were collected with the daily surveys consisted multilevel constructs. Daily TWC, 

daily TF, and daily PJP showed significant supercluster effects, indicating that day level outcomes were 

nested within teams. Moreover, daily JS and daily EEG presented significant cluster effects, meaning 

that day level responses were nested within individuals. Daily TWC presented coverage intervals of 

2.92 and 4.47, and ρ was .70. Therefore, 30% of the total variance in daily TWC could be attributed to 

within-team-between-day fluctuations. The coverage intervals of daily TF were 2.63 and 4.55, and the 

value of ρ was .72. Thus, 28% of the total variance in daily TF was explained by within-team-between-

day fluctuations. The coverage intervals of daily PJP were 4.68 and 6.64, and ρ was .66, indicating that 

34% of the total variance in daily PJP could be attributed to within-team-between-day fluctuations. 

Daily JS presented coverage intervals of 3.08 and 5.24, and a VPC for between-individual variance of 

0.53. Thus, 47% of the total variance in daily JS was explained by within-individual-between-day 

fluctuations. Finally, daily EEG showed coverage intervals of 2.27 and 5.11, and a VPC for between-

individual variance of 0.62, meaning that 48% of the total variance in daily EEG could be attributed to 
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within-individual-between-day fluctuations. Therefore, it can be concluded that the day variables 

include significant between- and within team variances. 

Additionally, the means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations were computed for the studied 

variables. The results of the generic scales were determined on data of 23 team-level observations and 

are presented in Table 3. The outcomes of the daily scales were calculated on data of 99 daily team-

level observations and are presented in Table 4. All five daily variables provided significant correlations 

with values ranging between .51 and .84. It can be noticed that daily TWC shows the highest correlation 

with daily TF (.84) and daily PJP (.71). 

Table 3. Means, Standard deviations, and correlations among the studied generic variables

 

Table 4. Means, standard deviations, and correlations among the studied daily variables 

 

4.2. Testing Hypotheses 

To facilitate the readership, the results are presented separately for the team-, individual-, daily-, and 

operational outcome variables. 

4.2.1. Team Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Team Outcome Variables Hypothesis 1 

The first hypothesis proposes that TWC relates positively to the performance of SMTs. To test this 

hypothesis, two analyses were performed. First, the generic data was used to examine the overall 

relationship between TWC and the performance variables. Secondly, the daily data was applied to 

unravel if variances exist within teams among the studied days. The results for the team outcome 

variables (team flexibility, viability, knowledge and skills, and perceived job performance) are 

presented in Table 5. Model 1 includes the null model and the used control variables. Based on the 

adjusted R-squared value, it appeared that only gender, age, functional background, and team size 

provided improvements to the model. Hence, it was decided to omit education, years of work 
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experience, and number of work hours per week from the models as confounding variables. The applied 

control variables are displayed for every model in which they are embedded for their confounding 

effects. Model 2, of Table 5, presents the predictor model where TWC predicts the team outcome 

variables. The model shows that TWC has a significant positive relationship with all team outcome 

variables. These findings indicate that higher levels of TWC result in higher levels of flexibility, 

viability, knowledge and skills, and perceived job performance of teams. Therefore, hypothesis 1 was 

fully supported for the team outcome variables. 

Table 5. Team-level models (Level 3) hypotheses 1 & 2 

 
Team Outcome Variables Hypothesis 2 

The second hypothesis suggested that TF would partially mediate the relationship between TWC and 

the performance of SMTs. To test the mediation, both generic and daily data was used to discover 
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variances between and within teams. First, it had to be established if TF significantly relates to the other 

performance variables. Hence, Table 5 (Model 3) displays the predictor model where TF predicts the 

team outcome variables. When examining Model 3, it was found that TF had a positive significant 

relationship with all the team outcome variables. These findings mean that higher levels of TF are 

associated with higher levels of viability, knowledge and skills, and perceived job performance. To test 

the mediating relationship of TF, both TF and TWC were added to Model 1. This mediating model is 

provided in Model 4 in Table 5. The results show that TF only partially mediates the viability of teams. 

The partial mediation on viability suggest that teams increase their potential for long-term existence 

because TWC improves their flexibility. No mediation was found from TF for the knowledge and skills 

and perceived job performance of teams. On the contrary, the results seem to suggest that TWC is the 

mediator for the knowledge and skills and perceived job performance rather than TF. Thereby, only 

viability provided support for hypothesis 2. 

4.2.2. Individual Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Individual Outcome Variables Hypothesis 1 

Table 6 shows the relationship of TWC with the individual outcome variables (organizational 

commitment, job satisfaction, and employee engagement). Model 2 presents that TWC has a significant 

positive association with all individual outcome variables. Thus, these findings indicate that higher 

levels of TWC foster team members’ organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and engagement. 

Therefore, hypothesis 1 was supported for all individual outcome variables. Moreover, 47.62% (70.80% 

- 23.18%) of the between-team variance for organizational commitment, 70.63% (76.98% - 6.35%) of 

the between-team variance for job satisfaction, and 30.98% (37.04% - 6.06%) of the between-team 

variance for employee engagement could be attributed to TWC. This means that members of teams who 

pursue more crafting activities perceive higher levels of organizational commitment, job satisfaction, 

and are more engaged. The within-team variances showed a value of .15% (.17% + .02%), .67% (0.73% 

- .06%), and -.30% (-.36% + .06%) for respectively organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and 

employee engagement. These values are close to zero because the individual outcome variables were 

predicted by team-level predictors. 

Individual Outcome Variables Hypothesis 2 

Model 3 of Table 6 provides the results for TF as predictor of the individual outcome variables. The 

model presents that TF positively relates to organizational commitment and job satisfaction but does 

not relate significantly to employee engagement. Thus, higher levels of TF are related to higher levels 

of commitment and satisfaction only. Table 6 (Model 4) displays the mediation towards the individual 

outcome variables. Within this model no mediation was found for all individual outcome variables. 

Thus, hypothesis 2 was not supported for the organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and 

employee engagement. 
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Table 6. Individual-level models (Level 2) hypotheses 1 & 2 
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Table 7. Da- level models (Level 1) hypotheses 1 & 2 
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4.2.3. Daily Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Daily Outcome Variables Hypothesis 1 

Table 7 depicts the day level models, which were established from the daily diary study. Model 2 

presents daily TWC as predictor for the daily outcome variables (daily TF, daily perceived job 

performance, daily job satisfaction, and daily employee engagement). A positive significant relation 

was found for all daily outcome variables. This means that the results provide equal associations for 

TWC towards the outcomes variables for the generic as well as daily data. Therefore, higher levels of 

daily TWC are related to better daily TF, daily perceived job performance, daily job satisfaction, and 

daily employee engagement. In other words, on days that teams engage in more TWC, their flexibility 

and performance is higher, and the members are more satisfied and engaged. Thus, hypothesis 1 was 

supported for all daily outcome variables. 

In addition, Model 2 of Table 7 shows that 76.56% (88.77% - 12.21%) of the between-team variance 

and 56.57% (56.01% + 0. 56%) of the within-team variance for daily TF was explained by daily TWC. 

For daily perceived job performance 56.70% (81.03% - 24.33%) of the between-team variance and 

31.72% (31.56% + 0.16%) of the within team variance were attributed to daily TWC. When examining 

daily job satisfaction and daily employee engagement, a between-team variance was found of 

respectively 19.01% (26.43% - 7.42%) and 22.46% (23.47% - 1.01%) and a within-team variance of 

respectively 6.11% (6.26% - 0.15%) and 4.04% (4.01% + 0.03%). Thus, the between-team variances 

indicate that teams who craft more regularly perceive a higher performance for the daily outcome 

variables. The within-team variances show major gains for TF and perceived job performance and a 

minor enhancement for job satisfaction and employee engagement on the days that the actual crafting 

activities were pursued. 

Daily Outcome Variables Hypothesis 2 

Table 7 (Model 3) provides the results for daily TF as predictor on the daily outcome variables. The 

model shows a significant positive relationship towards all daily outcome variables. Therefore, it can 

be established that higher levels of daily TF result in higher levels of daily perceived job performance, 

daily job satisfaction, and daily employee engagement. Although a positive relationship was found for 

TF, no mediating relationships could be established for the daily outcome variables. Thus, the daily 

data did not provide any support for hypothesis 2. 

4.2.4. Operational Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Operational Outcome Variables Hypothesis 1 

Table 8 displays the operational outcome variables that were established from the company data. Model 

2 shows TWC as predictor for the operational outcome variables, where the labor productivity is 

represented by the delivery performance (requested and confirmed line item performances) and hourly 

productivity rate, and the quality of goods is characterized by the first pass yield and defects rate of 
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products. It was found that TWC shows a negative relationship for all delivery performance variables, 

and the hourly productivity rate. Thus, the model suggests that higher levels of TWC result in a lower 

labor productivity. Therefore, no support was found for hypothesis 1 for the labor productivity 

variables. 
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In contrast to the findings about the labor productivity, a positive relationship was found for the quality 

of goods. Model 2 in Table 8 presents that TWC positively affects the first pass yield of teams, 

indicating that the studied teams more often produced goods the first time right when actively pursuing 

TWC. Additionally, a negative relationship was shown for TWC towards the defects rate. This negative 

relation means a positive association towards the quality of goods because the defects rate is a reversed 

scale, indicating that a lower value should be interpreted as a higher quality performance. Thus, the 

model shows that higher levels of TWC report to an increase in quality output. Hence, Hypothesis 1 

was supported for the quality of goods indicators. 

Operational Outcome Variables Hypothesis 2 

Table 8 (Model 3) shows TF as predictor on the operational outcome variables. The model suggests that 

TF negatively affects the labor productivity of teams; however, a positive relation was found with the 

quality of goods. This indicates that a higher level of TF reports lower levels for the delivery 

performance and hourly productivity rate but an increase in quality of goods. Moreover, it was presented 

by Model 4, that a partial mediation exists for the delivery performance outcomes on order level and 

the quality of goods. Additionally, a full mediation was found for the delivery performance outcomes 

on product level and hourly productivity rate. This indicates that the lower productivity of teams that 

was caused by team work crafting could be explained by the flexibility of teams. Additionally, the 

increased quality of goods that team work crafting facilitates could partially be explained by the team 

flexibility. Thus hypothesis 2 was supported for the labor productivity and the quality of goods. 

4.2.5. Team Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 3 & 4 

Team Outcome Variables Hypothesis 3 

The third hypothesis proposes that EL relates positively to the performance of SMTs. To test this 

hypothesis, only the generic data was used. Hereby, it was possible to discover an overall relationship 

between EL and the performance variables. Table 9 (Model 5) presents EL as predictor variable for the 

team outcome variables. The model suggests a positive significant association of EL with all team 

outcomes. This means that higher levels of EL result in higher levels of viability, knowledge and skills, 

and perceived job performance. Thus, hypothesis 3 was fully supported for all team outcome variables. 

Team Outcome Variables Hypothesis 4 

The fourth hypothesis indicates that EL moderates the effect of TWC on the performance of SMTs. 

Solely the generic data was applied to test this moderation and unravel an overall relationship towards 

the performance variables. Model 6 in Table 9 presents EL as moderator of TWC for the team outcome 

variables. The model suggest that a positive moderation exists for all team outcome variables. This 

means that a higher level of EL fosters the association that TWC has on the viability, knowledge and 

skills, and perceived job performance of teams. The interaction that exists for the viability, knowledge 

and skills, and perceived job performance of teams is presented in respectively Figure 8, 9 and 10. These 
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plots indicate that TWC and EL are interacting with each other. Hereby, both independent variables are 

creating a combined effect on team outcomes. Therefore, the relation between TWC and viability, 

knowledge and skills, or perceived job performance appears to be stronger when EL is high. Thus, 

support was found for hypothesis 4 for all team outcome variables. 

Table 9. Team-level models (Level 3) hypotheses 3 & 4 

 
 

 

Figure 8. Interaction effect for viability 

 

Figure 9. Interaction effect for knowledge and skills 
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Figure 10. Interaction effect for perceived job performance 

 

 
Table 10. Individual-level models (Level 2) hypotheses 3 & 4 
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4.2.6. Individual Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 3 & 4 

Individual Outcome Variables Hypothesis 3 

Table 10 shows the individual-level models for EL relationships. It was found in Table 10 (Model 5) 

that EL positively affects individual outcomes. This means that more EL enhances the levels of 

organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and engagement of team members. Thus, hypothesis 3 was 

supported for individual outcome variables. Moreover, Model 5 shows that 38.20% (61.38% - 23.18%) 

of the between-team variation was explained for the organizational commitment, 73.12% (79.47% - 

6.35%) of the between team variation was explained for the job satisfaction, and 20.86% (26.92% - 

6.06%) of the between team variation was explained for the employee engagement. The within-team 

variances showed a value of .51% (.53% - .02%), 1.36% (1.42% - .06%), and .11% (.05% + .06%) for 

respectively organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and employee engagement. These variances 

are close to zero because the individual responses were predicted by team-level variables. 

Individual Outcome Variables Hypothesis 4 

Model 6 in Table 10 depicts the moderating relationship that EL may have on the relationship of TWC 

with the individual outcome variables. The model shows that no significant relationships were found. 

Thus, hypothesis 4 was not supported for any of the individual outcome variables. 

4.2.7. Operational Outcome Variables: Hypotheses 3 & 4 

Operational Outcome Variables Hypothesis 3 

Table 11 displays EL as predictor for the operational level outcome variables. The model provides a 

negative association of EL on the delivery performances and hourly productivity rate. Additionally, a 

positive relation was found for the first pass yield, and a negative relation for the defects rate. Hereby 

indicating that EL positively affects the quality of goods. This means that higher levels of EL are related 

with a lower labor productivity but a quality of goods of the team. Thus, hypothesis 3 was only 

supported for quality of goods. 

Operational Outcome Variables Hypothesis 4 

Table 11 (Model 6) shows EL as moderator of the relationships of TWC with the operational outcome 

variables. The model suggests that a negative moderation exists for all delivery performance variables 

and the hourly productivity rate. This means that a weaker relation exists between TWC and the labor 

productivity when external leadership behaviors are actively pursued. This interaction for the delivery 

performance variables and hourly productivity rate is presented in Figure 11-15. No moderation was 

found for the quality of goods. Thus, no support was found for hypothesis 4 for the operational level 

outcome variables. 
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Figure 11. Interaction effect for LP RLIP ORD 

 

Figure 12. interaction effect for LP RLIP PRD 

 

Figure 13. Interaction effect for LP CLIP ORD 

 

Figure 14. Interaction effect for LP CLIP PRD 

 

Figure 15. Interaction effect for hourly productivity rate 
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5. Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to examine team work crafting and external leadership as indicators 

of how self-managing teams may respectively seize and perceive empowerment to improve their 

performance. By investigating operational teams of a high-tech manufacturing facility, it can be 

concluded that team work crafting and external leadership are mechanisms for self-managing teams to 

respectively seize and perceive empowerment. Both, team work crafting and external leadership, offer 

mainly benefits for team effectiveness; however, attention to potential detrimental effects on team 

productivity is warranted. 

The relation of team work crafting with team effectiveness 

It was hypothesized in this report that self-managing teams could increase their effectiveness by 

engaging in team work crafting activities. This study found that team work crafting was positively 

associated with all the human performance outcomes. Moreover, it was proven that the quality of the 

teams’ output increases when they pursue crafting activities more actively. In addition, manufacturing 

teams in the high-tech sector are faced with a volatile environment. Therefore, it was tested how team 

work crafting fluctuates over time by studying the operational teams for five consecutive days. It was 

found that between 34% to 47% of the variation in the tested daily outcome variables was caused by 

between day fluctuations in team work crafting. Additionally, it was proven that on days that teams 

craft more, the daily outcomes enhanced. 

The findings of this study concerning team work crafting are largely consistent with the results of prior 

research in that positive relationships were established with individual-level and team-level outcomes  

(Bakker et al., 2012; Demerouti, 2014; Glassop, 2002; Holman et al., 2003; Petrou et al., 2012; Tims et 

al., 2013). However, these studies also appointed that crafting would be beneficial for the performance 

of teams. In the current research, a negative relationship was established for team work crafting towards 

the labor productivity of teams. These results do not align with earlier research (Batt, 2001; Cohen & 

Bailey, 1997; Glassop, 2002; Holman et al., 2003). Yet, when putting these results in perspective, it is 

rather logical. Teams are more actively involved in crafting activities when issues occur during their 

regular job activities. As team members invest time to craft a structural solution with a long-term 

perspective, they are not pursuing their regular production goals. Hence, production rates momentarily 

drop. But once the issues are resolved, it is expected that the productivity will rise again. Thus, although 

a higher productivity could not be established in the short term (one week), and was in fact negatively 

influenced, team work crafting may have a positive effect on the long-term delivery performance. 

Mediation by team flexibility 

It was also proposed that the flexibility of self-managing teams mediates the relationship of team work 

crafting with the team’s effectiveness. This study proved that the viability of teams was partially 

mediated by team flexibility. Hence, it indicates that the flexibility that teams acquire by pursuing 
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crafting activities enables them to become more sustainable and increase their capability to work 

collaboratively and interdependently. Furthermore, mediation was found for the labor productivity and 

quality of goods of self-managing teams. The negative association that team work crafting has with the 

delivery performance on and the hourly productivity rate could be explained by the flexibility that teams 

acquire from team work crafting. Additionally, the positive relation that team work crafting has with 

the quality of goods was partially mediated by the flexibility of teams. This means that team flexibility 

enables self-managing teams to shift priorities between the productivity and quality of their output. The 

organization at which the investigation took place is training their teams to aim for quality over quantity. 

Hereby, it is suggested that the studied teams use their flexibility to solve quality issues rather than 

applying it to increase their productivity. 

In addition, positive relations were found between team flexibility and the other outcome variables, 

which aligned with prior studies (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999; McComb et al., 2007); however, no 

mediation effect could be established. Therefore, the results suggest that the knowledge and skills, 

perceived job performance, organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and employee engagement are 

mainly affected by how teams approach their work. Furthermore, daily team flexibility was positively 

related to all day-level variables; however, no also no mediation could be established for the daily data. 

A reason for the misalignment might be a small sample size on the team level. This study contained 99 

data points of daily team flexibility and only 23 data points for generic team flexibility. This small 

sample could result in an insignificant relationship. The negative association for team flexibility and 

the labor productivity that was found in this study might be explained by the utilization of the team’s 

flexibility.  

The relation of external leadership with performance 

The third proposition suggested that external leadership would relate positively to the effectiveness of 

self-managing teams. The findings of this study reveal that external leadership is positively associated 

with all the human performance outcomes. Therefore, external leaders are able to stimulate the team’s 

collaborative abilities and future perspectives, they increase the team’s knowledge and skills, and 

enhance their perceptions on their own performance. Moreover, external leaders can inspire team 

members to feel more committed to the organization, increase their satisfaction, and engagement. 

Additionally, it was found that the quality of goods improved when higher levels of external leadership 

were pursued. Hence, these results are in line with those of previous studies (Arnold et al., 2000; Druskat 

& Wheeler, 2004). On the contrary, it was found that external leadership is negatively related with the 

labor productivity. As explained previously, the investigated teams have been embedded in a culture 

where external leaders prioritize quality over quantity. If quality issues occur external leaders are likely 

to stimulate teams to structurally solve these issues before continuing with their regular production 

activities. 
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Moderation by external leadership 

Because external leadership was expected to be beneficial for the performance of self-managing teams 

by aligning their efforts towards the organizational goals, it was anticipated that it would amplify the 

effect of team work crafting activities on team effectiveness. The findings of this study suggest that a 

positive moderation exists for the team outcome variables. Therefore, it explains that crafting efforts 

are more effective on the viability, knowledge and skills, and perceived job performance of self-

managing teams when external leadership behaviors are actively applied. These findings confirm the 

suggestions of prior literature that guidance in team work crafting could enhance its effectiveness 

(Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Elloy, 2005, 2008; Tims et al., 2013). Additionally, a negative moderation 

was found for the labor productivity of teams. This indicates that higher levels of external leadership 

buffer against the negative effects of team work crafting on the labor productivity. The moderation 

shows that external leadership helps to maintain the productivity of teams when they engage in team 

work crafting. 

Furthermore, no moderation was found for organizational commitment, job satisfaction, employee 

engagement, and quality of goods. These findings seem to be inconsistent with prior research (Druskat 

& Wheeler, 2004; Glassop, 2002; Tims et al., 2012). However, as explained by Druskat and Wheeler 

(2004), providing autonomy to self-managing teams is a continuing process by which more 

empowerment should be attributed to teams over time. Additionally, external leaders should develop 

themselves to master the four functions of external leadership. Because the team structures and external 

leadership are newly implemented, it is likely that the external leaders were not yet capable to provide 

teams with the appropriate behaviors that moderates the effect of team work crafting activities on the 

individual outcome variables. Additionally, the external leaders of the studied teams may still be taking 

too much responsibility, by which teams feel less empowered and responsible to structurally improve 

their production quality. Hereby, no moderation could exist for the quality of goods. 

5.1. Theoretical Contributions 

This research provided two major contributions to the theoretical knowledge about empowered team 

structures. First, this study investigated team work crafting as a way for teams to seize empowerment. 

Team work crafting is a relatively new research field, and insights on how crafting in teams affects 

important team outcomes are largely absent. Moreover, this research attempted to define how the effects 

of team work crafting fluctuate over time and how autonomous teams may increase their agility by 

mediating the effects of team work crafting via team flexibility. Previous research already showed that 

job crafting facilitated individuals to improve their job performance and feel more satisfied and engaged 

(Demerouti, 2014; Demerouti et al., 2015; Tims et al., 2015). This study provided evidence that similar 

effects can be achieved with team work crafting. In addition, where prior studies particularly focused 

on improving the meaningfulness of the job to engage employees (Bakker et al., 2012; Demerouti, 2014; 

Demerouti & Bakker, 2014) does this study prove that team work crafting enables teams to flexibly 
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deal with issues on the work floor to improve their quality output. Hence, this study found that team 

work crafting is a promising way of working for self-managing teams in the high-tech sector to increase 

their effectiveness. It showed that both human performance and operational performance could be 

enhanced by stimulating team work crafting behaviors. Furthermore, it was also established that team 

work crafting could fluctuate over time and that the performance of teams increased on days that they 

engaged more in crafting activities. Additionally, it was discovered that team flexibility could mediate 

the effect of team work crafting on the performance of self-managing teams. Therefore, this research 

provides a solid foundation for future research on this topic that may contribute to the field of teams, 

applied psychology, and product manufacturing. 

The second contribution is concerning external leadership, which was investigated as a way for self-

managing teams to perceive empowerment. This part of the study provided a verification on preliminary 

research that external leadership was improving the effectiveness of self-managing teams by providing 

guidance and support (Arnold et al., 2000; Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Hereby, this study strengthened 

previous findings on external leadership. Additionally, external leadership was examined as a moderator 

of the relationships of team work crafting with team performance outcomes, which was not yet 

investigated in prior publications. Previous studies particularly focused on either team work crafting to 

stimulate a proactive collaborative way of working within the team (McClelland et al., 2014; Tims et 

al., 2013), or a leadership style to support and direct the way of working from outside the team (Druskat 

& Wheeler, 2004; Manz & Sims, 1987; Tims et al., 2013). In contrast to these studies, this research 

combined both internal and external views on the way of working to improve the output of self-

managing teams. It was established that external leadership can have an interacting role with the effect 

of team work crafting that can contribute to the effectiveness of self-managing teams. Therefore, this 

study implicates how both seized empowerment by a proactive collaborative way of working and 

perceived empowerment by a form of leadership can be applied together to enhance the effectiveness 

of self-managing teams. Hence, the thorough image how both factors complement each other 

contributes to the domain of teams, leadership, and management research. 

5.2. Managerial Implications 

The findings of this research provide important implications for organizations that seek ways to deal 

with a volatile innovative environment and increasing demands for high quality products. This study 

discovered that self-managing teams can seize empowerment by actively engaging in team work 

crafting. Furthermore, it presents the four functions of external leadership from Druskat and Wheeler 

(2004) by which self-managing teams can perceive empowerment. Five major implications are provided 

that explain (1) how managers and team leaders could pursue external leadership, (2) how self-

managing teams may seize and perceive empowerment in a high-tech manufacturing environment, (3) 

how to affect the long-term perspectives of teams, (4) how to affect the well-being of team members, 

and (5) how empowerment affects the quality and productivity self-managing teams. 
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First, managers and team leaders should be instructed about the functions and behaviors that external 

leadership requires and enables them to provide empowerment to self-managing teams. External leaders 

are the key persons that connects the operational teams with the broader organization (Druskat & 

Wheeler, 2004). Therefore, they should acquire the knowledge to be socially and politically aware to 

anticipate the impact of his/her decisions on others. Leaders should also consistently recognize the value 

of building good relationships with their team by showing appreciation for the team’s work and care 

for personal problems of team members (Arnold et al., 2000). Furthermore, it is important that leaders 

seek information from managers and internal stakeholders as advice and to enable themselves to answer 

technical questions from team members. This information can also be used to influence the team to 

consider the broader organization when making decisions that could impact critical processes on the 

production floor. Additionally, it is important to show transparency to prevent an “us against them” 

attitude that could establish among team members towards their leader (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). 

Moreover, when problems occur, external leaders should be able diagnose member’s behaviors and 

expressions and collect firsthand information to understand the team’s perspective. This enables the 

leader to make recommendations and changes that are accepted by their teams. Also, presenting the 

impact of disruptions and quality issues make teams aware of their mistakes and increase their sense of 

responsibility (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004). Finally, external leaders should delegate more flexibility and 

responsibility over time when they notice that the team is gaining more ownership. Hereby, external 

leaders can focus on teams that need more guidance, while offering coaching to teams that acquired 

more empowerment. 

Secondly, self-managing teams should be trained to enable them to apply crafting activities that can 

improve their work. External leaders should explain them how to properly execute the proceedings that 

are required for their work and actively involve them when they solve issues on the production floor. 

Hereby, external leaders can teach teams how and why the current processes are pursued. Furthermore, 

teams should be heard when they initiate new improvements and they should be involved in the process 

of implementing these enhancements in the factory (Druskat & Wheeler, 2004; Tjosvold et al., 2004). 

Thereby, teams perceive a better understanding about the changes that are in line with the company 

policy and objectives. When teams start to feel more confident with the knowledge and skills that they 

have acquired, they are more likely to take initiative and responsibility for implementing improvements 

to their work. As explained earlier, external leaders should act on this by providing teams with more 

and more empowerment over time, while still supporting and coaching them if deemed necessary. 

Hereby, teams can perceive empowerment from external leaders. Eventually, teams should be capable 

to detect days that need active team work crafting and days to pursue regular production activities. 

Thereby, self-managing teams can seize empowerment for themselves. 

Thirdly, the empowerment that self-managing teams may seize and perceive can increase their 

flexibility to improve their long-term perspectives. It increases the capability of team members to work 
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collaboratively and interdependently in the present and future, which may result in sustainable growth. 

As the economic and technological changes pressurize companies with intense demands (Bell & 

Marentette, 2011), it is desired to have teams that are flexible and able to manage themselves towards 

a long-term goal. External leaders should stimulate teams to gain more expertise in their work and offer 

flexibility regarding the teams’ decisions to increase their responsiveness (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999; 

McComb et al., 2007). Additionally, external leaders should facilitate teams in tracking their 

performance, setting long-term goals, and create understanding about the impact of the team’s work on 

the organizational objectives (Costa et al., 2017; Widmeyer & Ducharme, 1997). Thereby, team 

members attach more value to the team’s prospects and are more likely to go along with the potential 

glory that the team may achieve. 

Fourth, team work crafting and external leadership enhance the perception of teams on their actual 

performance. Additionally, it heightens the commitment of team members towards the organization and 

members feel more content with their job. Moreover, team work crafting enhances the daily perceived 

performance of teams, and employees feel more satisfied and engaged on days that they pursue crafting 

activities. Therefore, by diagnosing team members’ behaviors and expressions, external leaders should 

be able to detect when members are struggling with issues or feel less content with their job (Druskat 

& Wheeler, 2004). External leaders should respond to this and enable teams to apply crafting activities 

if deemed necessary, which is likely to improve the employee’s well-being (Galais & Moser, 2009; 

Macky & Boxall, 2008; Vanhala & Tuomi, 2006). This is important for companies, as it may result in 

healthier workers, less absenteeism, and improved recruitment and retention of employees (Baptiste, 

2008; Macky & Boxall, 2008; Vanhala & Tuomi, 2006; Wright & Huang, 2012). 

Finally, companies can obtain a major competitive advantage with a reliable flow of high-quality 

products. The results of this study indicate that self-managing teams improve the quality of their output 

when they are capable to seize and perceive empowerment. The autonomy enables teams to quickly 

react on issues that may occur. In conjunction with the increased knowledge and skills that teams obtain 

from team work crafting and external leadership, they may be capable to provide an appropriate solution 

or involve more experienced engineers to solve these quality issues structurally. Thereby, more products 

will be produced the first time right and less defects will occur. A downside from this proactive work 

behavior to improve the quality of production is that the productivity will be hampered on the short-

term. 

By stimulating teams to actively seize and perceive empowerment, it is possible to create a culture of 

proactive work behavior that may be beneficial for the performance of the organization; however, it is 

recommended for managers to keep monitoring the effectiveness of their self-managing teams to assure 

a reliable productivity while improving the quality output to meet customer demands. 
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5.3. Limitations 

The first limitation concerns overestimation of relations among variables due to common-method 

variance, because besides the objective data also self-reported data was collected. This may have 

provided a minor bias for the responses; however, prior studies found that this influence is lower than 

commonly believed (Kline et al., 2000; Lance et al., 2010). Additionally, they suggested ways to further 

reduce the bias. Therefore, it was explained how all responses were treated as confidential. Hereby, 

respondents were more likely to answer the questions honestly. Additionally, the research included 

mediation and moderation effects, which are not likely to be predicted by the respondents. Additionally, 

data was collected by two types of questionnaires, by which generic and daily data was assembled. 

Digital surveys were distributed among the participants, as this might provide more reliable results since 

it enables the researcher to verify whether participants complied with the instructions (Demerouti et al., 

2015; Oerlemans & Bakker, 2014; Unger et al., 2014). Moreover, a digital survey records the date and 

time of filling out the survey, which is important for a daily diary study.  

The second limitation is regarding the results from the confirmatory factor analyses, which were 

conducted to validate the factors of this research. The results showed weak to moderate values for the 

root mean square error of approximation, standardized root mean square residual, comparative fit index, 

and Tucker-Lewis fit index. Hereby, the validity of the used scales may be discussed; however, with 

exception of the team work crafting scale, all scales were assembled from preliminary research that had 

already provided an acceptable validity and reliability. Additionally, it was aimed to keep the scales of 

prior research intact, which all provided a Cronbach’s α larger than .70 (LeBreton & Senter, 2008). 

The third limitation refers to the studied sample. This research comprised a small sample of which all 

participants were working at the same company. Hence, the participants might have been biased by the 

organizational culture and work environment, which could have skewed the results of the study. For 

example, if a collaborative vibe exists within the organization, team work crafting is more likely to 

boost the performance of teams, whereas in a hostile environment team work crafting might increase 

conflicts among team members and thereby reduce the performance of teams (Daniel, 2010; Harolds & 

Wood, 2006; Pelled & Adler, 1994). Furthermore, this research was mainly focused on production 

teams; however, team work crafting or external leadership may have different results for other type of 

teams. Thus, it is necessary for future research to encompass more variation within the dataset. Hereby, 

it could be studied if team work crafting or external leadership is applicable in different organizational 

settings. 

The final limitation is related to the fact that the team structures were relatively recently implemented 

within the production environment before starting the study. Therefore, it could be that the participants 

still had to adjust to the newly established team structures. Additionally, the external leaders might not 

yet be fully mastering the required behaviors as described by Druskat and Wheeler (2004) to gain all 
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benefits of this type of leadership. Hence, it is plausible that both factors might have hampered the 

operational outcomes. Thus, when conducting future studies, it is important to take these factors into 

account when selecting a research sample. 

5.4. Future Research 

This study provided a foundation for the research on team work crafting. Therefore, it established a 

basis for future investigations on this topic. Firstly, an important effect that was uncovered in this study 

is the negative relationship between team work crafting and the productivity of teams. This research 

embedded operational outcomes that were assessed on the short-term; however, as previously 

explained, it is expected that team work crafting also has a long-term effect on the productivity of self-

managing production teams. Hence, a study with a longer time span should be performed to prove 

whether this suggestion is plausible. 

A second aspect that might require more theoretical insights refers to the mediating effect of team 

flexibility in the relationship between team work crafting and the knowledge and skills of teams. It was 

proposed that team flexibility has a mediating effect because teams are building a repertoire of possible 

responses by engaging in team work crafting (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999). Thus, team work crafting 

activities trains teams to become confident with job related knowledge and skills by working together 

proactively towards a collaborative goal. The knowledge and skills that teams adopt from team work 

crafting enable teams to act more flexibly in response to changes in the environment, which could 

enhance their performance. Hence, it is suggested that the knowledge and skills of teams fully mediates 

the relationship between team work crafting and team flexibility. Therefore, knowledge and skills 

should not have been an outcome variable in this research but a mediating variable. More extensive 

research is required in the future to prove this suggestion. 

This research also provided the first insights for external leadership to boost the effects of crafting in 

teams. Although external leadership is not a new concept, it had not been modeled as a moderator for 

team work crafting. This research did not provide supporting results for the individual outcome 

variables and quality of goods for external leadership as moderator; however, it might be caused by 

unexperienced external leaders and newly implemented team structures. Additionally, it is interesting 

to study how external leaders develop themselves over time to dominate all required behaviors of 

relating, scouting, persuading, and empowering. Moreover, how does this development of behaviors 

relate to an increase of performance for empowered teams? Thus, it is also suggested to pursue a 

longitudinal study in the future to better establish how external leadership relates to team work crafting 

and to reveal how the development of external leaders affects the performance of self-managing teams. 

Finally, one of the key aspects of self-managing teams and team work crafting is to be autonomous, 

dealing with decision-making authority, and taking responsibility to monitor your own performance. In 

the literature a perspective is taken that all employees want to be empowered and managed. However, 
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what most scholars do not mention is how teams or their external leaders may have to deal with passive 

group members who do not want to be self-managed. In the research of Williams, Parker, and Turner 

(2010), it is noticed that passive members may demoralize proactive individuals in the group. 

Additionally, passive employees might resist the new initiatives and changes that are pursued by the 

proactive individuals of the team. Hence, it is important for future research to discover ways how teams 

can deal with members who are dependent or how to turn passive behavior into proactive behavior. 

It can be concluded that both external leadership and team work crafting may facilitate high-tech 

companies to increase the benefits of self-managing teams. Moreover, this study showed that both 

mechanisms can be combined to improve the effectiveness of empowered team structures. Finally, 

future research will be required to clarify the long-term effects of team work crafting and the 

development external leaders. 
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Appendix A. Codebook Generic Questionnaire 

A generic questionnaire has been developed for this Master Thesis to collect data about TWC, EL, TF, 

the human performance outcomes, and operational performance outcomes. This report presents the 

codex that is used to analyze the data, which was assembled from the generic questionnaire. 

Personal Code 

ID = Personal identification 

 

Demographic Variables 

GEN = Gender 

AGE = Age 

EDU = Educational level 

FB = Functional background 

NWE_YR = Years of work experience 

NH_WK = Hours per week 

TS = Team size 

 

Behavioral and Environmental Factors 

TWC_STR = Team work crafting structural resources 

TWC_SOR = Team work crafting social resources 

TWC_CD = Team work crafting challenging demands 

TWC_HD = Team work crafting hindering demands 

TWC_ACE = Team work crafting align crafting efforts 

EL_R = External leadership relating behavior 

EL_S = External leadership scouting behavior 

EL_P = External leadership persuading behavior 

EL_E = External leadership empowering behavior 

 

Mediator of team work crafting 

TF = Team flexibility 

 

Human Performance Outcomes 

VB = Viability 

OC = Organizational commitment 

JS = Job satisfaction 

EEG = Employee engagement 

KNS = Knowledge and skills  
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Operational Performance Outcomes 

PJP = Perceived job performance 

LP_RLIP_ORD = Mean requested line item performance on order level per week 

LP_RLIP_PRD = Mean requested line item performance on product level per week 

LP_CLIP_ORD = Mean confirmed line item performance on order level 

LP_CLIP_PRD = Mean confirmed line item performance on product level 

LP_H = Hourly productivity rate per week 

QOG_FPY = First pass yield 

QOG_DR = Defects ratio 

 

Personal Code 

To analyze the data correctly, it had to be possible to connect the outcomes of each daily questionnaire 

to those of the generic questionnaire for each individual. Therefore, all participants received a unique 

personal code, existing of 5 items. To keep the data confidential, the participants were supposed to keep 

the code for themselves. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

ID1 Second letter of your mother’s first name <Only letters> 

ID2 First letter of the city/village you live in <Only letters> 

ID3 Second number of your postal code <Only numbers> 

ID4 Last number of your house number <Only numbers> 

ID5 Last number of your shoe size <Only numbers> 

 

Demographic Variables 

The following questions concern personal details. This information was treated as confidential and was 

only required to be used as control variables during the analysis (Demerouti et al., 2015; Mäkikangas 

et al., 2017). 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

GEN What is your gender? <Male / Female> 

AGE What is your age? <Only integer numbers> 

EDU 
What is your highest education 

qualification? 

<Vocational Training / Bachelors / 

Masters / PhD / Other> 

FB What is your functional background? 

<Electrical Engineering / Finance / 

Logistics / Manufacturing / 

Marketing / Mechanical Engineering 

/ Mechatronics / Process Engineering 

/ Sales / Software Engineering / 

Other> 
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NWE_YR 
How many years of work experience do 

you have? 
<Only numbers> 

NH_WK 
How many hours do you work per week 

on average (including overtime)? 
<Only numbers> 

 

Predictor Variables 

Team Work Crafting 

The following statements concern the TWC activities of the team. The items were assembled from the 

research of Zhang et al., (2019). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .92. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

TWC_STR1 
We make sure that we use our capabilities 

to the fullest during our team work 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_STR2 

We look beyond what is laid out in formal 

work plans to ensure that our work runs 

smoothly 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_STR3 
We share important information to retain it 

for future use 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_STR4 

We ask for support (e.g., funding, material, 

hardware, training, assistance) from our 

management. 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_SOR1 

We seek feedback from people inside or 

outside the organization to improve our 

performance 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_SOR2 
We seek support (e.g. advice, feedback, 

inspiration) within our team 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_SOR3 
We try to be appreciative toward every 

member of our team 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_CD1 

We are eager to adopt new developments 

(e.g., devices, approaches, procedures etc.) 

for our team goals 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_CD2 
When our workload is lower, we look for 

new challenges 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_CD3 

We regularly solve problems for one 

another, even though it is not our 

responsibility 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_CD4 

We make our work more challenging by 

actively trying to understand each other’s 

tasks 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_HD1 

We arrange our work such that we 

minimize contact with people whose 

expectations are unrealistic 

<1 never … 5 always> 
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TWC_HD2 
We try to avoid extra burden from having 

to make difficult decisions 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_HD3 
We avoid disturbing each other’s work 

tasks 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE1 

While crafting, we also take into account 

the influence it may have on other 

members 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE2 
When crafting, we put the team’s purpose 

before our personal interests 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE3 
We try to support each other’s crafting 

behaviors 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE4 
While crafting, we seek ways to 

compensate for each other’s weaknesses 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE5 
While crafting, we seek ways to build on 

each other’s strengths 
<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE6 
We try to align the results of our crafting 

behaviors 
<1 never … 5 always> 

 

External Leadership 

All Questions about external leadership were retrieved from the research of Arnold et al. (2000).The 

questions were selected, based on the four actions of an external leader that are described by Druskat 

and Wheeler (2004). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .95. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

EL_R1 
My team leader cares about the team 

members’ personal problems 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_R2 
My team leader treats all team members as 

equals 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_R3 
My team leader helps developing good 

relations among team members 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_S1 
My team leader knows what work is being 

done in my team 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_S2 

My team leader encourages my team 

members to express our ideas and 

suggestions 

<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_S3 
My team leader listens to my team’s ideas 

and suggestions 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_P1 
My team leader suggests ways to improve 

my team’s performance 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_P2 
My team leader explains the purpose of the 

company’s policies to my team 
<1 never … 5 always> 
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EL_P3 
My team leader explains how my team fits 

into the company 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_P4 
My team leader explains his/her decisions 

and actions to my team 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_E1 
My team leader considers my team’s ideas 

when he/she disagrees with them. 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_E2 
My team leader encourages us to know 

how our performance stands 
<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_E3 

My team leader encourages our team 

members to exchange information with one 

another 

<1 never … 5 always> 

EL_E4 
My team leader teaches team members 

how to solve problems on their own 
<1 never … 5 always> 

 

Mediating Variables 

Team Flexibility 

Team flexibility was described as a mediator for team work crafting and the performance of SMTs. To 

measure team flexibility, a 4 item scale was used from Sharma & Sharma (2016), which had extracted 

their questions from the research of McComb et al., (2007). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .78. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

TF1 
Team members adjust their approach(es) to 

overcome obstacles 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF2 
Team members easily handle a variety of 

tasks 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF3 

The team frequently experiments with 

alternative ways to might accomplish our 

work 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF4 

The team is highly imaginative in thinking 

about new or better ways to complete our 

task(s) 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 
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Response Variables 

Viability 

To measure the viability of the team, the five items scale was used from Mello and Delise (2015). 

Because the CFA suggested to omit the fifth item of this scale, only the first for items were applied in 

the analysis. The Cronbach’s α for the first four items of this scale was .85. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

VB1 
This team should not continue to function 

as a team <reversed code> 
<1 not true at all … 5 totally true> 

VB2 
This team is not capable of working 

together as a unit <reversed code> 
<1 not true at all … 5 totally true> 

VB3 
This team probably should never work 

together in the future <reversed code> 
<1 not true at all … 5 totally true> 

VB4 
If I had the chance, I would have switched 

teams <reversed code> 
<1 not true at all … 5 totally true> 

VB5 
I would be happy to work with the team 

members on other projects in the future 
<1 not true at all … 5 totally true> 

 

Organizational Commitment 

To measure the organizational commitment the 3 item scale of Saridakis et al. (2013) was used. The 

Cronbach’s α for this scale was .73. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

OC1 
I share many of the values of my 

organization 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

OC2 I feel loyal to my organization 
<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

OC3 I am proud to tell people who I work for 
<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

 

Job Satisfaction 

To measure the job satisfaction, the 5 item scale of Schleicher et al. (2015) was used. The Cronbach’s 

α for this scale was .86 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

JS1 

Please rate the extent to which you are 

satisfied with the competence of your team 

leader in making decisions 

<1 extremely unsatisfied … 7 

extremely satisfying> 
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JS2 

Please rate the extent to which you are 

satisfied with the way your job provides 

for steady employment 

<1 extremely unsatisfied … 7 

extremely satisfying> 

JS3 

Please rate the extent to which you are 

satisfied with the chances for advancement 

on your job 

<1 extremely unsatisfied … 7 

extremely satisfying> 

JS4 

Please rate the extent to which you are 

satisfied with the chance to try your own 

methods of doing the job 

<1 extremely unsatisfied … 7 

extremely satisfying> 

JS5 

Please rate the extent to which you are 

satisfied with the feeling of 

accomplishment you get from the job 

<1 extremely unsatisfied … 7 

extremely satisfying> 

 

Employee Engagement 

To measure the employee engagement, 4 items were gathered from the scale of De Ruiter et al., (2017) 

on employee engagement. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .83. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

EEG1 
When I get up in the morning, I feel like 

going to work 
<1 never … 7 always> 

EEG2 
At my work, I feel that I am bursting 

with energy 
<1 never … 7 always> 

EEG3 I am enthusiastic about my job <1 never … 7 always> 

EEG4 I am proud on the work that I do <1 never … 7 always> 

 

Knowledge and Skills 

To measure the knowledge and skills, a six item scale was used from Reyt et al. (2016). The Cronbach’s 

α for this scale was .93. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

KNS1 Our team is expert in the job we do <1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 

KNS2 
Our team is knowledgeable about the job 

we do 
<1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 

KNS3 
Our team is well informed about the job 

we do 
<1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 

KNS4 Our team is capable to do the job we do <1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 
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KNS5 Our team is experienced in the job we do <1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 

KNS6 Our team is skillful in the job we do <1 not at all … 7 to a great extent> 

 

Perceived Job Performance 

The questions for self-perceived job performance were based on the scales of Kraimer et al. (2005) and 

Welbourne et al. (1998). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .87. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

PJP1 
How would you rate the quality of your 

team’s work 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP2 
How would you rate the quantity of your 

team’s work 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP3 
How would you rate how well your team 

works as a team 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP4 

How would you rate how well your team 

members help each other when it is not 

part of their job 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 
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Appendix B. Codebook Daily Questionnaire 

A daily questionnaire has been developed for the Master Thesis to gather data about fluctuations that 

may occur in daily TWC, daily TF, and daily human performance outcomes. This appendix presents 

the codex that is used to analyze the data, which was assembled from the daily survey. It should be 

noted that all Likert scale items have been adjusted to be represent daily results. 

Personal Code 

ID = Personal identification 

 

Behavioral and Environmental Factors 

TWC_STR_D = Team work crafting structural resources per day 

TWC_SOR_D = Team work crafting social resources per day 

TWC_CD_D = Team work crafting challenging demands per day 

TWC_HD_D = Team work crafting hindering demands per day 

TWC_ACE_D = Team work crafting align crafting efforts per day 

 

Mediator of team work crafting 

TF_D = Team flexibility per day 

 

Human Performance Outcomes 

JS_D = Job satisfaction per day 

EEG_D = Employee engagement per day 

 

Operational Performance Outcomes 

PJP_D = Perceived job performance per day 

 

Personal Code 

To analyze the data correctly, had to be possible to connect the outcomes of each daily questionnaire to 

those of the generic questionnaire for each individual. Therefore, all participants received a unique 

personal code, existing of 5 items. To keep the data confidential, the participants were supposed to keep 

the code for themselves. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

ID1 Second letter of your mother’s first name <Only letters> 

ID2 First letter of the city/village you live in <Only letters> 

ID3 Second number of your postal code <Only numbers> 

ID4 Last number of your house number <Only numbers> 

ID5 Last number of your shoe size <Only numbers> 
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Predictor Variables 

Team Work Crafting 

The following statements concern the TWC activities of the team. The items were assembled from the 

research of Zhang et al. (2019). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .84. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

TWC_STR1_D 

Today we made sure that we used our 

capabilities to the fullest during our team 

work 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_STR2_D 

Today we looked for ways beyond what is 

laid out in formal work plans to ensure 

that our work runs smoothly 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_SOR1_D 

Today we sought feedback from people 

inside or outside the organization to 

improve our performance 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_SOR2_D 
Today we sought support (e.g. advice, 

feedback, inspiration) within our team 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_CD1_D 
Today we looked for new challenges 

when our workload was lower 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_CD2_D 

Today we solved problems for one 

another, even though it was not our 

responsibility 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_HD1_D 
Today we tried to avoid extra burden from 

having to make difficult decisions 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_HD2_D 
Today we avoided to disturb each other’s 

work tasks 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TWC_ACE1_D 

Today, while crafting, we took into account 
the influences it may have on other 
members 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE2_D 
Today, while crafting, we put the team’s 
purpose before our personal interests 

<1 never … 5 always> 

TWC_ACE3_D 
Today, we tried to support each other’s 
crafting behaviors 

<1 never … 5 always> 
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Mediating Variables 

Team Flexibility 

Team flexibility was described as a mediator for team work crafting and the performance of SMTs. To 

measure team flexibility, a 4 item scale was used from Sharma and Sharma (2016), which extracted 

their items from McComb et al., (2007). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .77. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

TF1_D 
Team members adjusted their approach(es) 

today to overcome obstacles 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF2_D 
Team members easily handled a variety of 

tasks today 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF3_D 
The team experimented today with 

alternative ways to accomplish our work 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

TF4_D 

Today, the team was highly imaginative in 

thinking about new or better ways to 

complete our task(s) 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

 

Response Variables 

Job Satisfaction 

To measure the job satisfaction, the 3 item scale of Gevers and Peeters (2009) was used. The Cronbach’s 

α for this scale was .86. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

JS1_D 
Taken as a whole, I was satisfied with the 

composition of our team today 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

JS2_D 
Taken as a whole, things went pleasantly 

within our team today 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

JS3_D 
If I had to do similar production tasks as 

today, I would like to do it with this team 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

 

Employee Engagement 

To measure the employee engagement, 4 items were gathered from the scale of De Ruiter et al., (2017) 

on employee engagement. The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .85. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

EEG1_D 
When I got up this morning, I felt like 

going to work 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 
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EEG2_D 
At my work today, I felt that I was bursting 

with energy 

<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

EEG3_D Today I was enthusiastic about my job 
<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

EEG4_D Today I was proud on the work that I did 
<1 strongly disagree … 5 strongly 

agree> 

 

Perceived Job Performance 

The questions for self-perceived job performance were based on the scales of Kraimer et al. (2005) and 

Welbourne et al. (1998). The Cronbach’s α for this scale was .89. 

CODE QUESTION / STATEMENT ANSWER OPTIONS 

PJP1_D 
How would you rate the quality of your 

team’s work today 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP2_D 
How would you rate the quantity of your 

team’s work today 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP3_D 
How would you rate how well your team 

worked as a team or work group today 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 

PJP4_D 

How would you rate how well your team 

members helped each other today when it 

is not part of their job 

<1 extremely bad … 7 extremely 

good> 
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Appendix C. Factor Analyses 

This appendix presents a broad overview of the factor analyses that were conducted for this study. First 

an EFA was performed on the generic and daily TWC scales. Thereafter, a CFA was executed to ensure 

the validity of merging the scale items. Additionally, Cronbach’s α was determined to define the 

reliability of the scales. To ensure good interrelations among scale items it was aimed for a Cronbach’s 

α of at least 0.70 (Onwuegbuzie & Daniel, 2004). The Cronbach’s α for each scale are presented in 

Appendix A and B. The data was prepared such that missing values were nonexistent. All analyses were 

conducted with R Studio version 3.6.2 (Team RStudio, 2019). The R scripts used for the analyses are 

available in Appendix F. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis  

The EFA was performed with the psych package version 1.9.12.31 (Revelle, 2020). Although separate 

analyses were performed for the generic and daily questionnaires due to their difference in samples 

sizes, a similar methodology was applied. First, a parallel analysis was performed to determine the 

number of underlying factors of the TWC scale. This indicates that the eigenvalues of the TWC data is 

benchmarked with the Monte-Carlo simulated eigenvalues. This analysis was visualized with a scree 

plot and therefore provided an indication how many factors to include within the model. Thereafter, an 

iterative process followed to find the appropriate number of factors to represent the data. When pursuing 

the EFA an oblique rotation was embedded, as it was assumed that there are correlations between the 

factors within each model, except for the single factor models. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis Generic TWC Survey Data 

The scree plot that is generated to visualize the eigenvalues for the generic TWC survey data is 

presented in Figure 16. The eigenvalues of the actual generic TWC data is represented by the blue solid 

line. The red dotted and dashed lines, which are layered on top of each other, visualize the simulated 

and resampled data. 

According to the scree plot of the actual TWC data it may be suggested that there are one, two, or three 

underlying factors in the data; however, the model function of the psych package suggested a single 

factor model based on the simulated and resampled data. In total three factor models were established. 

Model 1 is a single factor model, Model 2 includes two factors for TWC, and Model 3 includes 3 factors 

for TWC. All TWC scale items were included in the factor analysis, because no item presented a 

uniqueness score higher than the cutoff level of 0.8. The factor loadings for all models are presented in 

Table 12. 

Model 1 tested the null hypothesis that one factor is sufficient to explain the data. The Cronbach’s alpha 

for the resulting factor is 0.92, which represents an acceptable reliability. The proportion of variance 

explained by the model is 0.40. Furthermore, most factor loadings score above .40 with an exception of 
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two hindering demands scale items (12. TWC_HD1 & 13. TWC_HD2). The p-value of this model is 

<0.05, which indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected. Therefore, it was suggested to add more 

factors to the model. 

 
Figure 16. Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot GQ TWC Data 

Model 2 tested if two factors are sufficient. Factor 2.1 presented a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90 and a 

proportion of variance of 0.25. Factor 2.2 resulted in an alpha value of 0.86 and a proportion of variance 

of 0.13. The p-value of Model 2 was 0.114. Hereby, it may have been suggested that a two-factor model 

would explain the data well; however, statistical tests do not account for theoretical interpretation. TWC 

exists of five categories: (a) gathering structural resources, (b) gathering social resources, (c) seeking 

challenging demands, (d) reducing hindering demands, and (e) aligning crafting efforts within the team. 

Combining category a and b would make theoretically sense, as both topics are about gathering 

resources. In a similar way, it is possible to combine category c and d, as they are both about enhancing 

the demands and responsibilities of the team. Category e explains how category a, b, c, and d are 

performed collaboratively by individuals in such way that it benefits the whole team. Therefore, it does 

not represent the crafting actions itself, but the adjustability of members towards each other to improve 

the team outcome. Factor 2.2 is formed out of a single scale item of category b and four items of category 

e. For this research, it would not make theoretical sense to combine a single item of category a, b, c, or 

d with multiple items of category e. Hence, the factor constructs of model 2 are neglected in this 

research. 
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Model 3 tested if three factors would be sufficient for explaining the data. Factor 3.1 showed a 

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86 and a proportion of variance of 0.17. Factor 3.2 represented a Cronbach’s 

alpha of 0.88 and a proportion of variance of 0.15. Finally, Factor 3.3 had an alpha value of 0.75 and a 

proportion of variance of 0.08. It may be noticed that Model 3 represents the lowest values for 

Cronbach’s alpha and proportion of variance. The p-value indicated a non-significant value of 0.461, 

indicating that a three-factor model would fit the data appropriately. However, for the same reason as 

applicable to Model 2, it would not make theoretically sense to accept these factor constructs, as they 

exist of loose items of different categories. Hence, it was decided to combine all scale items into one 

factor for TWC. Thus, Model 1 is the most suitable model for this scale. 

Table 12. EFA results on generic TWC data (n = 78) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

TWC 1.1 TWC 2.1 TWC 2.2 TWC 3.1 TWC 3.2 TWC 3.3 

1 TWC_STR1 .68 .76  .54  .32 

2 TWC_STR2 .73 .54 .26 .31 .30 .34 

3 TWC_STR3 .62 .69  .66   

4 TWC_STR4 .60 .49  .33 .22  

5 TWC_SOR1 .70 .51 .25 .39 .31  

6 TWC_SOR2 .68 .33 .45 .25 .49  

7 TWC_SOR3 .54 .75  .69   

8 TWC_CD1 .52 .66  .74   

9 TWC_CD2 .69 .71  .69   

10 TWC_CD3 .48 .30 .23  .23 .43 

11 TWC_CD4 .71 .54 .24 .3 .27 .38 

12 TWC_HD1 .39 .41    .84 

13 TWC_HD2 .37 .24    .42 

14 TWC_HD3 .49 .489  .40   

15 TWC_ACE1 .62  .59  .65  

16 TWC_ACE2 .66 .49 .23 .40 .29  

17 TWC_ACE3 .76 .41 .43 .29 .50  

18 TWC_ACE4 .68  .93  .93  

19 TWC_ACE5 .72  .69  .78  

20 TWC_ACE6 .76 .48 .37 .39 .43  

Cronbach’s alpha .92 .90 .86 .86 .88 .75 

Proportion of var .40 .25 .13 .17 .15 .08 

 

Exploratory Factor Analysis Daily TWC Survey Data 

Figure 17 presents the scree plot that is generated to visualize the eigenvalues for the daily TWC survey 

data. Again, the eigenvalues represent the actual daily TWC data by a blue solid line and the simulated 

and resampled data by respectively the red dotted and dashed lines. Similar to the Figure 16, these red 

lines are layered on top of each other. The scree plot for the actual daily TWC data suggested that one 

or two factors would be sufficient to represent the data; however, the psych package suggested three 

underlying factors. Thus, again three models were established to discover a suitable number of factors 
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that should be included in the model. Day Model 1 is a single factor model, Day Model 2 includes two 

factors for TWC, and Day Model 3 includes 3 factors for TWC. In Day Model 1 two scale items 

represented a uniqueness value higher than 0.8, which are both items about reducing hindering 

demands. It was decided to keep these items in the model, as they are the only values that represent the 

hindering demands category of Daily TWC. In Day Model 2 and 3 no uniqueness values were higher 

than 0.8. The factor loadings for all models are presented in Table 13. 

 
Figure 17. Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot DQ TWC Data 

The results for Day Model 1 presented a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84 and a proportion of variance of 0.35. 

The p-value showed a significant value that was < 0.001. Although Day Model 1 presents a decent 

reliability, it may be suggested to increase the number of factors within the model due to the significant 

p-value. Day Model 2 showed a good reliability for factor 1 of 0.86, but a bad reliability for factor 2 of 

0.61. Furthermore, the proportions of variance were 0.33 and 0.11 for respectively factor 1 and 2. 

Moreover, the p-value showed a significant value that was <0.001 and therefore indicating significance. 

The final model represented similar results for reliability for factor 1 and 2 as found for Day Model 2 

and a slightly lower proportion of variance for factor 1. However, no Cronbach’s alpha could be 

determined for factor 3 as it only exists of one scale item. Furthermore, the model presented a significant 

p-value < 0.001. 
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Because Day Model 2 comprised a bad reliability for factor 2 and Day Model 3 contained a factor that 

exists of solely one scale item, it had been determined to include all scale items into one factor. Thus, 

Day Model 1 would be applied in this research. 

Table 13. EFA results on daily TWC data (n = 281) 

 Day Model 1 Day Model 2 Day Model 3 

TWC_D 1.1 TWC_D 2.1 TWC_D 2.2 TWC_D 3.1 TWC_D 3.2 TWC_D 3.3 

1 TWC_STR1_D .66 .60  .53   

2 TWC_STR2_D .60 .65  .73   

5 TWC_SOR1_D .64 .69  .68   

6 TWC_SOR2_D .72 .75  .76   

8 TWC_CD1_D .63 .63  .61   

9 TWC_CD2_D .57 .58  .46   

12 TWC_HD1_D .30  .43  .41  

13 TWC_HD2_D .36  .94  1.00  

15 TWC_ACE1_D .63 .64  .48  .24 

16 TWC_ACE2_D .64 .56  .36  .39 

17 TWC_ACE3_D .65 .58    .99 

Cronbach’s alpha .84 .86 .61 .84 .61 - 

Proportion of var .35 .33 .11 .26 .11 .11 

 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

Similar to the EFA, the CFA was performed separately for the generic and daily survey items. 

Furthermore, it had been suggested in the literature to separate the predictor variables with the other 

variables (Hair et al., 2014). Hair et al., (2014) explain that it would be inappropriate to incorporate all 

variables in a single factor analysis and then use the derived factors to support the relationship between 

the endogenous and exogenous variables. Additionally, the team and individual outcome variables were 

separately analyzed to ensure that the factors did not contain intertwined data. Hence, the generic survey 

scale items were divided into four models and the daily survey scale items were separated into three 

models. Additionally, to prove that a clear distinction exists between both predictor variables, a model 

was created that included both TWC and EL. The models have been analyzed using the lavaan package 

version 0.6-5 (Rosseel, 2012). An ML estimation was used to determine the fit of the factor models. 

Furthermore, the latent factors were standardized to allow a free estimation of all factor loadings. The 

path diagrams of the factor constructions were created with the semPlot package version 1.1.2 

(Epskamp, 2019). 

The fit indices of each model are presented in Table 14. It can be noticed that the Chi-Square ratio of 

all models are significant, with exception of Model 7, which does not represent a good overall fit and 

discrepancy between the sample and the fitted covariance matrix of each model. However, the Chi-

Square is sensitive to sample sizes. As all models are based on a small sample size relative to the number 

of parameters, it is expected that the Chi-Square results would enhance with a higher number of 
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participants and therefore indicating a better model fit. Other measures of fit have been generated as 

well to determine how well the model fits the data. The root mean square error of approximation 

(RMSEA) attempts to correct for both the model complexity and sample size, and therefore provides a 

better representation if the model fits the population (Hair et al., 2014). Moreover, Hair et al. (2014) 

explain that there is no absolute cut off for providing a “good fit” in RMSEA, but values between 0.03 

and 0.08 may be considered a good fit with 95% confidence. Furthermore, two incremental fit indices 

were computed, which are the comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker-Lewis fit index (TLI). When 

assessing the CFI and TFI scores, it was assumed that CFI values greater than 0.90 and TFI values close 

to 1 represent a good fitting model (Hair et al., 2014). Lastly the standardized root mean square residual 

(SRMR) was generated for each model. Hair et al. (2014) explained that a lower value for the SRMR 

indicates a better fitting model. Hereby, a value equal to or lower than 0.08 is generally accepted for 

representing a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

Table 14. CFA model fit indices for generic survey scale items (Model 1-5: n = 78; Model 6-9: n=281) 

Model Nr. Χ2 (df) χ2 (p-value) RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

Model 1. (EL) 152.14 (77) < .05 .11 .91 .89 .06 

Model 2. (TWC; EL) 966.95 (526) < .05 .10 .76 .74 .08 

Model 3. (TF) 9.89 (2) < .05 .23 .91 .72 .06 

Model 4. (VB; KNS; PJP) 171.58 (87) < .05 .11 .91 .89 .08 

Model 5. (OC; JS; EEG) 75.70 (51) < .05 .08 .95 .94 .06 

Model 6. (D_TF) 28.11 (2) < .05 .23 .92 .75 .06 

Model 7. (D_PJP) 2.70 (2) < .26 .04 1.00 1.00 .01 

Model 8. (D_JS; D_EEG) 41.69 (13) < .05 .09 .97 .95 .05 

 

Apart from model 3 and 6 it can be concluded that the models indicate an overall mediocre fit. Model 

1 presents a mediocre score for the RMSEA of 0.11, the CFI has a value of 0.91 and TFI a value of 

0.89, which are both close to 0.90. Additionally, the model provides an SRMR of 0.06. Hence, the 

external leadership model presents a mediocre to good fit. The path diagram of the model is presented 

in Figure 18. The predictor model (Model 2) presented an overall mediocre fit. The RMSEA was 0.10, 

the CFI and TFI showed a score of respectively 0.93 and 0.92. Furthermore, the SRMR was 0.08. The 

path diagram of the model is presented in Figure 19. 

The RMSEA of model 3 presented a poor fit for the model with a value of 0.23. The large value for the 

RMSEA can be explained by the small sample size and small number of degrees of freedom (df) (Kenny 

et al., 2015). According to prior research about the performance of the RMSEA, it could be concluded 

that a small number of df and small sample size negatively affect the score. Therefore, it often occurs 

that the RMSEA falsely indicates a poor fitting model. Hence, it is recommended by Kenny et al. (2015) 

to not specify the RMSEA when encountering such modelling issues. The CFI of Model 3 represents a 

better model fit with a score of 0.91, whereas the TFI represents a mediocre score for the model fit of 
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0.72. The SRMR of Model 3 presents a good fit as well with a value of 0.06. Hence, the TF model 

showed an overall poor fit. The path diagram of the model is presented in Figure 20. 

Model 4 shows a mediocre fit when assessing the RMSEA (0.11), but a good fit for the CFI and TFI 

with a score of respectively 0.91 and 0.89. The SRMR of the model was 0.08. Thus, the team-level 

response model showed a mediocre model fit. The path diagram of the model is presented in Figure 21. 

Model 5 established a good fit for the RMSEA (0.08), as well as for the CFI (0.95) and TFI (0.94). 

Additionally, it scored well on the SRMR, which had a value of 0.06. Therefore, the individual level 

response model established a good fit. The path diagram of the model is presented in Figure 22. 

The fit indices of Model 6 show similar results as Model 3, with an RMSEA of 0.23, CFI of 0.92, TFI 

of 0.75, and SRMR of 0.06. Although the number of observations of Model 6 is not extremely low, the 

number of df is only 2, which might cause the high score for the RMSEA. Hence, the daily TF model 

proved a poor fit. The path diagram of the model is presented in Figure 23. 

Model 7 shows the best results for goodness of fit. The RMSEA presents a score of 0.04 and the CFI 

and TFI both score 1.00 when rounded on two decimals. The SRMR value of Model 7 is 0.01 indicating 

a good fitting model. Thus, the daily team-level response model presents a good fit. The path diagram 

of the model is presented in Figure 24. The final model has a mediocre fit when assessing the RMSEA 

(0.09). But the CFI of 0.97, TFI of 0.95, and SRMR of 0.05 represent a good fit for the model. Therefore, 

the individual level response model shows a mediocre to good fit. The path diagram of the model is 

presented in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 18. Path diagram Model 1: External Leadership 
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Figure 19. Path diagram Model 2: Predictor Variables 
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Figure 20. Path diagram Model 3: Team Flexibility 

 
Figure 21. Path diagram Model 4: Team-level response variables 
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Figure 22. Path diagram Model 5: Individual-level response variables 

 

 
Figure 23. Path diagram Model 6: Daily Team Flexibility 
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Figure 24. Path diagram Model 7: Daily team-level response variables 

 
Figure 25. Path diagram Model 8: Daily individual-level response variables 
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Appendix D. Operational Performance Outcomes Equations 

Labor Productivity 

Requested Line Item Performance (RLIP) 

The RLIP is used to measure the percentage of order elements that had been delivered as initially 

requested by the customer. Thus, it is a measure that represents if market demands can be met. To 

calculate the RLIP, it is required to define the virtual desired delivery and virtually desired committed 

order. The virtual desired delivery “(1)” indicates the sum of actual deliveries and excess deliveries that 

are based on the initial requested order date of the customer. The virtually desired committed order 

“(2)” indicates the sum of actual orders and backlog that are based on the initial requested order date of 

the customer. In both equations 𝑛 could be interpreted as the number of days. Hence the RLIP can be 

calculated according to equation (3) on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis. Moreover, it is 

possible to check the RLIP for specific product types, product orders, and departments. 

 𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = ∑ 𝑖 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑖 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (1) 

 𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 = ∑ 𝑖 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 + 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2) 

 𝐶𝐿𝐼𝑃 =  
𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
∗ 100% (3) 

Confirmed Line Item Performance (CLIP) 

The CLIP is used to measure the percentage of order elements that had been delivered as promised to 

the customer. Thus, it is a measure of the delivery quality. To calculate the CLIP, it is required to define 

the virtual promised delivery and virtually promised committed order. The virtual promised delivery 

“(4)” indicates the sum of actual deliveries and excess deliveries that are based on the delivery date that 

was promised to the customer. The virtual promised committed order “(5)” indicates the sum of actual 

orders and backlog that are based on the delivery date that was promised to the customer. In both 

equations 𝑛 could be interpreted as the number of days. Hence, the CLIP can be calculated according 

to equation (6) on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis. Moreover, it is possible to check the CLIP 

for specific product types, product orders, and departments. 

 𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = ∑ 𝑖 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑖 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (4) 

 𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 = ∑ 𝑖 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 + 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (5) 

 𝐶𝐿𝐼𝑃 =  
𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
∗ 100% (6) 
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Hourly Productivity Rate 

The hourly productivity rate “(7)” compares the number of production hours that are confirmed on a 

specific product or order with the actual planned production hours that should have been spend on the 

order. 

 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
∗ 100%  (7) 

 

It has to be noticed that it is not possible to determine the production performance solely on the hourly 

productivity rate. To determine the production performance, it is necessary to consider the delivery 

performance. This is clarified in Figure 26. As visualized by the figure, a low hourly productivity rate 

and high delivery performance indicates a high production performance, whereas a high hourly 

productivity rate and low delivery performance suggests a very low production performance. Hereby, 

production performance is defined as running production according to planning. 

 
Figure 26. Production performance 

Quality of Goods 

First Pass Yield (FPY) 

The FPY presents the percentage of goods that have been produced flawless. Thus, a high FPY 

represents a high quality of production, whereas a low FPY indicates that errors and disruptions exist 

within the production process. Equation (8) shows how to calculate the FPY. 

 𝐹𝑃𝑌 =  
∑ 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 

∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
∗ 100% (8) 
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Defects Rate (DR) 

The DR indicates the level of complexity of a product or manufacturing process by comparing the total 

number of fails to the total number of produced products. The major difference between the FPY and 

DR is that the DR accounts for multiple fails per product or process, whereas the FPY only accounts 

for a single fail per product or process. Equation (9) presents how to calculate the DR. 

 𝐷𝑅 =  
∑ 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠

∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
 (9) 
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Appendix E. Specifying a Three-Level Hierarchical Regression 

This appendix presents a step by step approach to setup a three-level hierarchical regression model. 

Additionally, it is explained which tests should be applied to verify the validity of the model. 

Specifying the model 

First, the simplest form of the three-level hierarchical regression was setup, which is a three-level 

variance components model for the performance of self-managing teams. In this model no adjustments 

are made for predictor variables. Therefore, the model is often referred to as an ‘empty three-level 

model’ (Leckie, 2013b). The model equation (10) solely embeds the intercept, supercluster random 

effects, cluster random effects, and an observation-level residual error term. The total response variable 

variation of the model is decomposed into separate level-specific variance components “(11)-(13)”.  

Within the empty model, 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 represents the measures that are captured from the questionnaires and 

company database for day i of individual j within team k. The overall mean response across all teams, 

individuals, and days for 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 is indicated by the intercept 𝛽0. The random team effect 𝑣𝑘 is the 

difference between the mean of team k and the overall mean response. The random individual effect 

𝑢𝑗𝑘 is the divergence among the mean of individual j and the mean of team k. Finally, the residual error 

term 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 presents the gap between the observed result of day i and the mean of individual j. It is assumed 

that the random effects and residual errors are independent of each other, normally distributed, and have 

zero means and constant variances (Leckie, 2013b).  

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (10) 

 𝑣𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑣
2) (11) 

 𝑢𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑢
2) (12) 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒
2) (13) 

 

The variance components of the teams 𝜎𝑣
2, individuals 𝜎𝑢

2, and days 𝜎𝑒
2, measure how the variation is 

allocated across the three different levels. A conceptual three-level variance components model is 

illustrated in Figure 27. Within this figure the observed responses of several days are visualized for two 

hypothetical individuals, of which the outcomes are separated by the circles and triangles within each 

individual cluster. The thick solid horizontal line represents the overall mean 𝛽0. The mean for a team 

(𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘) is represented by a dashed horizontal line. The mean of the two individuals (𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘) 

are separately indicated by the dotted lines. Additionally, the random effects for the team 𝑣𝑘 and 

individuals 𝑢𝑗𝑘 are presented, including the level 1 residual errors for each first observed day of an 

individual 𝑒1𝑗𝑘 and 𝑒3𝑗𝑘. 
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If 𝜎𝑣
2 is equal to zero, then no variation would exist between the teams. Thus, the mean line for the 

teams (𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘) would collapse on the overall mean line 𝛽0. If 𝜎𝑢
2 is equal to zero, then no variation 

would exist between individuals within teams. Thereby, the mean line for individuals (𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘)  

would collapse on the overall mean line as well. If 𝜎𝑒
2 is equal to zero, then no variation would exist 

between day level outcomes of individuals within the teams. This causes the scatter points of the day 

level outcomes to lie on their respective individual’s line.  

 
Figure 27. Conceptual three-level variance components model 

Testing the appropriateness of the model 

After the three-level variance components model was setup, it had to be established that this model fits 

the data significantly better than the simpler single-level or two-level versions that are nested within it 

and which do not contain any clusters or superclusters (Leckie, 2013b). Therefore, the models were 

fitted by maximum likelihood (ML), and thereafter tested by a likelihood ratio (LR) test to compare 

their fit. It was determined to apply a LR test instead of a Wald test, because the variance parameters 

are positively skewed. This would lead to a misleading approximation when applying a Wald test, as 

this type of hypothesis test assumes that the sampling distributions of the variance parameters are 

asymptotically normal (Leckie, 2013b). 

Testing for single-level fit 

To test if the data would fit in a single-level model, the three-level model was compared to the single-

level model “(14)”, which does not include any higher level random effects “(15)”.  
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 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (14) 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒
2) (15) 

 

The hypotheses that were established to test if the higher level random effects should be included in the 

single-level model are presented in equation (16) and (17). Hereby, the null hypothesis represents no 

variation on the team and individual level. The alternative hypothesis indicates significant variations on 

the team and individual level. 

 𝐻0: 𝜎𝑣
2 = 0, 𝜎𝑢

2 = 0 (16) 

 𝐻1: 𝜎𝑣
2 > 0, 𝜎𝑢

2 > 0 (17) 

 

The LR test statistics “(18)” are expressed in terms of deviance statistics 𝐷0 and 𝐷1, which were defined 

by minus two times the natural logarithm of the likelihood values 𝐿0 and 𝐿1 of the single-level and 

three-level models respectively. Hereby, the LR test statistic interprets the reduction in deviance, as we 

change from a simple to a more complex model (Leckie, 2013b). 

 𝐿𝑅 = 𝐷0 − 𝐷1 = (−2 log(𝐿0)) − (−2 log(𝐿1)) (18) 

 

Once the LR test statistic was calculated, its value was compared to a chi-squared distribution. Hereby, 

the degrees of freedom were set equal to those of the number of extra parameters from the three-level 

model “(10)”, which in this case is two (Leckie, 2013b). Eventually, the p-values of both models were 

assessed to determine if the three-level model significantly better fits the data than the single-level 

model. 

Testing for supercluster effects 

To test if the data would fit in a two-level model that does not include supercluster effects, the three-

level model that was compared to the two-level model “(19)” where the daily level is nested within the 

individual level. This includes the random effects of level 1 “(20)” and level 2 “(21)”.  

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (19) 

 𝑢𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑢
2) (20) 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒
2) (21) 

 

The hypotheses that were established to test if the level 3 random effects should be included in the two-

level model are presented in equation (22) and (23). Hereby, the null hypothesis represents no variation 

on the team level. The alternative hypothesis indicates significant variations on the team level. 
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 𝐻0: 𝜎𝑣
2 = 0 (22) 

 𝐻1: 𝜎𝑣
2 > 0 (23) 

 

The LR test statistics “(18)” is also used to test these hypotheses. Hereby, the likelihood values 𝐿0 and 

𝐿1 (and deviance statistics 𝐷0 and 𝐷1) are based the two-level “(19)” and three-level “(10)” models 

respectively. Once the LR test statistic was calculated, its value was again compared to a chi-squared 

distribution. Hereby, the degrees of freedom were set to one, as the number of extra parameters from 

the three-level model “(10)” is only one for this comparison. Finally, the resulting p-values of both 

models were assessed to determine which hypothesis is significant. 

Testing for cluster effects 

To check if the data would fit in a two-level model that does not include cluster effects, the three-level 

model that was compared to the two-level model “(24)” where the days are nested within teams. This 

includes the random effects of level 3 “(25)” and level 1 “(26)”.  

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (24) 

 𝑣𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑣
2) (25) 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒
2) (26) 

 

The hypotheses that were established to test if the level 2 random effects should be included in the two-

level model are presented in equation (27) and (28). Hereby, the null hypothesis represents no variation 

on the individual level. The alternative hypothesis indicates significant variations on the individual 

level. 

 𝐻0: 𝜎𝑢
2 = 0 (27) 

 𝐻1: 𝜎𝑢
2 > 0 (28) 

 

Again, the LR test statistics “(18)” is used to test these hypotheses. Hereby, the likelihood values 𝐿0 

and 𝐿1 (and deviance statistics 𝐷0 and 𝐷1) are based on the two-level “(24)” and three-level “(10)” 

models respectively. After the LR test statistic was calculated, a comparison was made to a chi-squared 

distribution. Hereby, the degrees of freedom were also set to one, as the number of extra parameters 

from the three-level model “(10)” is only one for these models. Eventually, the resulting p-values of 

both models were assessed to determine the significance of each hypothesis. 

Interpreting the variance components 

There are multiple ways to interpret the variance components of the three-level model. The first method 

that is applied for interpreting the variance components is by determining the coverage intervals, which 
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interprets the absolute magnitude. It is usual to compute the 95% coverage intervals for the variance 

components, which indicate that the associated random effects are expected to lie within a range of 95% 

of the response values (Leckie, 2013b). It is assumed that the random effects are normally distributed. 

Hence, it is expected that 95% of the random effects lie within ±1.96 times the square root of the 

associated variance component. 

Secondly the variance partition coefficients (VPCs) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were 

calculated to interpret the relative magnitude of the variance components. Based on the VPCs and ICCs 

it is possible to generate the correlation matrix for the three-level model (Leckie, 2013b). 

Once the model is fitted, it was determined whether the effects at each level are normally distributed 

and homoscedastic. Additionally, the model was reviewed to identify any outliers. To perform these 

diagnostics, values were calculated for the random effects by predicting empirical Bayes estimates 

along with the associated standard errors (Leckie, 2013b). 

Adding predictor variables 

The variance components models that were initially established are unconditional random intercept 

models, which do not include any adjustments for predictor variables. The models solely deviates the 

total response variance into separate variance components (Leckie, 2013b). However, to test the 

hypothesis, it is necessary to add predictor variables to the model. The three-level regression model 

including a level 1 predictor variable is presented in equation (29). The fixed part of the model equation 

is represented by 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 and specifies the overall mean relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables. Each predictor or control variable that is added to the model can be written as 

𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘, where 𝑛 is the variable number. The interpretation of the random effects is slightly different 

to the initial variance components model “(10)-(13)”, as they had been adjusted for the predictor 

variables. 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (29) 

 

After fitting the model, a Wald test was performed to test the significance of the model. Thereafter, the 

variance parameters could be interpreted by using the coverage intervals, VPCs and ICCs. The major 

difference in the predictor model, is that the residual response variation presents the part in the variation 

that could not be explained by the predictor variables. Finally, empirical Bayes estimates could be 

predicted for the random effects at each level. 

Mediating multilevel model 

To analyze a mediating effect in a multilevel construct, it is important to include the mediating variable 

on the appropriate level. For this research, team flexibility was measured on the atomic level. Therefore, 
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model equations (30)-(33) were used to determine the partial mediation that was proposed. Hereby, 

TWC is represented by 𝑥1, TF by 𝑥2, and the mediation by 𝑀𝐸. 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (30) 

 𝑀𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (31) 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑀𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (32) 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝛽2𝑀𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (33) 

 

Moderating multilevel model 

Similar to the mediating effect in a multilevel construct, it is important to include the moderator variable 

on the appropriate level as well. In this research, the EL variables were measured by individuals on the 

team level; however, the TWC variables were measured daily on the team level. Therefore, model 

equation (34) could be used to obtain the moderating effect of EL on TWC. Hereby, TWC is represented 

by 𝑥1 and EL by 𝑥2. 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑗𝑘 + 𝛽3(𝑥1𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∗ 𝑥2𝑘) + 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑢𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 (34) 

 

Predictor model variances 

The interpretation of the variance is different for predictor models. When no independent variables are 

added to the model the variance coefficient explains the amount of variance that lies within each level. 

Once an independent variable is added to the model the variance coefficient describes that part of the 

response variation that is unexplained by the predictor variable (Leckie, 2013b). To facilitate the 

readership of the tables in this research, the variance coefficients of all multilevel models, with 

exception of the Null Models, are transposed such that it describes that part of the response variation 

that is explained by the predicter variable. Equation (35) was used to convert the coefficients for each 

level in the models. Hereby, 𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑥,𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦
 indicates the variance coefficient for model x at level y, 

where x and y are respectively a model number and nested level. 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑥𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦
 represents the 

unexplained variance of model x at level y, and 𝑉𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦
 is the variance of the Null Model that 

lies within level y. 

 𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑥,𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦
= 1 −

𝑉𝑢𝑛𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑥𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦

𝑉𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑉𝐿𝑦

 (35) 
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Appendix F. R Studio Script  

This appendix presents the script that is written in R Studio Version 3.6.2 to perform the analyses for 

this research. 

Factor Analysis 
################################################################################################################################ 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

#####################################      CONFIRMATORY & EXPLANATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS      ##################################### 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

################################################################################################################################ 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#         PREPARE R SCRIPT         #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

install.packages("lavaan") 

install.packages("semPlot") 

install.packages("MVN") 

install.packages("knitr") 

install.packages("dplyr") 

install.packages("tidyr") 

install.packages("psych") 

install.packages("GPArotation") 

 

 

library(lavaan) 

library(semPlot) 

library(MVN) 

library(knitr) 

library(dplyr)  

library(tidyr) 

library(psych) 

library(GPArotation) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#      IMPORT AND PREPARE DATA     #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

#Import the dataset of GQ and DQ 

Survey.Data.GQ <- read.csv("//Survey Data GQ.csv", sep=";") 

Survey.Data.DQ <- read.csv("//Survey Data DQ.csv", sep=";") 

 

#Check for normality 

GQ_vars = Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:56,58,60,62,64:87)] 

DQ_vars = Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:30)] 

 

#Histogram & Boxplot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

  hist(GQ_vars) 

  hist(DQ_vars) 

  boxplot(GQ_vars) 

  boxplot(DQ_vars) 

 

cor(GQ_vars) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (GQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#             PREDICTOR VARIABLES (TWC & EL)             #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### SINGLE TEAM WORK CRAFTING MODEL (EFA & CFA) ##### 

 

### EXPLANATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS ### 

 

#Creating scree plot to find the number of factors 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

fa.parallel(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:38)], fm= 'minres', fa = 'fa', main = "Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot GQ TWC Data") 

 

#EFA model with 1 factor 

EFA.TWC1.GQ = factanal(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:38)], factors=1, rotation="none") 

EFA.TWC1.GQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC1.GQ 

print(EFA.TWC1.GQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

GQ.TWC1.1 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_STR1, TWC_STR2, TWC_STR3, TWC_STR4, TWC_SOR1, TWC_SOR2, TWC_SOR3, TWC_CD1, TWC_CD2, TWC_CD3, TWC_CD4, TWC_HD1, 

TWC_HD2, TWC_HD3, TWC_ACE1, TWC_ACE2, TWC_ACE3, TWC_ACE4, TWC_ACE5, TWC_ACE6) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC1.1) #Get raw alpha 

 

   

#EFA model with 2 factors 

EFA.TWC2.GQ = factanal(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:38)], factors=2, rotation="oblimin") 

EFA.TWC2.GQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC2.GQ 

print(EFA.TWC2.GQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

GQ.TWC2.2 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_STR1, TWC_STR2, TWC_STR3, TWC_STR4, TWC_SOR1, TWC_SOR3, TWC_CD1, TWC_CD2, TWC_CD3, TWC_CD4, TWC_HD1, TWC_HD2, 

TWC_HD3, TWC_ACE2, TWC_ACE6) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC2.2) #Get raw alpha 

GQ.TWC2.2 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_SOR2, TWC_ACE1, TWC_ACE3, TWC_ACE4, TWC_ACE5) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC2.2) #Get raw alpha 

 

   

#EFA model with 3 factors 

EFA.TWC3.GQ = factanal(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:38)], factors=3, rotation="oblimin") 

EFA.TWC3.GQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC3.GQ 

print(EFA.TWC3.GQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

GQ.TWC3.1 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_STR1, TWC_STR3, TWC_STR4, TWC_SOR1, TWC_SOR3, TWC_CD1, TWC_CD2,  TWC_HD3, TWC_ACE2) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC3.1) #Get raw alpha 

GQ.TWC3.2 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_SOR2, TWC_ACE1, TWC_ACE3, TWC_ACE4, TWC_ACE5, TWC_ACE6) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC3.2) #Get raw alpha 

GQ.TWC3.3 = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_STR2, TWC_CD3, TWC_CD4, TWC_HD1, TWC_HD2) 

  alpha(GQ.TWC3.3) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

#The factors that the EFA suggests do not make sense according to the theory, so a single factor model for TWC  

#is applied in the CFA 
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### CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS ### 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Pred.Model.TWC = ' 

    TWC =~ TWC_STR1+TWC_STR2+TWC_STR3+TWC_STR4+TWC_SOR1+TWC_SOR2+TWC_SOR3+TWC_CD1+TWC_CD2+TWC_CD3+TWC_CD4+TWC_HD1+TWC_HD2 

    +TWC_HD3+TWC_ACE1+TWC_ACE2+TWC_ACE3+TWC_ACE4+TWC_ACE5+TWC_ACE6' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Pred.fit.TWC = cfa(GQ.Pred.Model.TWC, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE,) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Pred.TWC = parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Pred.TWC = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:38)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Pred.TWC[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Pred.TWC)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Pred.TWC, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC, type = "cor") #correlation matrix for residuals 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Pred.fit.TWC, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Team Work Crafting")) 

 

#Generate Cronbachs alpha for Team Work Crafting 

Factor.TWC = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TWC_STR1, TWC_STR2, TWC_STR3, TWC_STR4, TWC_SOR1, TWC_SOR2, TWC_SOR3, TWC_CD1, TWC_CD2, TWC_CD3, TWC_CD4, TWC_HD1, 

TWC_HD2, TWC_HD3, TWC_ACE1, TWC_ACE2, TWC_ACE3, TWC_ACE4, TWC_ACE5, TWC_ACE6) 

  alpha(Factor.TWC) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE EXTERNAL LEADRESHIP MODEL (CFA) ##### 

   

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Pred.Model.EL = 'EL =~ EL_R1+EL_R2+EL_R3+EL_S1+EL_S2+EL_S3+EL_P1+EL_P2+EL_P3+EL_P4+EL_E1+EL_E2+EL_E3+EL_E4' 

   

#Run the model 

GQ.Pred.fit.EL = cfa(GQ.Pred.Model.EL, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                     std.lv=TRUE,) 

   

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Pred.fit.EL, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

   

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Pred.EL = parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit.EL, standardized = TRUE) 

   

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit.EL, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

   

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Pred.fit.EL,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Pred.EL = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(39:52)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Pred.EL[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Pred.EL)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Pred.EL, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Pred.fit.EL, type = "cor") #correlation matrix for residuals 

   

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Pred.fit.EL, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("External Leadership")) 

   

#Generate Cronbachs alpha for External Leadership behaviors 

Factor.EL = select(Survey.Data.GQ, EL_R1, EL_R2, EL_R3, EL_S1, EL_S2, EL_S3, EL_P1, EL_P2, EL_P3, EL_P4, EL_E1, EL_E2, EL_E3, EL_E4) 

  alpha(Factor.EL) 

 

   

   

##### ALL ENCOMPASSING PREDICTOR MODEL(CFA) ##### 

   

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Pred.Model = ' 

  TWC =~ TWC_STR1+TWC_STR2+TWC_STR3+TWC_STR4+TWC_SOR1+TWC_SOR2+TWC_SOR3+TWC_CD1+TWC_CD2+TWC_CD3+TWC_CD4+TWC_HD1+TWC_HD2 

+TWC_HD3+TWC_ACE1+TWC_ACE2+TWC_ACE3+TWC_ACE4+TWC_ACE5+TWC_ACE6 

  EL =~ EL_R1+EL_R2+EL_R3+EL_S1+EL_S2+EL_S3+EL_P1+EL_P2+EL_P3+EL_P4+EL_E1+EL_E2+EL_E3+EL_E4' 

   

#Run the model 

GQ.Pred.fit = cfa(GQ.Pred.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                  std.lv=TRUE,) 

   

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Pred.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

   

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Pred = parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

   

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Pred.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Pred.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Pred = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(19:52)]) 

 Cor.GQ.Pred[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Pred)] = NA 

 round(Cor.GQ.Pred, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Pred.fit, type = "cor") #correlation matrix for residuals 

   

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

windows(30,50) 

semPaths(GQ.Pred.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Predictor Variables")) 
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#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (GQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#                 MEDIATOR VARIABLES (TF)                #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### SINGLE TEAM FLEXIBILITY MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Med.TF = ' 

    TF =~ TF1+TF2+TF3+TF4' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Med.TF.fit = cfa(GQ.Med.TF, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                       std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Med.TF.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Med.TF = parameterEstimates(GQ.Med.TF.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Med.TF.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Med.TF.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Med.TF = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(53:56,58,60,62,64,65,78:87)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Med.TF[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Med.TF)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Med.TF, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Med.TF.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Med.TF.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Team Flexibility")) 

 

Factor.TF = select(Survey.Data.GQ, TF1, TF2, TF3, TF4) 

  alpha(Factor.TF) #Get raw alpha 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (GQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#       TEAM RESPONSE VARIABLES  (VB & KNS & PJP)        #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### ALL ENCOMPASSING TEAM RESPONSE VARIABLES MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.Team.Model = ' 

    VB =~ VB1_REV+VB2_REV+VB3_REV+VB4_REV+VB5 

    KNS =~ KNS1+KNS2+KNS3+KNS4+KNS5+KNS6 

    PJP =~ PJP1+PJP2+PJP3+PJP4' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.Team.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.Team.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                       std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.Team = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.Team.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.Team = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(53:56,58,60,62,64,65,78:87)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.Team[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.Team)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.Team, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.Team.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.Team.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Team Responses")) 

 

Factor.VB = select(Survey.Data.GQ, VB1_REV, VB2_REV, VB3_REV, VB4_REV) #VB5 was removed 

  alpha(Factor.VB) #Get raw alpha 

Factor.KNS = select(Survey.Data.GQ, KNS1, KNS2, KNS3, KNS4, KNS5, KNS6) 

  alpha(Factor.KNS) #Get raw alpha 

Factor.PJP = select(Survey.Data.GQ, PJP1, PJP2, PJP3, PJP4) 

  alpha(Factor.PJP) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE VIABILITY MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.VB.Model = 'VB =~ VB1_REV+VB2_REV+VB3_REV+VB4_REV+VB5' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.VB.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.VB.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                       std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.VB.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.VB = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.VB.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.VB.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.VB.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.VB = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(53:56,58,60,62,64,65,78:87)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.VB[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.VB)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.VB, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.VB.fit, type = "cor") 
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#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.VB.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Viability")) 

 

Factor.VB = select(Survey.Data.GQ, VB1_REV, VB2_REV, VB3_REV, VB4_REV) #VB5 was removed 

  alpha(Factor.VB) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.KNS.Model = 'KNS =~ KNS1+KNS2+KNS3+KNS4+KNS5+KNS6' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.KNS.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.KNS.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                       std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.KNS = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.KNS = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(53:56,58,60,62,64,65,78:87)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.KNS[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.KNS)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.KNS, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.KNS.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Knowledge and Skills")) 

 

Factor.KNS = select(Survey.Data.GQ, KNS1, KNS2, KNS3, KNS4, KNS5, KNS6) 

  alpha(Factor.KNS) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE PERCEIVED JOB PERFORMANCE MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.PJP.Model = 'PJP =~ PJP1+PJP2+PJP3+PJP4' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.PJP.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.PJP.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                       std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.PJP = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.PJP = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(53:56,58,60,62,64,65,78:87)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.PJP[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.PJP)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.PJP, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.PJP.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8)#, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Perceived Job Performance")) 

 

Factor.PJP = select(Survey.Data.GQ, PJP1, PJP2, PJP3, PJP4) 

  alpha(Factor.PJP) #Get raw alpha 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (GQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#     INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE VARIABLES  (OC & JS & EEG)     #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### ALL ENCOMPASSING INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE VARIABLES MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.Ind.Model = ' 

    OC =~ OC1+OC2+OC3 

    JS =~ JS1+JS2+JS3+JS4+JS5 

    EEG =~ EEG1+EEG2+EEG3+EEG4' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.Ind.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.Ind.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.Ind = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.Ind = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(66:77)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.Ind[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.Ind)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.Ind, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit, type = "cor") 
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#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.Ind.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Individual Responses")) 

 

Factor.OC = select(Survey.Data.GQ, OC1, OC2, OC3) 

  alpha(Factor.OC) #Get raw alpha 

Factor.JS = select(Survey.Data.GQ, JS1, JS2, JS3, JS4, JS5) 

  alpha(Factor.JS) #Get raw alpha 

Factor.EEG = select(Survey.Data.GQ, EEG1, EEG2, EEG3, EEG4) 

  alpha(Factor.EEG) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

##### SINGLE ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.OC.Model = 'OC =~ OC1+OC2+OC3' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.OC.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.OC.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.OC.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.OC = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.OC.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.OC.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, OCicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.OC.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.OC = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(66:77)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.OC[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.OC)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.OC, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.OC.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.OC.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Organizational Commitment")) 

 

Factor.OC = select(Survey.Data.GQ, OC1, OC2, OC3) 

  alpha(Factor.OC) #Get raw alpha 

 

   

 

##### SINGLE JOB SATISFACTION MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.JS.Model = 'JS =~ JS1+JS2+JS3+JS4+JS5' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.JS.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.JS.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.JS.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.JS = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.JS.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.JS.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, JSicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.JS.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.JS = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(66:77)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.JS[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.JS)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.JS, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.JS.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.JS.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Job Satisfaction")) 

 

Factor.JS = select(Survey.Data.GQ, JS1, JS2, JS3, JS4, JS5) 

  alpha(Factor.JS) #Get raw alpha 

 

   

 

##### SINGLE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

GQ.Resp.EEG.Model = 'EEG =~ EEG1+EEG2+EEG3+EEG4' 

 

#Run the model 

GQ.Resp.EEG.fit = cfa(GQ.Resp.EEG.Model, data = Survey.Data.GQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.GQ.Resp.EEG = parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, EEGicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.GQ.Resp.EEG = cor(Survey.Data.GQ[,c(66:77)]) 

  Cor.GQ.Resp.EEG[upper.tri(Cor.GQ.Resp.EEG)] = NA 

  round(Cor.GQ.Resp.EEG, 3) 

residuals(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit, type = "cor") 
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#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(GQ.Resp.EEG.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Employee Engagement")) 

 

Factor.EEG = select(Survey.Data.GQ, EEG1, EEG2, EEG3, EEG4) 

  alpha(Factor.EEG) #Get raw alpha 

   

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (DQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#               PREDICTOR VARIABLES  (TWC)               #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### SINGLE DAILY TEAM WORK CRAFTING MODEL (EFA & CFA) ##### 

 

### EXPLANATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS ### 

 

#Creating scree plot to find the number of factors 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

fa.parallel(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)], fm= 'minres', fa = 'fa', main = "Parallel Analysis: Scree Plot DQ TWC Data") 

 

#EFA model with 1 factor 

EFA.TWC1.DQ = factanal(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)], factors=1, rotation="none") 

EFA.TWC1.DQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC1.DQ 

print(EFA.TWC1.DQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

Factor.TWC_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_STR1_D,TWC_STR2_D,TWC_SOR1_D,TWC_SOR2_D,TWC_CD1_D,TWC_CD2_D,TWC_HD1_D,TWC_HD2_D, 

TWC_ACE1_D,TWC_ACE2_D,TWC_ACE3_D) 

  alpha(Factor.TWC_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

#EFA model with 2 factors 

EFA.TWC2.DQ = factanal(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)], factors=2, rotation="oblimin") 

EFA.TWC2.DQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC2.DQ 

print(EFA.TWC2.DQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

DQ.TWC2.1 = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_STR1_D,TWC_STR2_D,TWC_SOR1_D,TWC_SOR2_D,TWC_CD1_D,TWC_CD2_D,TWC_ACE1_D, TWC_ACE2_D,TWC_ACE3_D) 

  alpha(DQ.TWC2.1) #Get raw alpha 

DQ.TWC2.2 = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_HD1_D,TWC_HD2_D) 

  alpha(DQ.TWC2.2) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

#EFA model with 3 factors 

EFA.TWC3.DQ = factanal(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)], factors=3, rotation="oblimin") 

EFA.TWC3.DQ$converged #Inspect the output of the factor analysis 

EFA.TWC3.DQ 

print(EFA.TWC3.DQ$loadings, cutoff = 0.2) 

 

DQ.TWC3.1 = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_STR1_D,TWC_STR2_D,TWC_SOR1_D,TWC_SOR2_D,TWC_CD1_D,TWC_CD2_D,TWC_ACE1_D, 

                   TWC_ACE2_D) 

  alpha(DQ.TWC3.1) #Get raw alpha 

DQ.TWC3.2 = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_HD1_D,TWC_HD2_D) 

  alpha(DQ.TWC3.2) #Get raw alpha 

DQ.TWC3.3 = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_ACE3_D) #Cannot get alpha value of factor with only 1 scale item 

  alpha(DQ.TWC3.3) #Get raw alpha 

 

#The factors that the EFA suggests do not make sense according to the theory, so a single factor model for TWC  

#is applied in the CFA 

 

   

##### SINGLE DAILY TEAM WORK CRAFTING MODEL (CFA) ##### 

   

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Pred.Model = ' 

    TWC_D =~ TWC_STR1_D+TWC_STR2_D+TWC_SOR1_D+TWC_SOR2_D+TWC_CD1_D+TWC_CD2_D+TWC_HD1_D+TWC_HD2_D+TWC_ACE1_D 

    +TWC_ACE2_D+TWC_ACE3_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Pred.fit = cfa(DQ.Pred.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                  std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Pred.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Pred = parameterEstimates(DQ.Pred.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Pred.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Pred.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Pred = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

  Cor.DQ.Pred[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Pred)] = NA 

  round(Cor.DQ.Pred, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Pred.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Pred.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Team Work Crafting")) 

 

#Get Cronbachs alpha DQ 

Factor.TWC_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TWC_STR1_D,TWC_STR2_D,TWC_SOR1_D,TWC_SOR2_D,TWC_CD1_D,TWC_CD2_D,TWC_HD1_D,TWC_HD2_D, 

                      TWC_ACE1_D,TWC_ACE2_D,TWC_ACE3_D) 

  alpha(Factor.TWC_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (DQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#                 MEDIATOR VARIABLES (TF)                #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### SINGLE DAILY TEAM FLEXIBILITY MODEL (CFA) ##### 

   

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Med.Model = ' 

    TF_D =~ TF1_D+TF2_D+TF3_D+TF4_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Med.fit = cfa(DQ.Med.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                  std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Med.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Med = parameterEstimates(DQ.Med.fit, standardized = TRUE) 
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#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Med.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Med.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Med = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

Cor.DQ.Med[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Med)] = NA 

round(Cor.DQ.Med, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Med.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Med.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Team Flexibility")) 

 

Factor.TF_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, TF1_D,TF2_D,TF3_D,TF4_D) 

  alpha(Factor.TF_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (DQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#             TEAM RESPONSE VARIABLES  (PJP)             #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### ALL ENCOMPASSING DAILY TEAM RESPONSE VARIABLES MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Resp.Team.Model = ' 

    PJP_D =~ PJP1_D+PJP2_D+PJP3_D+PJP4_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Resp.Team.fit = cfa(DQ.Resp.Team.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Resp.Team = parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.Team.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Resp.Team.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Resp.Team = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

  Cor.DQ.Resp.Team[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Resp.Team)] = NA 

  round(Cor.DQ.Resp.Team, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Resp.Team.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Resp.Team.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Team Responses")) 

 

Factor.PJP_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, PJP1_D,PJP2_D,PJP3_D,PJP4_D) 

  alpha(Factor.PJP_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#==================================#  EStABLISHING THE MODELS & GENERATE OUTPUT DATA  (DQ)  #==================================# 

#==================================#        INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE VARIABLES (JS & EEG)        #==================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### ALL ENCOMPASSING DAILY INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE VARIABLES MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Resp.Ind.Model = ' 

    JS_D =~ JS1_D+JS2_D+JS3_D 

    EEG_D =~ EEG1_D+EEG2_D+EEG3_D+EEG4_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Resp.Ind.fit = cfa(DQ.Resp.Ind.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Resp.Ind = parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, Indicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Resp.Ind = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

  Cor.DQ.Resp.Ind[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Resp.Ind)] = NA 

  round(Cor.DQ.Resp.Ind, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Resp.Ind.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8) #, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Individual Responses")) 

 

#Get Cronbachs alpha DQ 

Factor.JS_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, JS1_D, JS2_D, JS3_D) 

  alpha(Factor.JS_D) #Get raw alpha 

Factor.EEG_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, EEG1_D, EEG2_D, EEG3_D, EEG4_D) 

alpha(Factor.EEG_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE DAILY JOB SATISFACTION MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Resp.JS_D.Model = 'JS_D =~ JS1_D+JS2_D+JS3_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit = cfa(DQ.Resp.JS_D.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 
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#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Resp.JS_D = parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, JS_Dicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Resp.JS_D = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

  Cor.DQ.Resp.JS_D[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Resp.JS_D)] = NA 

  round(Cor.DQ.Resp.JS_D, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Resp.JS_D.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Job Satisfaction")) 

 

#Get Cronbachs alpha DQ 

Factor.JS_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, JS1_D, JS2_D, JS3_D) 

  alpha(Factor.JS_D) #Get raw alpha 

 

 

 

##### SINGLE DAILY EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT MODEL (CFA) ##### 

 

#Define CFA model 

DQ.Resp.EEG_D.Model = 'EEG_D =~ EEG1_D+EEG2_D+EEG3_D+EEG4_D' 

 

#Run the model 

DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit = cfa(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.Model, data = Survey.Data.DQ, 

                      std.lv=TRUE) 

 

#Generate summary for model results 

summary(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit, standardized = TRUE, fit.measures = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

 

#Generate parameter estimates of the models 

PE.DQ.Resp.EEG_D = parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit, standardized = TRUE) 

 

#Extract factor loadings from parameter estimates 

parameterEstimates(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit, standardized=TRUE) %>% 

  filter(op == "=~") %>%  

  select('Latent Factor'=lhs, EEG_Dicator=rhs, B=est, SE=se, Z=z, 'p-value'=pvalue, Beta=std.all) %>%  

  kable(digits = 3, format="pandoc", caption="Factor Loadings DQ") 

 

#Generate correlation matrix of the model 

inspect(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit,"cor.lv") 

Cor.DQ.Resp.EEG_D = cor(Survey.Data.DQ[,c(5:15)]) 

  Cor.DQ.Resp.EEG_D[upper.tri(Cor.DQ.Resp.EEG_D)] = NA 

  round(Cor.DQ.Resp.EEG_D, 3) 

residuals(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit, type = "cor") 

 

#Generate SEM diagram for the model 

semPaths(DQ.Resp.EEG_D.fit, whatLabels = "std", layout = "tree", style = "lisrel", intercepts = TRUE, residuals = TRUE,intStyle = 

           "multi", rotation = 4, shapeLat = "ellipse", sizeLat = 8, sizeLat2 = 5, sizeMan = 4, sizeMan2 = 2, shapeMan =  

           "rectangle", esize = 0.5, asize = 1.8, title = TRUE, title.color = "Black", title("Daily Employee Engagement")) 

 

#Get Cronbachs alpha DQ 

Factor.EEG_D = select(Survey.Data.DQ, EEG1_D, EEG2_D, EEG3_D, EEG4_D) 

  alpha(Factor.EEG_D) #Get raw alpha 

   

Preliminary Analysis 
################################################################################################################################ 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

#####################################               PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS              ##################################### 

#####################################             CHECK FOR MULTILEVEL CLUSTERS            ##################################### 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

################################################################################################################################ 

 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#         PREPARE R SCRIPT         #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

install.packages("Matrix") 

install.packages("lme4") 

install.packages("matrixStats") 

install.packages("Hmisc") 

install.packages("ICC") 

install.packages("plyr") 

install.packages("lattice") 

install.packages("Rmisc") 

install.packages("car") 

 

library(Matrix) 

library(lme4) 

library(matrixStats) 

library(plyr) 

library(lattice) 

library(survival) 

library(Formula) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(Hmisc) 

library(ICC) 

library(Rmisc) 

library(car) 

library(e1071) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#      IMPORT AND PREPARE DATA     #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

#Import the LVL2 and LVL3 datasets 

LVL2.Dataset = read.csv("//LVL2 Dataset V3.csv",sep=";") 

LVL3.Dataset = read.csv("//LVL3 Dataset V3.csv",sep=";") 

LVL3.M = LVL3.Dataset[,c(5,7,22,24,33,35,37:40,42,44,46,48:50,52:59)] 

 

#Standard deviations of factors 

sd.GEN = sd(LVL3.M$T_DUM_GEN) 

  round(sd.GEN, digits = 2) 

sd.AGE = sd(LVL3.M$T_AGE) 

  round(sd.AGE, digits = 2) 

sd.TS = sd(LVL3.M$TS) 

  round(sd.TS, digits = 2) 

sd.TWC = sd(LVL3.M$T_TWC) 

  round(sd.TWC, digits = 2) 
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sd.EL = sd(LVL3.M$T_EL) 

  round(sd.EL, digits = 2) 

sd.TF = sd(LVL3.M$T_TF) 

  round(sd.TF, digits = 2) 

sd.VB = sd(LVL3.M$T_VB) 

  round(sd.VB, digits = 2) 

sd.OC = sd(LVL3.M$OC) 

  round(sd.OC, digits = 2) 

sd.JS = sd(LVL3.M$JS) 

  round(sd.JS, digits = 2) 

sd.EEG = sd(LVL3.M$EEG) 

  round(sd.EEG, digits = 2) 

sd.KNS = sd(LVL3.M$T_KNS) 

  round(sd.KNS, digits = 2) 

sd.PJP = sd(LVL3.M$T_PJP) 

  round(sd.PJP, digits = 2) 

sd.TWC_D = sd(LVL3.M$T_TWC_D) 

  round(sd.TWC_D, digits = 2) 

sd.TF_D = sd(LVL3.M$T_TF_D) 

  round(sd.TF_D, digits = 2) 

sd.PJP_D = sd(LVL3.M$T_PJP_D) 

  round(sd.PJP_D, digits = 2) 

sd.JS_D = sd(LVL3.M$JS_D) 

  round(sd.JS_D, digits = 2) 

sd.EEG_D = sd(LVL3.M$EEG_D) 

  round(sd.EEG_D, digits = 2) 

sd.LP_RLIP_ORD = sd(LVL3.M$LP_RLIP_ORD) 

  round(sd.LP_RLIP_ORD, digits = 2) 

sd.LP_RLIP_PRD = sd(LVL3.M$LP_RLIP_PRD) 

  round(sd.LP_RLIP_PRD, digits = 2) 

sd.LP_CLIP_ORD = sd(LVL3.M$LP_CLIP_ORD) 

  round(sd.LP_CLIP_ORD, digits = 2) 

sd.LP_CLIP_PRD = sd(LVL3.M$LP_CLIP_PRD) 

  round(sd.LP_CLIP_PRD, digits = 2) 

sd.LP_NH = sd(LVL3.M$LP_NH) 

  round(sd.LP_NH, digits = 2) 

sd.QOG_FPY = sd(LVL3.M$QOG_FPY) 

  round(sd.QOG_FPY, digits = 2) 

sd.QOG_DR = sd(LVL3.M$QOG_DR) 

  round(sd.QOG_DR, digits = 2) 

 

#Summary of the data 

summary(LVL3.M, standarddeviation=TRUE) 

 

##### Generate correlation & covariance matrix (Incl. significance levels)  ##### 

#Correlation matrix 

cor.LVL3= round(cor(LVL3.M),2) 

cor.LVL3[upper.tri(cor.LVL3)] = "" 

cor.LVL3 = as.data.frame(cor.LVL3) 

cor.LVL3 

 

rcorr.LVL3 = rcorr(as.matrix(LVL3.M)) 

rcorr.LVL3 

 

coeff.LVL3 = rcorr.LVL3$r 

pcorr.LVL3 = rcorr.LVL3$P 

 

#Save correlation matrix and significance levels 

write.csv(cor.LVL3, 

          file = "//corLVL3_V2.csv") 

 

write.csv(rcorr.LVL3$P, 

          file = "//pcorrLVL3_V2.csv") 

 

#Covariance matrix 

cov.LVL3=round(cov(LVL3.M),2) 

cov.LVL3[upper.tri(cov.LVL3)] = "" 

cov.LVL3 = as.data.frame(cov.LVL3) 

cov.LVL3 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================# TESTING FOR CLUSTER EFFECTS (GQ) #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Predictor variable: TWC ###### 

 

#Boxplot / Histogram / Density Plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) #Define imaging 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC, main="Boxplot: TWC", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_TwC)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC, main = "Histogram: TWC") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC), main="Density Plot: TWC", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_TWC=lm(T_TWC~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_TWC) 

 

 

 

##### Predictor variable: EL ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL, main="Boxplot: EL", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL, main = "Histogram: EL") 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL), main="Density Plot: EL", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_EL=lm(T_EL~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_EL) 

 

 

 

##### Mediator variable: TF ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF, main="Boxplot: TF", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF, main = "Histogram: TF") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF), main="Density Plot: TF", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_TF=lm(T_TF~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_TF) 
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##### Response variable: VB ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_VB, main="Boxplot: VB", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_VB, main = "Histogram: VB") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_VB), main="Density Plot: VB", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_VB), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_VB=lm(T_VB~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_VB) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: KNS ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_KNS, main="Boxplot: KNS", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_KNS, main = "Histogram: KNS") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_KNS), main="Density Plot: KNS", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_KNS), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_KNS=lm(T_KNS~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_KNS) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: PJP ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP, main="Boxplot: PJP", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP, main = "Histogram: PJP") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP), main="Density Plot: PJP", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_PJP=lm(T_PJP~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_PJP) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: OC ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) #Divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$OC, main="Boxplot: OC", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$OC, main = "Histogram: OC") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$OC), main="Density Plot: OC", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$OC), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL2) 

LVL2.Mod.OC=lmer(OC ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2.Mod.OC) 

 

#Testing for single level fit 

LVL1.Mod.OC=lm(OC~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.OC) 

anova(LVL2.Mod.OC,LVL1.Mod.OC) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team-within-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

#Generate the random residuals and standard errors 

OC.u0 = ranef(LVL2.Mod.OC, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level level residuals 

str(OC.u0[1]) 

OC.u0se = sqrt(attr(OC.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(OC.u0[[1]])) 

OC.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, OC.u0[[1]],OC.u0se) 

colnames(OC.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

OC.u0tab = OC.u0tab[order(OC.u0tab$u0), ] #sort table by assending order based on the values of u0 

 

OC.u0tab = cbind(OC.u0tab, c(1:dim(OC.u0tab)[1])) #create a new column containing the ranks 

colnames(OC.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

OC.u0tab = OC.u0tab[order(OC.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

OC.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(OC.u0tab$u0rank, OC.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot OC", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for team level") 

  segments(OC.u0tab$u0rank, OC.u0tab$u0-1.96*OC.u0tab$u0se, OC.u0tab$u0rank, OC.u0tab$u0+1.96*OC.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(OC.u0tab$u0rank, OC.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.OC)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.OC = (-1.96*0.3060+4.21198) 

Intercept.CI_lower.OC = (+1.96*0.3060+4.21198) 

Intercept.CI.OC = c(Intercept.CI_upper.OC, Intercept.CI_lower.OC) 

Intercept.CI.OC 

 

Residual.CI_upper.OC = (-1.96*0.5566+4.21198) 

Residual.CI_lower.OC = (+1.96*0.5566+4.21198) 

Residual.CI.OC = c(Residual.CI_upper.OC, Residual.CI_lower.OC) 

Residual.CI.OC 

 

#Get Variance Partition Coefficient (VPC) 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.OC), comp="Variance") 

VPC.OC = (0.3060^2) / ((0.5566^2)+(0.30605^2))*100 

VPC.OC 

 

#Get Intercalss Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$OC, alpha = 0.05) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: JS ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) #Divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$JS, main="Boxplot: JS", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$JS, main = "Histogram: JS") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$JS), main="Density Plot: JS", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$JS), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL2) 

LVL2.Mod.JS=lmer(JS ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2.Mod.JS) 

 

#Testing for single level fit 

LVL1.Mod.JS=lm(JS~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.JS) 

anova(LVL2.Mod.JS,LVL1.Mod.JS) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team-within-individual variation 
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### Caterpillar plot ### 

JS.u0 = ranef(LVL2.Mod.JS, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level level residuals 

str(JS.u0[1]) 

JS.u0se = sqrt(attr(JS.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(JS.u0[[1]])) 

JS.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, JS.u0[[1]], JS.u0se) 

colnames(JS.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

JS.u0tab = JS.u0tab[order(JS.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

JS.u0tab = cbind(JS.u0tab, c(1:dim(JS.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(JS.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

JS.u0tab = JS.u0tab[order(JS.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

JS.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(JS.u0tab$u0rank, JS.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot JS", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for team level") 

  segments(JS.u0tab$u0rank, JS.u0tab$u0-1.96*JS.u0tab$u0se, JS.u0tab$u0rank, JS.u0tab$u0+1.96*JS.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(JS.u0tab$u0rank, JS.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.JS)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.JS = (-1.96*0.53105+3.799) 

Intercept.CI_lower.JS = (+1.96*0.53105+3.799) 

Intercept.CI.JS = c(Intercept.CI_upper.JS, Intercept.CI_lower.JS) 

Intercept.CI.JS 

 

Residual.CI_upper.JS = (-1.96*0.58673+3.799) 

Residual.CI_lower.JS = (+1.96*0.58673+3.799) 

Residual.CI.JS = c(Residual.CI_upper.JS, Residual.CI_lower.JS) 

Residual.CI.JS 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.JS), comp="Variance") 

VPC.JS = ((0.53105^2) / ((0.53105^2)+(0.58673^2)))*100 

VPC.JS 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$JS, alpha = 0.05) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: EEG ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$EEG, main="Boxplot: EEG", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$EEG, main = "Histogram: EEG") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$EEG), main="Density Plot: EEG", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$EEG), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL2) 

LVL2.Mod.EEG=lmer(EEG ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2.Mod.EEG) 

 

#Testing for single level fit 

LVL1.Mod.EEG=lm(EEG~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.EEG) 

anova(LVL2.Mod.EEG,LVL1.Mod.EEG) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team-within-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

EEG.u0 = ranef(LVL2.Mod.EEG, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level level residuals 

str(EEG.u0[1]) 

EEG.u0se = sqrt(attr(EEG.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(EEG.u0[[1]])) 

EEG.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, EEG.u0[[1]], EEG.u0se) 

colnames(EEG.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

EEG.u0tab = EEG.u0tab[order(EEG.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

EEG.u0tab = cbind(EEG.u0tab, c(1:dim(EEG.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(EEG.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

EEG.u0tab = EEG.u0tab[order(EEG.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

EEG.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(EEG.u0tab$u0rank, EEG.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot EEG", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for team level") 

  segments(EEG.u0tab$u0rank, EEG.u0tab$u0-1.96*EEG.u0tab$u0se, EEG.u0tab$u0rank, EEG.u0tab$u0+1.96*EEG.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(EEG.u0tab$u0rank, EEG.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.EEG)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.EEG = (-1.96*0.54179+5.3110) 

Intercept.CI_lower.EEG = (+1.96*0.54179+5.3110) 

Intercept.CI.EEG = c(Intercept.CI_upper.EEG, Intercept.CI_lower.EEG) 

Intercept.CI.EEG 

 

Residual.CI_upper.EEG = (-1.96*0.97223+5.3110) 

Residual.CI_lower.EEG = (+1.96*0.97223+5.3110) 

Residual.CI.EEG = c(Residual.CI_upper.EEG, Residual.CI_lower.EEG) 

Residual.CI.EEG 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2.Mod.EEG), comp="Variance") 

VPC.EEG = ((0.54179^2) / ((0.54179^2)+(0.97223^2)))*100 

VPC.EEG 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$EEG, alpha = 0.05) 
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#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================# TESTING FOR CLUSTER EFFECTS (DQ) #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Daily Predictor variable: TWC_D ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC_D, main="Boxplot: TWC_D", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC_D, main = "Histogram: TWC_D") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC_D), main="Density Plot: TWC_D", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_TWC_D), 

2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL3) 

LVL3.Mod.T_TWC_D=lmer(T_TWC_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.)+(1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL3.Mod.T_TWC_D) 

 

#Testing for single level fit (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_TWC_D=lm(T_TWC_D~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_TWC_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TWC_D,LVL1.Mod.T_TWC_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant team and/or individual variation 

 

#Testing for super cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TWC_D=lmer(T_TWC_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TWC_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TWC_D,LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TWC_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team & within-team-between-day 

variation 

 

#Testing for cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D=lmer(T_TWC_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TWC_D,LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D) #p-value = not significant, so reject H1 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

TWC_D.u0 = ranef(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level residuals 

str(TWC_D.u0[1]) 

TWC_D.u0se = sqrt(attr(TWC_D.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(TWC_D.u0[[1]])) 

TWC_D.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, TWC_D.u0[[1]], TWC_D.u0se) 

colnames(TWC_D.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

TWC_D.u0tab = TWC_D.u0tab[order(TWC_D.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

TWC_D.u0tab = cbind(TWC_D.u0tab, c(1:dim(TWC_D.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(TWC_D.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

TWC_D.u0tab = TWC_D.u0tab[order(TWC_D.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

TWC_D.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(TWC_D.u0tab$u0rank, TWC_D.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot TWC_D", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for team 

level") 

  segments(TWC_D.u0tab$u0rank, TWC_D.u0tab$u0-1.96*TWC_D.u0tab$u0se, TWC_D.u0tab$u0rank, TWC_D.u0tab$u0+1.96*TWC_D.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(TWC_D.u0tab$u0rank, TWC_D.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.TWC_D = (-1.96*0.3974+3.69457) 

Intercept.CI_lower.TWC_D = (+1.96*0.3974+3.69457) 

Intercept.CI.TWC_D = c(Intercept.CI_upper.TWC_D, Intercept.CI_lower.TWC_D) 

Intercept.CI.TWC_D 

 

Residual.CI_upper.TWC_D = (-1.96*0.2559+3.69457) 

Residual.CI_lower.TWC_D = (+1.96*0.2559+3.69457) 

Residual.CI.TWC_D = c(Residual.CI_upper.TWC_D, Residual.CI_lower.TWC_D) 

Residual.CI.TWC_D 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TWC_D), comp="Variance") 

VPC.TWC_D = ((0.3974^2) / ((0.3974^2)+(0.2559^2)))*100 

VPC.TWC_D 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$TWC_D, alpha = 0.05) 

 

 

 

##### Daily Mediator variable: TF_D ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF_D, main="Boxplot: TF_D", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF_D, main = "Histogram: TF_D") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF_D), main="Density Plot: TF_D", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_TF_D), 

2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL3) 

LVL3.Mod.T_TF_D=lmer(T_TF_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.)+(1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL3.Mod.T_TF_D) 

 

#Testing for single level fit (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_TF_D=lm(T_TF_D~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_TF_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TF_D,LVL1.Mod.T_TF_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant team and/or individual variation 

 

#Testing for super cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TF_D=lmer(T_TF_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TF_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TF_D,LVL2scFX.Mod.T_TF_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team variation 

 

#Testing for cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D=lmer(T_TF_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_TF_D,LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D) #p-value = not significant, so reject H1 >> No significant within-team-between-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

T_FB_D.u0 = ranef(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level residuals 

str(T_FB_D.u0[1]) 

T_FB_D.u0se = sqrt(attr(T_FB_D.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(T_FB_D.u0[[1]])) 

T_FB_D.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, T_FB_D.u0[[1]], T_FB_D.u0se) 

colnames(T_FB_D.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

T_FB_D.u0tab = T_FB_D.u0tab[order(T_FB_D.u0tab$u0), ] 
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T_FB_D.u0tab = cbind(T_FB_D.u0tab, c(1:dim(T_FB_D.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(T_FB_D.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

T_FB_D.u0tab = T_FB_D.u0tab[order(T_FB_D.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

T_FB_D.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(T_FB_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_FB_D.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot T_FB_D", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for team 

level") 

  segments(T_FB_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_FB_D.u0tab$u0-1.96*T_FB_D.u0tab$u0se, T_FB_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_FB_D.u0tab$u0+1.96*T_FB_D.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(T_FB_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_FB_D.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.TF_D = (-1.96*0.4902+3.5878) 

Intercept.CI_lower.TF_D = (+1.96*0.4902+3.5878) 

Intercept.CI.TF_D = c(Intercept.CI_upper.TF_D, Intercept.CI_lower.TF_D) 

Intercept.CI.TF_D 

 

Residual.CI_upper.TF_D = (-1.96*0.3090+3.5878) 

Residual.CI_lower.TF_D = (+1.96*0.3090+3.5878) 

Residual.CI.TF_D = c(Residual.CI_upper.TF_D, Residual.CI_lower.TF_D) 

Residual.CI.TF_D 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D), comp="Variance") 

VPC.TF_D = ((0.4902^2) / ((0.4902^2)+(0.3090^2)))*100 

VPC.TF_D 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$TF_D, alpha = 0.05) 

 

   

   

##### Daily Response variable: PJP_D ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP_D, main="Boxplot: PJP_D", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP_D, main = "Histogram: PJP_D") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP_D), main="Density Plot: PJP_D", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$T_PJP_D), 

2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL3) 

LVL3.Mod.T_PJP_D=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.)+(1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL3.Mod.T_PJP_D) 

 

#Testing for single level fit (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.T_PJP_D=lm(T_PJP_D~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.T_PJP_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_PJP_D,LVL1.Mod.T_PJP_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant team and/or individual variation 

 

#Testing for super cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2scFX.Mod.T_PJP_D=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2scFX.Mod.T_PJP_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_PJP_D,LVL2scFX.Mod.T_PJP_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant between-team variation 

 

#Testing for cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2cFX.Mod.T_PJP_D=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_PJP_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.T_PJP_D,LVL2cFX.Mod.T_PJP_D) #p-value = not significant, so reject H1 >> No significant within-team-between-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

T_PJP_D.u0 = ranef(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_TF_D, condVar = TRUE) #stores 23 team level residuals 

str(T_PJP_D.u0[1]) 

T_PJP_D.u0se = sqrt(attr(T_PJP_D.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every team 

TEAM.ID = as.numeric(rownames(T_PJP_D.u0[[1]])) 

T_PJP_D.u0tab = cbind(TEAM.ID, T_PJP_D.u0[[1]], T_PJP_D.u0se) 

colnames(T_PJP_D.u0tab) = c("TEAM.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

T_PJP_D.u0tab = T_PJP_D.u0tab[order(T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

T_PJP_D.u0tab = cbind(T_PJP_D.u0tab, c(1:dim(T_PJP_D.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(T_PJP_D.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

T_PJP_D.u0tab = T_PJP_D.u0tab[order(T_PJP_D.u0tab$TEAM.ID), ] #reorder based on TEAM ID 

T_PJP_D.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot T_PJP_D", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for 

team level") 

  segments(T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0-1.96*T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0se, T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0+1.96*T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0rank, T_PJP_D.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_PJP_D)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.PJP_D = (-1.96*0.4987+5.6584) 

Intercept.CI_lower.PJP_D = (+1.96*0.4987+5.6584) 

Intercept.CI.PJP_D = c(Intercept.CI_upper.PJP_D, Intercept.CI_lower.PJP_D) 

Intercept.CI.PJP_D 

 

Residual.CI_upper.PJP_D = (-1.96*0.3586+5.6584) 

Residual.CI_lower.PJP_D = (+1.96*0.3586+5.6584) 

Residual.CI.PJP_D = c(Residual.CI_upper.PJP_D, Residual.CI_lower.PJP_D) 

Residual.CI.PJP_D 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2cFX.Mod.T_PJP_D), comp="Variance") 

VPC.PJP_D = ((0.4987^2) / ((0.4987^2)+(0.3586^2)))*100 

VPC.PJP_D 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$TEAM..k., LVL3.Dataset$PJP_D, alpha = 0.05) 

 

   

 

##### Daily Response variable: JS_D ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$JS_D, main="Boxplot: JS_D", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$JS_D, main = "Histogram: JS_D") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$JS_D), main="Density Plot: JS_D", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$JS_D), 2))) 
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#Generate base model (LVL3) 

LVL3.Mod.JS_D=lmer(JS_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.)+(1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL3.Mod.JS_D) 

 

#Testing for single level fit (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.JS_D=lm(JS_D~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.JS_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.JS_D,LVL1.Mod.JS_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant team and/or individual variation 

 

#Testing for super cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D=lmer(JS_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.JS_D,LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D) #p-value = not significant, so reject H1 >> No significant team variation 

 

#Testing for cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2cFX.Mod.JS_D=lmer(JS_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2cFX.Mod.JS_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.JS_D,LVL2cFX.Mod.JS_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant within-team-between-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

JS_D.u0 = ranef(LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D, condVar = TRUE) #stores 70 individual level residuals 

str(JS_D.u0[1]) 

JS_D.u0se = sqrt(attr(JS_D.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every individual 

IND.ID = as.numeric(rownames(JS_D.u0[[1]])) 

JS_D.u0tab = cbind(IND.ID, JS_D.u0[[1]], JS_D.u0se) 

colnames(JS_D.u0tab) = c("IND.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

JS_D.u0tab = JS_D.u0tab[order(JS_D.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

JS_D.u0tab = cbind(JS_D.u0tab, c(1:dim(JS_D.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(JS_D.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

JS_D.u0tab = JS_D.u0tab[order(JS_D.u0tab$IND.ID), ] #reorder based on IND ID 

JS_D.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(JS_D.u0tab$u0rank, JS_D.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot JS_D", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for individual 

level") 

  segments(JS_D.u0tab$u0rank, JS_D.u0tab$u0-1.96*JS_D.u0tab$u0se, JS_D.u0tab$u0rank, JS_D.u0tab$u0+1.96*JS_D.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(JS_D.u0tab$u0rank, JS_D.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 

#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.JS_D = (-1.96*0.5508+4.1569) 

Intercept.CI_lower.JS_D = (+1.96*0.5508+4.1569) 

Intercept.CI.JS_D = c(Intercept.CI_upper.JS_D, Intercept.CI_lower.JS_D) 

Intercept.CI.JS_D 

 

Residual.CI_upper.JS_D = (-1.96*0.5210+4.1569) 

Residual.CI_lower.JS_D = (+1.96*0.5210+4.1569) 

Residual.CI.JS_D = c(Residual.CI_upper.JS_D, Residual.CI_lower.JS_D) 

Residual.CI.JS_D 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2scFX.Mod.JS_D), comp="Variance") 

VPC.JS_D = ((0.5508^2) / ((0.5508^2)+(0.5210^2)))*100 

VPC.JS_D 

 

#Get ICC 

#ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$IND..j., LVL3.Dataset$JS_D, alpha = 0.05) 

 

 

 

##### Daily Response variable: EEG_D ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$EEG_D, main="Boxplot: EEG_D", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$EEG_D, main = "Histogram: EEG_D") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$EEG_D), main="Density Plot: EEG_D", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$EEG_D), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL3) 

LVL3.Mod.EEG_D=lmer(EEG_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.)+(1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL3.Mod.EEG_D) 

 

#Testing for single level fit (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.EEG_D=lm(EEG_D~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.EEG_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.EEG_D,LVL1.Mod.EEG_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant team and/or individual variation 

 

#Testing for super cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D=lmer(EEG_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.EEG_D,LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D) #p-value = not significant, so reject H1 >> No significant team variation 

 

#Testing for cluster effects (LVL2) 

LVL2cFX.Mod.EEG_D=lmer(EEG_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(LVL2cFX.Mod.EEG_D) 

anova(LVL3.Mod.EEG_D,LVL2cFX.Mod.EEG_D) #p-value = significant, so reject H0 >> There is significant within-team-between-individual variation 

 

### Caterpillar plot ### 

EEG_D.u0 = ranef(LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D, condVar = TRUE) #stores 70 individual level residuals 

str(EEG_D.u0[1]) 

EEG_D.u0se = sqrt(attr(EEG_D.u0[[1]], "postVar") [1,,1]) #standard error 

 

#create a dataframe containing an identifier, residual and standard error for every individual 

IND.ID = as.numeric(rownames(EEG_D.u0[[1]])) 

EEG_D.u0tab = cbind(IND.ID, EEG_D.u0[[1]], EEG_D.u0se) 

colnames(EEG_D.u0tab) = c("IND.ID", "u0", "u0se") 

 

EEG_D.u0tab = EEG_D.u0tab[order(EEG_D.u0tab$u0), ] 

 

EEG_D.u0tab = cbind(EEG_D.u0tab, c(1:dim(EEG_D.u0tab)[1])) 

colnames(EEG_D.u0tab)[4] = "u0rank" 

 

EEG_D.u0tab = EEG_D.u0tab[order(EEG_D.u0tab$IND.ID), ] #reorder based on IND ID 

EEG_D.u0tab 

 

#Create caterpillar plot 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # divide graph area in 1 columns 

plot(EEG_D.u0tab$u0rank, EEG_D.u0tab$u0, type = "n", main = "Caterpillar plot EEG_D", xlab = "u_rank", ylab = "conditional modes of r.e. for 

individual level") 

  segments(EEG_D.u0tab$u0rank, EEG_D.u0tab$u0-1.96*EEG_D.u0tab$u0se, EEG_D.u0tab$u0rank, EEG_D.u0tab$u0+1.96*EEG_D.u0tab$u0se) 

  points(EEG_D.u0tab$u0rank, EEG_D.u0tab$u0, col = "black") 

  abline(h=0,col="black", lty = 2) 

 

### Interpreting Variance components ### 
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#Get Coverage Intervals [95% CI] 

print(VarCorr(LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D)) 

 

Intercept.CI_upper.EEG_D = (-1.96*0.7248+3.69304) 

Intercept.CI_lower.EEG_D = (+1.96*0.7248+3.69304) 

Intercept.CI.JS = c(Intercept.CI_upper.EEG_D, Intercept.CI_lower.EEG_D) 

Intercept.CI.JS 

 

Residual.CI_upper.EEG_D = (-1.96*0.5733+3.69304) 

Residual.CI_lower.EEG_D = (+1.96*0.5733+3.69304) 

Residual.CI.JS = c(Residual.CI_upper.EEG_D, Residual.CI_lower.EEG_D) 

Residual.CI.JS 

 

#Get VPC 

print(VarCorr(LVL2scFX.Mod.EEG_D), comp="Variance") 

VPC.EEG_D = ((0.7248^2) / ((0.7248^2)+(0.5733^2)))*100 

VPC.EEG_D 

 

#Get ICC 

ICCest(LVL3.Dataset$IND..j., LVL3.Dataset$EEG_D, alpha = 0.05) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#  TESTING  FOR  CLUSTER  EFFECTS  #=============================================# 

#=============================================#     (OPERATIONAL VARIABLES)      #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Response variable: LP_RLIP_ORD ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

par(mfrow=c(1,3)) # divide graph area in 3 columns 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_ORD, main="Boxplot: LP_RLIP_ORD", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_ORD, main = "Histogram: LP_RLIP_ORD") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_ORD), main="Density Plot: LP_RLIP_ORD", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", 

round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_ORD), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.LP_RLIP_ORD=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.LP_RLIP_ORD) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: LP_RLIP_PRD ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_PRD, main="Boxplot: LP_RLIP_PRD", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_PRD, main = "Histogram: LP_RLIP_PRD") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_PRD), main="Density Plot: LP_RLIP_PRD", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", 

round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$LP_RLIP_PRD), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.LP_RLIP_PRD=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.LP_RLIP_PRD) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: LP_CLIP_ORD ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_ORD, main="Boxplot: LP_CLIP_ORD", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_ORD, main = "Histogram: LP_CLIP_ORD") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_ORD), main="Density Plot: LP_CLIP_ORD", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", 

round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_ORD), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.LP_CLIP_ORD=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.LP_CLIP_ORD) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: LP_CLIP_PRD ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_PRD, main="Boxplot: LP_CLIP_PRD", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_PRD, main = "Histogram: LP_CLIP_PRD") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_PRD), main="Density Plot: LP_CLIP_PRD", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", 

round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$LP_CLIP_PRD), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.LP_CLIP_PRD=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.LP_CLIP_PRD) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: LP_NH ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$LP_NH, main="Boxplot: LP_NH", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$LP_NH, main = "Histogram: LP_NH") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$LP_NH), main="Density Plot: LP_NH", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$LP_NH), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.LP_NH=lm(LP_NH~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.LP_NH) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: QOG_FPY ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_FPY, main="Boxplot: QOG_FPY", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_FPY, main = "Histogram: QOG_FPY") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_FPY), main="Density Plot: QOG_FPY", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", 

round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_FPY), 2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.QOG_FPY=lm(QOG_FPY~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.QOG_FPY) 

 

 

 

##### Response variable: QOG_DR ###### 

 

#Boxplot, Histogram, and Density plot >> Checking for outliers and normal distrubtion 

boxplot(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_DR, main="Boxplot: QOG_DR", sub=paste("Outlier rows: ", boxplot.stats(LVL3.Dataset$T_EL_R)$out)) 

hist(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_DR, main = "Histogram: QOG_DR") #Histogram and Density plot >> Check for normal distrubtion 

plot(density(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_DR), main="Density Plot: QOG_DR", ylab="Frequency", sub=paste("Skewness:", round(e1071::skewness(LVL3.Dataset$QOG_DR), 

2))) 

 

#Generate base model (LVL1) 

LVL1.Mod.QOG_DR=lm(QOG_DR~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LVL1.Mod.QOG_DR) 
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Hypothesis Testing 
################################################################################################################################ 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

#####################################                 HYPOTHESES TESTING                   ##################################### 

#####################################                                                      ##################################### 

################################################################################################################################ 

 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#         PREPARE R SCRIPT         #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

install.packages("Matrix") 

install.packages("lme4") 

install.packages("lmerTest") 

install.packages("pbkrtest") 

install.packages("matrixStats") 

install.packages("Hmisc") 

install.packages("ICC") 

install.packages("plyr") 

install.packages("lattice") 

install.packages("Rmisc") 

install.packages("car") 

install.packages("MuMIn") 

 

library(Matrix) 

library(lme4) 

library(lmerTest) 

library(pbkrtest) 

library(matrixStats) 

library(plyr) 

library(lattice) 

library(survival) 

library(Formula) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(Hmisc) 

library(ICC) 

library(Rmisc) 

library(car) 

library(e1071) 

library(MuMIn) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#      IMPORT AND PREPARE DATA     #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

#Import the LVL2 and LVL3 datasets 

LVL2.Dataset = read.csv("//LVL2 Dataset V3.csv",sep=";") 

LVL3.Dataset = read.csv("//LVL3 Dataset V3.csv",sep=";") 

LVL3.M = LVL3.Dataset[,c(24,33,35,37:40,42,44,46,48:50,52:59)] 

 

#Summary of the data 

summary(LVL3.M, standarddeviation=TRUE) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#         TEST MEDIATOR TF         #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

#TF: Base model 

TF_BaseMod=lm(T_TF~1,data=LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(TF_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#TF: Base model + Confounding variables 

TF_BaseConfMod=lm(T_TF~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE  + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(TF_BaseConfMod) 

anova(TF_BaseMod, TF_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#TWC and TF: Mediating model 

TF_MedMod=lm(T_TF~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(TF_MedMod) 

anova(TF_BaseMod, TF_MedMod) 

 

#TWC and TF: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

TF_MedConfMod=lm(T_TF~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE  + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(TF_MedConfMod) 

anova(TF_BaseMod, TF_MedConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_MedConfMod)^2)) 

 

 

#TF_D: Base model 

TF_D_BaseMod=lmer(T_TF_D~1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(TF_D_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_D_BaseMod)^2)) 

 

#TF_D: Base model + Confounding variables 

TF_D_BaseConfMod=lmer(T_TF_D~1 + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(TF_D_BaseConfMod) 

anova(TF_D_BaseMod, TF_D_BaseConfMod) #Chi-square 

KRmodcomp(TF_D_BaseMod, TF_D_BaseConfMod) #F-test 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_D_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredLR(TF_D_BaseConfMod, null = NULL) 

r.squaredGLMM(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#TWC_D and TF_D: Mediating model 

TF_D_MedMod=lm(T_TF_D~T_TWC_D + (1|TEAM..k.),data = LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(TF_D_MedMod) 

anova(TF_D_BaseMod, TF_D_MedMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_D_BaseMod)^2)) 

 

#TWC and TF: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

TF_D_MedConfMod=lmer(T_TF_D~T_TWC_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(TF_D_MedConfMod) 

anova(TF_D_BaseMod, TF_D_MedConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(TF_D_BaseMod, TF_D_MedConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(TF_D_MedConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 
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#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES VB        #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#VB: Base model 

VB_BaseMod=lm(T_VB~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#VB: Base model + Confounding variables 

VB_BaseConfMod=lm(T_VB~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE  + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_BaseConfMod) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#VB: Base model + TWC 

VB_PredMod1=lm(T_VB~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredMod1) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_PredMod1) 

 

#VB: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

VB_PredConfMod1=lm(T_VB~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredConfMod1) 

anova(VB_BaseMod,VB_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#VB: Base model + TF 

VB_MedMod1=lm(T_VB ~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_MedMod1) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_MedMod1) 

 

#VB: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

VB_MedConfMod1=lm(T_VB~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_MedConfMod1) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#VB: Mediating model 

VB_MedMod2=lm(T_VB~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_MedMod2) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_MedMod2) 

 

#VB: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

VB_MedConfMod2=lm(T_VB~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_MedConfMod2) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#VB: Base model + EL 

VB_PredMod3=lm(T_VB~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredMod3) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_PredMod3) 

 

#VB: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

VB_PredConfMod3=lm(T_VB~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredConfMod3) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#VB: Base model + EL x TWC 

VB_PredMod4=lm(T_VB~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredMod4) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_PredMod4) 

 

#VB: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

VB_PredConfMod4=lm(T_VB~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(VB_PredConfMod4) 

anova(VB_BaseMod, VB_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(VB_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES KNS       #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#KNS: Base model 

KNS_BaseMod=lm(T_KNS~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#KNS: Base model + Confounding variables 

KNS_BaseConfMod=lm(T_KNS~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_BaseConfMod) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod, KNS_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#KNS: Base model + TWC 

KNS_PredMod1=lm(T_KNS~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredMod1) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_PredMod1) 

 

#KNS: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

KNS_PredConfMod1=lm(T_KNS~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredConfMod1) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#KNS: Base model + TF 

KNS_MedMod1=lm(T_KNS~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_MedMod1) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_MedMod1) 

 

#KNS: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

KNS_MedConfMod1=lm(T_KNS~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_MedConfMod1) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#KNS: Mediating model 

KNS_MedMod2=lm(T_KNS~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_MedMod2) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_MedMod2) 
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#KNS: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

KNS_MedConfMod2=lm(T_KNS~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_MedConfMod2) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod,KNS_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#KNS: Base model + EL 

KNS_PredMod3=lm(T_KNS~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredMod3) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod, KNS_PredMod3) 

 

#KNS: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

KNS_PredConfMod3=lm(T_KNS~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredConfMod3) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod, KNS_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#KNS: Base model + EL x TWC 

KNS_PredMod4=lm(T_KNS~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredMod4) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod, KNS_PredMod4) 

 

#KNS: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

KNS_PredConfMod4=lm(T_KNS~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(KNS_PredConfMod4) 

anova(KNS_BaseMod, KNS_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(KNS_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES PJP       #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#PJP: Base model 

PJP_BaseMod=lm(T_PJP~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#PJP: Base model + Confounding variables 

PJP_BaseConfMod=lm(T_PJP~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_BaseConfMod) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod, PJP_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#PJP: Base model + TWC 

PJP_PredMod1=lm(T_PJP~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredMod1) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_PredMod1) 

 

#PJP: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

PJP_PredConfMod1=lm(T_PJP~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredConfMod1) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#PJP: Mediating model 

PJP_MedMod1=lm(T_PJP~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_MedMod1) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_MedMod1) 

 

#PJP: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

PJP_MedConfMod1=lm(T_PJP~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_MedConfMod1) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#PJP: Mediating model 

PJP_MedMod2=lm(T_PJP~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_MedMod2) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_MedMod2) 

 

#PJP: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

PJP_MedConfMod2=lm(T_PJP~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_MedConfMod2) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod,PJP_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#PJP: Base model + EL 

PJP_PredMod3=lm(T_PJP~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredMod3) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod, PJP_PredMod3) 

 

#PJP: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

PJP_PredConfMod3=lm(T_PJP~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredConfMod3) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod, PJP_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#PJP: Base model + EL x TWC 

PJP_PredMod4=lm(T_PJP~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredMod4) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod, PJP_PredMod4) 

 

#PJP: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

PJP_PredConfMod4=lm(T_PJP~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(PJP_PredConfMod4) 

anova(PJP_BaseMod, PJP_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES OC        #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#OC: Base model 

OC_BaseMod=lmer(OC ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 
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#OC: Base model + Confounding variables 

OC_BaseConfMod=lmer(OC ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_BaseConfMod) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#OC: Base model + TWC 

OC_PredMod1=lmer(OC ~ T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredMod1) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredMod1) 

 

#OC: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

OC_PredConfMod1=lmer(OC ~ T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredConfMod1) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#OC: Base model + TF 

OC_MedMod1=lmer(OC ~ T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_MedMod1) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedMod1) 

 

#OC: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

OC_MedConfMod1=lmer(OC ~ T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_MedConfMod1) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#OC: Mediating model 

OC_MedMod2=lmer(OC ~ T_TWC + T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_MedMod2) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedMod2) 

 

#OC: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

OC_MedConfMod2=lmer(OC ~ T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_MedConfMod2) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#OC: Base model + EL 

OC_PredMod3=lmer(OC ~ T_EL + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredMod3) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredMod3) 

 

#OC: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

OC_PredConfMod3=lmer(OC ~ T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredConfMod3) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod3) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#OC: Base model + EL x TWC 

OC_PredMod4=lmer(OC ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredMod4) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredMod4) 

 

#OC: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

OC_PredConfMod4=lmer(OC ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(OC_PredConfMod4) 

anova(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod4) 

KRmodcomp(OC_BaseMod,OC_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(OC_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(OC_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(OC_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES JS        #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#JS: Base model 

JS_BaseMod=lmer(JS ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 
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#JS: Base model + Confounding variables 

JS_BaseConfMod=lmer(JS ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS  + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_BaseConfMod) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#JS: Base model + TWC 

JS_PredMod1=lmer(JS ~ T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredMod1) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredMod1) 

 

#JS: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

JS_PredConfMod1=lmer(JS ~ T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredConfMod1) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#JS: Base model + TF 

JS_MedMod1=lmer(JS ~ T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_MedMod1) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedMod1) 

 

#JS: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

JS_MedConfMod1=lmer(JS ~ T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_MedConfMod1) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#JS: Mediating model 

JS_MedMod2=lmer(JS ~ T_TWC + T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_MedMod2) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedMod2) 

 

#JS: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

JS_MedConfMod2=lmer(JS ~ T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_MedConfMod2) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#JS: Base model + EL 

JS_PredMod3=lmer(JS ~ T_EL + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredMod3) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredMod3) 

 

#JS: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

JS_PredConfMod3=lmer(JS ~ T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredConfMod3) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod3) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#JS: Base model + EL x TWC 

JS_PredMod4=lmer(JS ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredMod4) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredMod4) 

 

#JS: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

JS_PredConfMod4=lmer(JS ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_PredConfMod4) 

anova(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod4) 

KRmodcomp(JS_BaseMod,JS_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#        TEST HYPOTHESES EEG       #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#EEG: Base model 

EEG_BaseMod=lmer(EEG ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 
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#EEG: Base model + Confounding variables 

EEG_BaseConfMod=lmer(EEG ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_BaseConfMod) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#EEG: Base model + TWC 

EEG_PredMod1=lmer(EEG ~ T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredMod1) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredMod1) 

 

#EEG: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

EEG_PredConfMod1=lmer(EEG ~ T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredConfMod1) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#EEG: Base model + TF 

EEG_MedMod1=lmer(EEG ~ T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_MedMod1) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedMod1) 

 

#EEG: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

EEG_MedConfMod1=lmer(EEG ~ T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_MedConfMod1) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#EEG: Mediating model 

EEG_MedMod2=lmer(EEG ~ T_TWC + T_TF + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_MedMod2) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedMod2) 

 

#EEG: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

EEG_MedConfMod2=lmer(EEG ~ T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_MedConfMod2) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#EEG: Base model + EL 

EEG_PredMod3=lmer(EEG ~ T_EL + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredMod3) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredMod3) 

 

#EEG: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

EEG_PredConfMod3=lmer(EEG ~ T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredConfMod3) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod3) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_PredConfMod3) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#EEG: Base model + EL x TWC 

EEG_PredMod4=lmer(EEG ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredMod4) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredMod4) 

 

#EEG: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

EEG_PredConfMod4=lmer(EEG ~ T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_PredConfMod4) 

anova(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod4) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_BaseMod,EEG_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_PredConfMod4) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#   TEST HYPOTHESES LP_RLIP_ORD    #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model 

LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model 

LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod)^2)) 
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#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + TWC 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod1) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + TF 

LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod1) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Mediating model 

LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod2=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod2) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_MedMod2) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + EL 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod3=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod3) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod3) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + EL x TWC 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod4=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod4) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_ORD_PredMod4) 

 

#LP_RLIP_ORD: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4=lm(LP_RLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4) 

anova(LP_RLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#   TEST HYPOTHESES LP_RLIP_PRD    #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model 

LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model 

LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + TWC 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod1) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Mediating model 

LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod1) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Mediating model 

LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod2=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod2) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_MedMod2) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + EL 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod3=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod3) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod3) 
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#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + EL x TWC 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod4=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod4) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_PRD_PredMod4) 

 

#LP_RLIP_PRD: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4=lm(LP_RLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4) 

anova(LP_RLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_RLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#   TEST HYPOTHESES LP_CLIP_ORD    #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model 

LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model 

LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + TWC 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod1) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + TF 

LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod1) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Mediating model 

LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod2=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod2) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_MedMod2) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + EL 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod3=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod3) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod3) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + EL x TWC 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod4=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod4) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_ORD_PredMod4) 

 

#LP_CLIP_ORD: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4=lm(LP_CLIP_ORD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4) 

anova(LP_CLIP_ORD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_ORD_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#   TEST HYPOTHESES LP_CLIP_PRD    #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model 

LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + TWC 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod1) 
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#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + TF 

LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod1) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Mediating model 

LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod2=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod2) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_MedMod2) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod,LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + EL 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod3=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod3) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod3) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + EL x TWC 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod4=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod4) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_PRD_PredMod4) 

 

#LP_CLIP_PRD: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4=lm(LP_CLIP_PRD~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4) 

anova(LP_CLIP_PRD_BaseMod, LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_CLIP_PRD_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#      TEST HYPOTHESES LP_NH       #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#LP_NH: Base model 

LP_NH_BaseMod=lm(LP_NH~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_BaseConfMod=lm(LP_NH~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_BaseConfMod) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + TWC 

LP_NH_PredMod1=lm(LP_NH~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredMod1) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_PredMod1) 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_PredConfMod1=lm(LP_NH~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredConfMod1) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + TF 

LP_NH_MedMod1=lm(LP_NH~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_MedMod1) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_MedMod1) 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_MedConfMod1=lm(LP_NH~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_MedConfMod1) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#LP_NH: Mediating model 

LP_NH_MedMod2=lm(LP_NH~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_MedMod2) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_MedMod2) 

 

#LP_NH: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_MedConfMod2=lm(LP_NH~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_MedConfMod2) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod,LP_NH_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + EL 

LP_NH_PredMod3=lm(LP_NH~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredMod3) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod, LP_NH_PredMod3) 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_PredConfMod3=lm(LP_NH~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredConfMod3) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod, LP_NH_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_PredConfMod3)^2)) 
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##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + EL x TWC 

LP_NH_PredMod4=lm(LP_NH~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredMod4) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod, LP_NH_PredMod4) 

 

#LP_NH: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

LP_NH_PredConfMod4=lm(LP_NH~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(LP_NH_PredConfMod4) 

anova(LP_NH_BaseMod, LP_NH_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(LP_NH_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#     TEST HYPOTHESES QOG_FPY      #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model 

QOG_FPY_BaseMod=lm(QOG_FPY~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_BaseConfMod=lm(QOG_FPY~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_BaseConfMod) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + TWC 

QOG_FPY_PredMod1=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredMod1) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_PredMod1) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_PredConfMod1=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod1) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + TF 

QOG_FPY_MedMod1=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_MedMod1) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_MedMod1) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_MedConfMod1=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_MedConfMod1) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Mediating model 

QOG_FPY_MedMod2=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_MedMod2) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_MedMod2) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_MedConfMod2=lm(QOG_FPY~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_MedConfMod2) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod,QOG_FPY_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + EL 

QOG_FPY_PredMod3=lm(QOG_FPY~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredMod3) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod, QOG_FPY_PredMod3) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_PredConfMod3=lm(QOG_FPY~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod3) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod, QOG_FPY_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + EL x TWC 

QOG_FPY_PredMod4=lm(QOG_FPY~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredMod4) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod, QOG_FPY_PredMod4) 

 

#QOG_FPY: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

QOG_FPY_PredConfMod4=lm(QOG_FPY~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod4) 

anova(QOG_FPY_BaseMod, QOG_FPY_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_FPY_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#      TEST HYPOTHESES QOG_DR      #=============================================#  

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model 

QOG_DR_BaseMod=lm(QOG_DR~1,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_BaseMod)^2)) #Get RMSE 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_BaseConfMod=lm(QOG_DR~T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_BaseConfMod) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + TWC 

QOG_DR_PredMod1=lm(QOG_DR~T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredMod1) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_PredMod1) 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_PredConfMod1=lm(QOG_DR~T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredConfMod1) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 
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#QOG_DR: Base model + TF 

QOG_DR_MedMod1=lm(QOG_DR~T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_MedMod1) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_MedMod1) 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_MedConfMod1=lm(QOG_DR~T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_MedConfMod1) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_MedConfMod1)^2)) 

 

#QOG_DR: Mediating model 

QOG_DR_MedMod2=lm(QOG_DR~T_TWC + T_TF,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_MedMod2) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_MedMod2) 

 

#QOG_DR: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_MedConfMod2=lm(QOG_DR~T_TWC + T_TF + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_MedConfMod2) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod,QOG_DR_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 3 ###### 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + EL 

QOG_DR_PredMod3=lm(QOG_DR~T_EL,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredMod3) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod, QOG_DR_PredMod3) 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + EL + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_PredConfMod3=lm(QOG_DR~T_EL + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredConfMod3) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod, QOG_DR_PredConfMod3) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_PredConfMod3)^2)) 

 

##### Hypothesis 4 ###### 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + EL x TWC 

QOG_DR_PredMod4=lm(QOG_DR~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredMod4) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod, QOG_DR_PredMod4) 

 

#QOG_DR: Base model + EL x TWC + Confounding variables 

QOG_DR_PredConfMod4=lm(QOG_DR~T_EL + T_TWC + T_EL*T_TWC + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS,data = LVL3.Dataset) 

summary(QOG_DR_PredConfMod4) 

anova(QOG_DR_BaseMod, QOG_DR_PredConfMod4) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(QOG_DR_PredConfMod4)^2)) 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#       TEST HYPOTHESES PJP_D      #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#PJP_D: Base model 

PJP_D_BaseMod=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ 1 + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_D_BaseMod)^2)) 

 

#PJP_D: Base model + Confounding variables 

PJP_D_BaseConfMod=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_BaseConfMod) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_D_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(PJP_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(PJP_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#PJP_D: Base model + TWC 

PJP_D_PredMod1=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TWC_D + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_PredMod1) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_PredMod1) 

 

#PJP_D: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

PJP_D_PredConfMod1=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_PredConfMod1) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(PJP_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(PJP_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#PJP_D: Base model + TF 

PJP_D_MedMod1=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TF_D + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_MedMod1) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedMod1) 

 

#PJP_D: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

PJP_D_MedConfMod1=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_MedConfMod1) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(PJP_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(PJP_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#PJP_D: Mediating model 

PJP_D_MedMod2=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_MedMod2) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedMod2) 
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#PJP_D: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

PJP_D_MedConfMod2=lmer(T_PJP_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|TEAM..k.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(PJP_D_MedConfMod2) 

anova(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(PJP_D_BaseMod,PJP_D_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(PJP_D_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(TF_MedConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#       TEST HYPOTHESES JS_D       #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#JS_D: Base model 

JS_D_BaseMod=lmer(JS_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_D_BaseMod)^2)) 

 

#JS_D: Base model + Confounding variables 

JS_D_BaseConfMod=lmer(JS_D ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_BaseConfMod) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_D_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#JS_D: Base model + TWC 

JS_D_PredMod1=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TWC_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_PredMod1) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_PredMod1) 

 

#JS_D: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

JS_D_PredConfMod1=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_PredConfMod1) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#JS_D: Base model + TF 

JS_D_MedMod1=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TF_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_MedMod1) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedMod1) 

 

#JS_D: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

JS_D_MedConfMod1=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_MedConfMod1) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#JS_D: Mediating model 

JS_D_MedMod2=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_MedMod2) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedMod2) 

 

#JS_D: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

JS_D_MedConfMod2=lmer(JS_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(JS_D_MedConfMod2) 

anova(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(JS_D_BaseMod,JS_D_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(JS_D_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(JS_D_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(JS_D_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

#=============================================#       TEST HYPOTHESES EEG_D      #=============================================# 

#=============================================#            MULTILEVEL            #=============================================# 

#==============================================================================================================================# 

 

##### Hypothesis 1 ###### 

 

#EEG_D: Base model 

EEG_D_BaseMod=lmer(EEG_D ~ 1 + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_BaseMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_D_BaseMod)^2)) 

 

#EEG_D: Base model + Confounding variables 

EEG_D_BaseConfMod=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_BaseConfMod) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_BaseConfMod) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_BaseConfMod) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_D_BaseConfMod)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_D_BaseConfMod) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-3-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#EEG_D: Base model + TWC 

EEG_D_PredMod1=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TWC_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_PredMod1) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_PredMod1) 
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#EEG_D: Base model + TWC + Confounding variables 

EEG_D_PredConfMod1=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_PredConfMod1) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_PredConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_PredConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_D_PredConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

##### Hypothesis 2 ###### 

 

#EEG_D: Base model + TF 

EEG_D_MedMod1=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TF_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_MedMod1) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedMod1) 

 

#EEG_D: Base model + TF + Confounding variables 

EEG_D_MedConfMod1=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_MedConfMod1) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedConfMod1) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedConfMod1) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_D_PredConfMod1)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_D_MedConfMod1) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-4-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 

#EEG_D: Mediating model 

EEG_D_MedMod2=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_MedMod2) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedMod2) 

 

#EEG_D: Mediating model + Confounding variables 

EEG_D_MedConfMod2=lmer(EEG_D ~ T_TWC_D + T_TF_D + T_DUM_GEN + T_AGE + T_DUM_FB_ENG + TS + (1|IND..j.),data=LVL3.Dataset, REML = FALSE) 

summary(EEG_D_MedConfMod2) 

anova(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedConfMod2) 

KRmodcomp(EEG_D_BaseMod,EEG_D_MedConfMod2) 

sqrt(mean(residuals(EEG_D_MedConfMod2)^2)) 

r.squaredGLMM(EEG_D_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq=r.squaredLR(EEG_D_MedConfMod2) 

Rsq[1] 

AdjRsq = 1-(((1-Rsq[1])*(246-1))/(246-5-1)) 

AdjRsq 

 


